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Abstract

           Cognitive gadgets are distinctively human cognitive mechanisms such as imitation, mind–

             reading, and language that have been shaped by cultural rather than genetic evolution.–

            New gadgets emerge, not by genetic mutation, but by innovations in cognitive development;
          they are specialised cognitive mechanisms built by general cognitive mechanisms using

          information from the sociocultural environment. Innovations are passed on to subsequent
            generations, not by DNA replication, but through social learning: People with new cognitive

             mechanisms pass them on to others through social interaction. Some of the new mechanisms,
             like literacy, have spread through human populations, while others have died out, because the

            holders had more students, not just more babies. The cognitive gadgets hypothesis is
          developed through four case studies, drawing on evidence from comparative and

       developmental psychology, experimental psychology, and cognitive neuroscience. The
         framework employed cultural evolutionary psychology, a descendant of evolutionary–

           psychology and cultural evolutionary theory addresses parallel issues across the cognitive–

         and behavioural sciences. In common with evolutionary developmental biology (evo-devo)
         and the extended evolutionary synthesis, cultural evolutionary psychology underlines the

          importance of developmental processes and environmental factors in the emergence of
         human cognition. In common with computational approaches (deep learning, predictive

          coding, hierarchical reinforcement learning, causal modelling), it emphasises the power of
        general-purpose mechanisms of learning. Cultural evolutionary psychology, however, also

            challenges use of the behavioural gambit in economics and behavioural ecology, and rejects
            the view that human minds are composed of innate modules or cognitive instincts.“ ” “ ”

 1. Introduction

                What makes us such peculiar animals? What is it about the huma n mind that has enabled us
            to transform our environments, to become so dependent on cooperation for survival, and

              thereby to construct the edifices of knowledge and ski ll in which our lives are embedded:
           craft, technology, agri culture, science, religion, law, politics, history, music, trade, art, literature,

           and sport? Contemporary answers assume that adu lt humans have mental faculties different
               from those of all other extant animals, and the differences have two sources: nature and nur-

           ture. Whether distinctively human faculties are understood to be symbolic or sub-symbolic,
          model-based or model-free, general- or special-purpose, modular or holistic, optimal or

                kluge-ridden, it is assu med that, insofar as they do their jobs well, it is because these faculties
             have been shaped by natural selection operating on genetic varian ts (nature) and by interaction

             between the neurocognitive system and its environment in the course of an ind ividual s devel-’

 opment (nurture).
          Cognitive Gadgets : The Cultural Evolution of Thinking (Heyes ; henceforth2018 Cognitive

             Gadgets) argues that the most strikingly distinctive features of the human mind come from
            a third source: culture. Natural selection operating on cultural variants traits inherited–

              through social interaction doesn t only give us belie fs, tools and techniques; it also produces– ’

             new neurocognitive mechanisms. In a slogan: Cultural evolution shapes not just what we think
                but how we think it. In a sain tly metapho r: Cultural evolution changes not only the grist but

            also the mills of the human mind (Aquinas 1272; H eyes 2012a). In a contrapuntal catchphrase:
            Distinctively human cognitive mechanisms such as language, theory of mind, causal reason-–

             ing, epis odic memory, imitation, and morality are not cognitive instincts (Pinker ) but– “ ” 1994
            “ ”cognitive gadgets . These mechanisms , which are absent or merely nascent in other animals,

               were not designed by human minds, but they are the products of human rather than genetic
              agency. They are gadget-like in being relatively small but crucially important parts of the mind.

              The bulk of our behaviour is cont rolled by mechanisms we share with other animals, but
           cognitive gadgets are what make huma n minds and lives so very odd.

         Literacy is a cognitive gadget . The capacity to read printed
     matter depends on dedicated neurocognitive mechanisms.

         Written language emerged only 5,000 to 6,000 years ago, too
         recently in huma n history for the genetic evolution of neu rocog-

       nitive mechanisms specialised for reading. Therefore, insofar as
          those mechan isms do their jobs well, it must be because they

     have been shaped by cultural evolution.
         Cognitive Gadgets is an academic book written by a psycholo-

      gist for accessibility to psychologists, neuroscientists, evolutionary
    biologists, anthropologists, archaeologists, computer scientists,

      economists, philosop hers, and others interested in human
           evolution. I worked hard to make it short, hoping it would be

           read even in disciplines in which books are rare beasts. One of
         the conseq uences of brevity is that the logical geography in

           chapter 1 is local. Focussing on closely related ideas in the recent
          past, chapter 1 identifies the framework developed in the book as

      “cultural evolutionary psychology, a direct descendant of”

       “ ”evolutionary psychology (Barkow et al. ; Pinker )1992 1994
       and cultural evolutionary theory (Boyd & R icherson ;“ ” 1985

       Campbell ; Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman ; Dennett ;1965 1981 1990
        1991 2015 Fig. 1; Henrich ) (see ). Cultural evolutionary psychol-

         ogy is like evolutionary psychology in having the human mind
         as its explanatory target, and like cultural evolutionary theory in

         emphasising the impor tance of social learn ing as a force in
         human evolution, but it differs from both of these approaches

       in suggesting that distinctively human cognitive mechanisms get
       their adaptive characteristics from cultural rather than genetic

evolution.
        Viewed more broadly and with greater historical depth, the

       central thesis of Cognitive Gadgets addresses the mo dularity
         debate in cognitive science (Fodor ; Samuels ) and dis-1983 2012 

        cussions of functional specialisation in ethology (de Waal &
          Ferrari ; Lorenz ). It suggests that, at least in huma ns,2010 1969

      specialised cognitive mechanisms are built by general-purpose
     cognitive mechanisms; modules are acquired (Karmiloff-Smith

          1995). In making this case, joins the battle ini-Cognitive Gadgets
           tiated by the British Empiricists 300 years ago over the power of

       general-purpose mechanism s of learn ing, siding with advocates of
      deep learning, predictive coding, hierarchical reinforcement learn-

         ing, causal modelling, and Bayesians of almost every stripe (Lake
            et al. ). It also challenges the use of the behavioural gambit in2017

        economics and behavioural ecology (Fawcett et al. ; Nettle2012
         et al. ), discouraging a black box approach to neurocognitive2013

        mechanisms (Heyes ), and builds on research in develop-2016a
      mental psychology and elsewhere documenting the importance

        of cultural learning and cross-cultural variation in the way
          minds work (Hau n et al. ; Legare & Nielson ; Nisbett2006 2015

         2010 2014 1999; Shiraev & Levy ; Tomasello ). At the broadest
       level, in common with evo-devo (West-Eberhard ; ),2003 2005

        and the extended evolutionary synthesis (Laland et al. ),201 5
        Cognitive Gadgets stresses the critica l, formative roles of develop-

        mental processes and environmental factors in the emergence of
 human cognition.

       Cognitive Gadgets has four foundational chapters (1 4), four–

         case study chapters (4 8) each focusing on one cognitive gadget,–

    and a concluding chapter (9).

   2. Nature, nurture, culture

  2.1. Biologic al information

         The development of every aspect of human behaviour and cogni-
          tion, like the development of all biological systems, depends on a

           rich, turbulent stew of factors. There are no pure cases of nature
          or of nurture; no biological characteristic is caused only by the“

        genes or only by the environment. Nonetheless, drawing on” “ ”

      the teleosemantic concept ion of information (Millikan ;1984
          Shea ), I argue in chapte r 2 that psychologists and biologists2013

          can and should seek to isolate the contributions of nature ( genet-
      ically inherited information), nurture (information deri ved from

        direct interaction between the developing system and its environ-
       ment), and culture (information inheri ted via social interaction)

        to human cogni tive development. Without this purpose and dis-
         cipline, there is a risk that explanations of cognitive development

         will be no more than unwieldy descri ptions, like Lewis Carroll s’

            fictional map with a scale of one mile to one mile, or manageable
          only because they privilege some causes over others in an arbi-

       trary way. Arbi trary privilege dominated the behavioural sciences
         of the twentieth century. As the pen dulum swung from instinct

        theory (Kuo ) to behaviourism (Watson ) and back1922 1930
       again to evolutionary psychology via classical ethology (Lorenz
       1965 1963 1975; Tinbe rgen ) and sociobiology (Wilson ), research-

           ers fixated on nature, then on nurture, and finally put the genes
   back in the ascendant.

  2.2. Cultural evolution

        The impo rtance of culture ( information inherited via socialsensu
        interaction) in shaping huma n behaviour has been emphasised by

        cultural evolutionists with increasing force since the 1980s (Boyd
       & Richerson ; Campbell ; Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman1985 1965

          1981 2015 2015 1996; Henrich ; Morin ; Sperber ). The idea of cul-
       tural evolution comes in three strengths: historical, populational,

       and selectionist ( ; Brusse ; Godfrey-Smith ;Fig. 2 2017 2009
          Lewens ). When the term is used in the2015 cultural evolution
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        Figure 1. Relations between evolutionary psychology, cultural evolutionary theory,

   and cultural evolutionary psychology.
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         weakest historical sense, it means nothing more than change over
        time in some characteri stic that varies between human groups.

      The stronger populational conception assumes that large-scale
          changes of this sort (e.g., changes in the distribution within a

         population of the use of particular techno logies, or the consump-
          tion of certain foods) are the aggregate consequences of many epi-

          sodes of social learning of episod es in which individuals learn–

           from others to use a particular technology or to eat a certain
        food. The strongest concept ion of cultural evolution, the selec-

        tionist view, shares the populational assu mption and claims that
        the condit ions necessary for Darwinian or natural selection are

         present in the cultural domain: There are mechanisms for introduc-
      ing variation, sel ection processes, an d mechani sms preserving

       selected variants (Campbell 1974). Cog nitive Gadgets pursues the
        selectionist approach because this approach has the potential to

       explain the adaptive character of distinctive ly human cognition
          mechanisms – why they do their jobs reasonably well. It assumes

         that genetic evolution and cultural evolution are based on the
     same variation-and-selective-retention heuristic, and proposes that,

          ra ther than be ing on a short “genetic leash (Lumsden & Wilson”

         2005, p. 144), cultural evolution is highly autonomous with respect
  to genetic evolution.

     2.3. Cultural evolution of cognitive mechanisms

          To apply a selectionist view of cultural evolution not only to
           beliefs and behaviour (the grist of the mind) but also to cognitive

         mechanisms (the mills), it is necessa ry to identi fy variants, routes
     of inheritance, and mechanisms of inheritance.

 2.3.1. Variants
          Variants, or traits, are the thing s to be quantified in calculations

             of fitness. In the case of mental grist, it is difficult to isolate var-
           iants in a principled way, because the only guide is folk psychol-

          ogy. We are forced to consu lt common sense or intuition for
         hypotheses about where one belie f ends and another begins –

         about whet her a practice, such as eating spicy food, constitutes
          one behaviour or many. In contrast, cognitive science is a rich

       source of empirically grounded hypotheses about variant cogni-
         tive mechanisms (mills). It stipulates that there is only one

          token of each type of cognitive mechanism in each brain and

        distinguishes types of cognitive mechanism s in a functiona l way,
           according to the kind of information it can process and the com -

        putations and representations it uses to process the information.
        For example, in the dual-route cascade model of reading

         (Coltheart et al. ), a reading aloud mechanism is defined2001 “ ”

           as a mechanism that can convert script into speec h, and one read-
          ing aloud mechan ism can differ from another in terms of the

          range of script sequences it can convert into speech (only regular,
         or regular and irregular words) and the types of representation s

    (sensory and/or structured) it uses.

   2.3.2. Routes of inheritance
        The cultural inheritance of cognitive mechanisms, like that of

        beliefs and behaviour, can be vertical ( from biological parents
        to their offspring), oblique ( from individuals of one biological

       generation to genetically unrelated or distantly related indivi duals
        of the next generation), and/or horizontal (between individuals of

       the same biological generation ) (Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman ).1981
          The importance of each route may vary across cul tures and types

          of cognitive mechanism, but a distributed pattern is likely to be
          common, in which all three routes see heavy traffic at different

       times in development. For example, in contemporary Western
         societies, the foundations of mindreading the capacity to ascribe–

          thoughts and feelings are laid in early childh ood through inter -–

        action with parents (vertical; Slaughter & Peterson ) and2012
         other members of the parental generation (oblique; Lewis et al.

         1996). Later, when children and adults talk to one another
       about peo ple s motivations and misapp rehensions and read liter-’

        ary fiction, the development of mindreading is influenc ed pre-
       dominantly by peers (horiz ontal; Kidd & Castano ).2013

   2.3.3. Mechanisms of inheritance
          It is risky to use words like copying and transmission to“ ” “ ”

       describe any mechanism of cultural inheritance. The processes
         that send beliefs and behaviour along the vertical, oblique, and

       horizontal routes are seldom analogou s to DNA replication
          (Heyes ), and a cognitive mechanism is certainl y not a pellet2017a

          of information that can be copied inside your head, sent through
         the air, and planted wholesale in my head. Rather, cognitive

      mechanisms are culturally inherited through social interactions,
         sometimes with many agents over an extended period of develop-

        mental time; these interactions gradually shape a child s cognitive’

         mechanisms so that they resemble those of the people around
         them. Reading is a clear example. Everyone agrees that children

         are typically taught to read, that literacy training produces new
       neurocognitive mechanisms, and that we do not genetically

      inherit specific predispositions to develop these mechan isms.
       Cultural evolutionary psychology merely draws attention to the

           fact that literacy training is a set of social interactions that provide
     demonstrations, instructions, feedback, and encouragement in

        formal and informal settings. If literacy training were achieved
          by planting a reading chip in each child s brain, the cultural“ ” ’

         inheritance of reading would be mo re like the genetic inheritance
           of eye colour, but it would not necessa rily be more effective in

  preserving selected variants.

      2.4. Nature, nurture, culture In practice–

           The final section of chapter 2 tur ns to a practical question: By
         what em pirical methods can we tease apart the contributions of

        nature, nurture, and culture to the development of cognitive
         mechanisms? I argue that the methods required are means of

         Figure 2. Relations between purely historical, popul ational, and selectionist concep-

   tions of cultural evolution.
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      distinguishing poverty of the stimulus (Chomsky“ ” 1965) f rom
           “ ”wealth of the stimulus (Ray & Heyes ) cases in which2011 –

       the developmental environment provides too little ( poverty) or
         at least enough (wealth) usable information to explain the prop-

           erties of a cogni tive me chanism. Poverty is a sign that the devel-
        opment of an adaptive cognitive trait depends on genetically

        inherited information (nature), whereas wealth is a sign that
        development depends on learning in a broad sense (nurture)

      and/or on culturally inherited information (culture). Where
        there is wealth, nurt ure is indicated when cognitive development

         varies with features of the environment in which development is
         actually occurring, with information that can be acquired by aso-

            cial learning, and by the kinds of social learning found in a broad
        range of anim als. Culture is indicated when cognitive develop-

        ment varies with longer-te rm features of the environment: fea-
          tures that may not be present when a particular indivi dual is

           developing or that can be acquired only via the kinds of social
    learning known as cultural learning.

         Training studies can help dis tinguish the roles of natur e, nurture,
           and culture (e.g., De Klerk et al. 2015; Lohmann & Tomasello 2003),

           but most of the empirical methods with the power to parse cognitive
      development examine patterns of spontaneous covaria tion. They

        relate differences in cognitive ability to opportunities for learning
          and social learning a cr oss (1) time points in development, (2) groups

        or individuals within a h uman population, (3) huma n populations,
          or (4) species. Examples of these methods are found in developmen-

      tal psychology , cognitive psychology , cognitive neuroscience, behav-
        ioural genetics, cross-cultur al psychology , and ethology, but there is

           currently a tendency in all of these fields to document cognitive var-
          iation without asking where it comes from, or laced with the

      assumption that natur e is the dominant force.

  3. Starter kit

         Cognitive Gadgets suggests that the genetic starter kit for human
         cognition, althou gh extensive, is very similar to the starter kits

         of other animals, including chimpanzees. In the course of homi-
       nin evolution, natural selection operating on genetic variants

         tweaked the mind in small but important ways. Genetic evolution
         has not given us programmes for the development of powerful

     domain-specific cognitive mechanisms , such as mindreading
          and language, but it has made us friendlier than our primate

       ancestors; enhanced our attentional biases towards other agents;
       and expanded our capacities for domain-general learning and

       executive control. These are the Smal l Ordinary gene-based“ ”

        changes that enable developing humans to upload Big Special“ ”

        cognitive mechanisms cognitive gadgets from their culture-– –

     soaked environments (Heyes , pp. 52 53).2018 –

   3.1. Emo tion and motivation

         There is evidenc e that modern humans are mo re socially tolerant
       (less aggressive to consp ecifics) and more socially motivated

          (more inclined to seek and value social rewards) than our primate
         ancestors, and that these propensities are due to genetic evolution.

         Some of the most striking evidence of heightened social tolerance
         comes from archaeological work showing that, in the last 200,000

      years, human skulls have undergone craniofacial feminization“ ”

          (Cieri et al. ). Combined with studies of domestication in a2014
       range of nonhum an species, including wolves (Darwin ;1868

         Wilkins et al. ), these craniofacial changes suggest a reduction2014
        in androgen activity favoured by genet ic evolution because it

          made humans less likely to initiate and elicit aggression from con-
          specifics. In the case of social motivation, there are signs that

       humans have an exaggerated, inborn tendency to enjoy
     “response-contingent stimulation” – events, typically social in ori-

          gin, that are predicted or controlled by their own actions (Floccia
            et al. ). This may be due to upregulation of oxytocin, a neu-1997

         ropeptide that has been tweaked by genetic evolution in numerous
        ways over the last 700 millio n years (Roney ).2016

       Increments in social tolerance and motivation are quantitative
          changes in temperament, not the kind of thing one would nor-

          mally expect to support a cognitive revolution. But they are impor-
           tant because they give developing humans access to a wide range of

          teachers and expert models, not only mothers, and incline them to
         act and think in any way that yields social rewards.

 3.2. Attentio n

        Social tolerance and motivation get developing humans up close
           and personal with a wide range of people who are equipped to

        fill and shape their minds with culturally inherited information.
       Genetically inherited input biases ensu re that, from birth,

         human children target their attentio n on these experts, ready to
         drink in the information they have to offer (Heyes ).2003

       In common with many other animals, human newborns
       attend more to biological than nonbiologi cal motion (Bardi

          et al. ; ). Unlike other primate species, we also have2011 2014
         inborn preferences for faces and voices. At birth, human babies

           turn their heads for longer to track a face-like triangle of dark
          blobs than an inversion of the same stimulus (Johnson et al.

           1991 2017; Reid et al. ). They also suck harder to hear speech
        sounds than synthetic sounds with similar pitch contour and

        spectral properties (Vouloumanos & Werker ). In the first2007
          year of life, both of these attentional biases become more specific .

         For example, the neonatal blob bias becomes a preference for“ ”

        human over other primate faces at three months (Dupierrix
  et al. 2014          ), and for human faces making direct eye contact at

        four months (Vecera & Johnson ). Gaze-cui ng, a tendency1995
            to direct attention to the object or area in front of moving eyes,

           appears at two to four months (Hood et al. ). At between1998
         6 and 12 months, gaze-cuing becomes more selective and active:

           Infants become more inclined to follow gaze when a gaze shift is
           preceded by direct eye cont act (Senju & Csibra ), and to look2008

            back and forth between an adult s face and an object to check that’

         they have the right spatial target (Carpenter & Call ).2013
        Each stage in this developmental sequence makes infants more

          teachable by increasing the extent to which their attention is con-
         trolled by knowledgeable adults. Some researchers see a number of

         genetic adaptations coming online in the course of the sequence,
         including mindreading, but in Cognitive Gadgets, I argue using–

            the parsing methods outlined in chapter 2 that there is no com-–

           pelling evidence for this view. As long as social rewards are more
           likely to follow direct eye contact than a glimpse of averted gaze,

           and as long as gaze shifts after eye contact better predict an
       encounter with an interesting object, reinforcement learning can

         build the full panoply of gaze-cuing phenomena on the foundation
        of a simple, genetically inherited face preference (Moore &

         Corkum ; Paulus et al. ; Triesch et al. ).1994 2011 2006

 3.3. Cognition

        Associative learning is a set of domain -general processes, includ-
       ing stimulus-stimulu s and reinforcement learn ing, that have been
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      investigated using Pavlovian and instrumental conditioning pro-
        cedures (Pearce ). Associative learning has been found in2013

         every vertebrate and invertebrate group where it has been sought,
           and in a wide range of functional contexts from foraging to pred-

       ator avoidance, mate choice , and navigation (Heyes ;2012b
       MacPhail 1982; Shettleworth ). Comparisons across extant spe-2010

        ci es s ug g est th at g en etic evol ut ion ha s m ad e so me qu al itat ive
         changes to associative learning in the course of its multi-million-

         year history, fashioning it into a powerful method of tracking
     causal/predictive relationships between events (Dickinson 2012).

        There is no evidence that associative learning has undergone
          major, q ualitativ e changes in the recent past and ce rtainly no t in

           the hominin line, but it is likely that, compared with other apes,
         we are genetically prepared to forge associations faster, learn more

          of them in parallel, and to attach associations to specific contexts
     more readil y (Fagot & Cook 2006; H o l la nd 1992).

       When associative learning was thought to control nothing
        more than spit and twitches (Rescorla ), our expanded“ ” 1988

        capacity for this kind of domain -general learning seemed to
         have nothing to do with the peculiarity of human lives.

        However, recent work, much of it social cognitive neuroscience,
          indicates that associative learning plays a critica l role in our capac-

         ities to teach and engage in group decision-making. For example,
         associative learning enables us to keep track of the relations hip

          between a pupil s actions and their outcomes (Apps et al. ),’ 2015
          and to weigh advice from another agent against our own experi-

        ence (Behrens et al. ; Garvert et al. ).2008 2015
      Although not as phylogene tically widespread as associative

       learning, executive functions inhibitor y control, working mem-–

            ory, and cognitive flexibility are also found in a range of species–

            (Cook et al. ; MacLean et al. ; Matzel & Kolata ). No1985 2014 2010
          one doubts that executive fun ctions play a major role in human

         cognition, that they are more highly developed in humans than
             in other animals, or that a good deal of this expansion is due to

        nurture and cul ture (Diamond ). However, there is reason2013
           to believe that genetic evolution nature has also played a– –

         part in expanding the power, capacity, and agility of executive
        function. The most widely cited evidence comes from neuroana-

         tomical studies showing that the prefrontal cortex, which is focally
      involved in executive function, is disproportionately larger

       (Passingham ; Passingham & Smaers ; Rilling )2008 2014 2014
      and more extensively connected with phylogenetically older

         brain areas (Anderson & Finlay ; Peterson & Posner ;2014 201 2
      Zilles ) in humans than in chimpanzees.2005

  4. Cultural learni ng

        Cultural evolutionary psychology is both a framework for research
         and a hypothesis. As a framework, it recognises that distinctively

        human cognitive mechanisms can be shaped by culturally inher-
        ited information, as well as by genetically inheri ted information
          and learning (chapter 2). As a hypothesis, it proposes that cultural

          inheritance has played the dominant role in shaping all or most
      distinctively human cognitive mechanisms. To advance the

         hypothesis, chapters 5 8 each look in detail at evidence relating–

        to one type of distinctively human cognition: selective social
        learning, imitation, mindreading, and language. These are all vari-

   eties of cultural learn ing.
        Cultural learning is espec ially important for two reasons. First,

      both evolutionary psychologists and cultural evolutionary theo-
         rists, although divided on many issues, are united in assuming

        that the mechanisms of cultural learn ing are genetically inherited.

       Therefore, cultural evolutionary psychology warrants pursuit as a
      descendant of evolutionary psychology and cultural evolutionary

          theory only if there are good reasons to challenge this consensus.
       Second, from the perspect ive of cultural evolutionary theory,

          which I broadly share, mechanisms of cultural learn ing play a cru-
           cial role in making huma n lives so different from those of other

       animals. Like other distinctively human faculties, cultural learning
        meets challenges that arise in an individual s lifetime, ena bling’

           each of us to navigate the world of people (cf. face processing)
        and things (cf. causal understanding). However, unlike other fac-

        ulties, cultural learning also underwrite s a whole new inheritance
           system: cultural evolution. It is a gift that goes on giving. Cultural

          learning enables each person and social group to benefit from the
       accumulated experience of innumerable other people, past and

        present, and thereby collectively to acquire knowledge and to
         develop skills that are way beyond those of other species.

          Cultural learning is typically understood to be a subset of pro-
         cesses known as social learning, and social learning processes are

         thought to overlap with those of asocial or individual learning
           (e.g., Henrich ). This way of thinking (shown in ) has2015 Fi g. 3

       been shaped by the anthropologists, biologists, economists, and
       mathematicians who have pioneered research on cultural evolu-

           tion, and it has done some good service. However, from a cogni-
         tive science persp ective, the framework in has twoFigure 3

 significant problems:

        1. Cultural evolutionists tend to treat as processes phenomena
         that cognitive scientists would regard as effect s, that is, as

          things to be explained rather than things that do the explain-
       ing. They ignore the cognitive and neurological processes

       that produce observable changes in behaviour (e.g., Whiten
  & Ham 1992 ).

         2. Cultural learning is understood to be a sophisticated subclass“

          of social learning (Henrich , p. 13), but there are no” 2015
        ground rules, empirical or conceptual, for deciding whether a

           particular type or example of social learning is or is not an
   example of cultural learning.

       To enable dialogue between cultural evolutionary theory and
         cognitive scie nce (Heyes 2017b), I propose a subtly different way

       of situating cultural learning, shown in Figure 4. In this alternative
        framework, the superordinate category is learning encoding for–

           Figure 3. The received view of relations between individual learning, social learning,

  and cultural learning.
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      long-term storage information acquired through experience. When
           learning is assisted by contact with other agents, it is called social

           learning. When learning is not assisted by other agents, it is called
         asocial learning or individual learning. Cultural learning is a subset

        of social learning involving cognitive processes that are specialised
         for cul tur al evolution – for example, processes that enhance the

          fidelity with which information is passed from one agent to another.
         This framework does not allude to processes in distinguishing aso-

        cial from social learning, and therefore avoids the misleading
          impression that social learning is known to depend on different cog-

       nitive mechanisms from asocial learning. Furthermore, although it
       makes the conventional assumption that cultural learning involves

        processes specialised for cultural inheritance, it does not embody
         any assumpti ons abo ut how or why these processes are specialised.

          Rather, it is a framework for investigation of three questions that
   cultural evolutionists rarely tackle:

         1. : How do the mechanisms of cultural learn-Cognition question
          ing differ from those of social learning at the cognitive level?

        2. : How have genetic evolution and/or cul-Speci alisation question
       tural evolution contributed to the specia lisation of cultural

learning?
          3. : In what ways do the features that distin-Contribution question

        guish cultural learning from social learning contribute to cultural
        inheritance? For example, do they make “improved” cultural var-

         iants more likely than “unimpro ved” variants to be passed on?

       Rather than appealing to so phistication, implying that we
         already know what is distinctive about the mech anisms of cultural

         learning at the cognitive level (question 1 above), this framework
         defines cul tural learning by ostension by pointing at putative–

        examples of cultural learning. The cultural learning box in
        Figure 4 lists the five categories of psychological phenomena

       (each cont aining behavioural effects and weakly specifie d cogni -
        tive processes) most com monly said by cultu ral evolutio nists to

    be types of cultural learning:

         1. Selective social learning (also known as learning biases, trans-
       mission biases, social learning rules, and social learning

strategies)
          2. Imitation (called when is used as atrue imitation imitation

   synonym for )social learning
   3. Teaching (or )pedagogy
        4. Mindreading (also called , ,theory of mind mentalising shared

     intentionality folk psychology social understanding, , and )
       5. Language (so good they named it once)

           These five categories are a natural place to start asking the cogni-
      tion, specialisation, and contribution questions about cultural

learning.

   5. Selective social learni ng

            In both of the schemes shown in Figures 3 4an d , social learning
            names a rag bag of behavioural effects from a snail following a–

           slime trail, to a student reading about calculus in which learning–

           by one agent, the observer, is influenced in some way by contact“ ”

         of some sort with another agent, the model“ ” “or demonstrator.”

          Social learning is said to be selective primarily when the influence
         of the model varies with the circumstances of the encounter

       ( when selectivity; e.g., greater influence when the observer“ ” ’s envi-
         ronment has recently changed, known as a copy when uncertain

          social learning strategy), or with some feature of the available mod-
         els ( who selectivity; e.g., greater influence by older than younger“ ”

   models, known as a      copy older individuals social learning strategy).
         Selective social learn ing has been a focus of cul tural evolution-

            ary studies since the 1980s, but it barely app ears on the radar of
      cognitive scientists. Consequently, whereas chapte rs 6 8 bring–

         cultural evolutionary theory to bear on problems in cognitive sci-
         ence, chapter 5 brings cognitive science into closer cont act with

       cultural evolutionary theory. More specific ally, chapter 5 tackles
      head-on the cognition, specialisation, and contributio n questions.

        Addressing the cognition question, I suggest that most social
        learning is (1) me diated by the same domain -general, associative

         Figure 4. A framework for research on the relations between

       learning, social learning, and cultural learning, enabling dia-

      logue between cognitive science and cultural evolutionary

theory.
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          processes as asocial learning, and (2) made selective by the same
       broadly attentional processes that make asocia l learning selective.

          Four lines of evidence supp ort the first of these hypotheses (Heyes
 1994 2012c; ):

         1. Social and asocia l learn ing ability covary. Among birds and
        primates, species and individua ls that perform well in tests

           of social learning tend also to perform well in tests of asoci al
         learning (Boogert et al. ; Bou chard et al. ; Reader2008 2007

  et al. ).2011
         2. Solitary animals are capable of social learning. In laboratory

        tests, animals such as red-footed tortoises (Wilkinson et al.
         2010), which lead so litary lives in the wild, prove themselves

     adept at learning from social cues.
          3. Social learning and asocial learning each com e in the same

        three basic varieties: learning about single stimuli, about rela-
      tionships among stimuli, and about relationships between

        stimuli and responses , or actions and outcomes (Heyes ;1994
         2011). Each type of social and asocial learning has been

         found in a wide range of species, including humans (Dawson
      et al. ; Leadbeater et al. ).2013 2015

         4. Social learning bears the footprints of associative learning. For
      example, studies of human decision-making combining math-

       ematical modelling with functiona l brain imaging have found
         that the same computations, based on the calculation of pre-

       diction error, are involved in processing information from
       social partne rs (social learning) and personal experiences of

         reward (asocial learning) (Behrens et al. ; Garvert et al.2008
    2015 2016; Hill et al. ).

        The second hypothesis sugg ests that, in most cases, social
        learning is se lective by virtue of domain-general attentional pro-

      cessing, rather than domain-specific strategic processing . For
        example, when exposed to two potential models, observers attend

           more to one model than the other, and therefore learn more from
           one model than the other; they do not learn equally from both

          models and then, in a second stage of cognitive processing, decide
          which of the models they should trust to guid e their own

        behaviour. Evidence consistent with this view comes from studies
         of selective social learn ing in children, adults, and nonhuman ani-

          mals (Heyes ; ; Heyes & Pearce ). However and2016a 201 6d 2015 –

            here s the crucia l part of my answer to the cognition question in’ –

           adults and children older than four or five years, there is evidenc e
         that so me selective so cial learning is truly strategic; the observer

          chooses to trust one model rather than another by app lying an
         explicit, metacognitive rule, such as copy the boat builder with

           the biggest fleet copy digital nativesor (Fleming et al. ). In2012
         one such study, people used information from another agent –

           advice about which of two option s to choose to the extent–

          that they believed the advisor to be motivated to help rather
         than to mislead them (Diaconescu et al. ). These beliefs2014

        were explicitly stated, and the basic effect covariation–

        between the adviso rs incentives and the parti cipants use of’ ’

         their advice disappeared when participants were told that the–

        advisors did not know whic h option they were recommending.
        Therefore, these results ind icate that the par ticipants used an

        explicitly metacognitive strategy such as copy when the model
  intends to help .

         Thus, my answer to the cognition question is: The selective
        social learning mechanisms that are specialised for cultural inher-

        itance, that constitute cultural learning, differ from other selective
       social learning mechanisms in being explicitly metacognitive; they

        represent in the form of conscious, reportable,who knows
         domain-specific rules. If this is correct, then research on the

        development of metacognitive rules showing that they are learned
         through social interaction (Bahrami et al. ; Güss & Wiley2012

      2007 2001 2012; Heine et al. ; Hurks ; L i 2003    ; Mahmoodi et al.
          2013 2013; Mayer & Träuble ) provides an answer to the special-

        isation question; it suggests that the selective social learning
       mechanisms that constitute cultural learning have been specia l-

        ised cultural evolution cultural evolution. Consistent withby for
          this answer, there is a growing body of evidenc e of cross-cultural

        variation in the metacognitive social learning strategies used by
         adults (Efferson et al. ; Eriksson ; Henrich & Broesch2007 2012

           2011 2015 2014; Mesoud i et al. ; Toelch et al. ). For example, in
         contrast with Westerners, Fijians are less likely to seek advic e

        from people with more formal education (Henrich & Broesch
        2011). Compared to Britons, peo ple from main land China engage

          in more social learning, and their social learning is less dependent
     on uncertainty (M esoudi et al. ).2015

         Finally, my answer to the contribution question comes in three
steps:

         1. Metacognitive social learning strategies are able to focus social
       learning on knowledgeable agents with greater accuracy and

        precision because these strategies have been honed by cultural
selection.

        2. When knowledgeable agents can be identified accurately, indi-
          viduals and social groups can afford to invest in the develop-

      ment of cognitive mechanisms enabling high-fidelity cul tural
  inheritance of skills.

      3. High-fide lity inheritance promotes cul tural adaptation by
        reducing the number of models contribu ting to each new

           token of a cultural trait and the degree to which the model s’

      influence is contaminated by asocial learn ing (Godfrey-Smith
2012).

 6. Imitation

       Imitation is the longest-serving category of cultural learning.
          Scientists have been claiming for more than a century that imita-

       tion involves complex computations specialised by genetic evolu-
        tion for high-fidelity cultural inheri tance, and that this cognitive

          instinct plays a crucial role in allowing huma ns to make and
          use tools (Washburn ). Ch apter 6 em braces the idea that imi-1908

            tation is special but argues that it is made possi ble by a culturally
          inherited mechanism. The selling point of chapter 6 is that it

         addresses head-on the question of how a new cogni tive mecha-
          nism could be assembled in the course of ontogeny through social

interaction.
        Imitation occur s when observation of a model causes the

       observer to perform topographically similar behaviour, that is,
          behaviour in which parts of the obser ver s body move in the’

           same way, relative to one another, as parts of the model s body.’

            Thus, the boy in is imitating the men, not because heFigure 5
         is wearing similar clothes and heading in the same direction,

            but beca use parts of the boy s body, his arms and torso, are con-’

            figured spatially related to one ano ther in the same way as– –

          those of the men. Imitation has been assumed to involve complex,
        dedicated computations because in many cases, like that in

         Figure 5, it solves a thorny correspo ndence problem. When the
            boy puts his hands behind his back, he does n t see (or hear or’

          feel ) anything res embling what he sees (or hears or feels) when
           he looks at the men putting their hands behind their backs, and
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         yet somehow the boy s cogni tive system has produced an action’

        that looks the same, that corresponds, from a third-party
perspective.

          In the late 1970s, it was reported that newborn human bab ies
         can imitate a range of facial expressions and hand movements

         (Meltzoff & Moore ). The reliabil ity and validity of these197 7
       findings have been questioned repeatedly (Anisfeld ; ;1979 2005

          Jacobson & Kagan ; Jones ; ; ; Koepke et al.1979 2006 2007 2009
         1983 1979 1983; Masters ; McKenzie & Over ; Meltzoff & Moore

       1979). However, replicated and extended in some laboratorie s,
         they have led to widespread acceptance of a theory sugg esting

          that the correspondence problem is so lved by a black box deliv-
         ered by the genes. This cognitive instinct theory suggests that

        humans have an innate device that detects equivalen ces between“ 

       observed and executed acts, both encoded supramodally as” “ ”

       “ ”organ relations, but does not propose computations that
         would allow organ relations to be derived from observed body

        movements or cashed out as executed actions (Meltzoff &
        Moore ). Thus, the cognitive instinct theory of imitation1997

          says there is a genetically inherited thing that solves the corre-
          spondence problem, but it does not say how the thing works .

        Identifying the thing with mirror neurons (Lepage & Theoret
         2007) creates another black box. The question How do people“

        imitate? becomes the question How do mirror neurons imitate?” “ ”

      The alternative, Assoc iative Sequence Learning or cognitive“ ”

       gadget, theory of imitation suggests that the correspondence

      problem is so lved by matching vertical associations bidirec-“ ” –

       tional excitatory links between sensory and motor representations
         of the same action, forged by associative learning during self-

       observation and specified types of sociocultural interactions (see
          Fig. 6). This theory offers a mechanistic explanation for the imi-

        tation of both familiar actions (someti mes call ed mim icry) and
       novel actions (sometimes called tru e imitation or observational

          learning). In the latter case, it proposes that, via associative learn-
        ing, matching vertical associations create a new cognitive mecha-

       nism by connectin g two domain -general processes that normall y
      operate independent ly. Matching vertical associations gear per-

        ceptual sequence learning, processes that encode the serial order
        of external stimuli, to motor sequence learning, processes that

          normally operate only when the agent is learning a new skill,
          such as riding a bike, through practice (Catmur et al. ;2009

   Heyes & Ray ).200 0
        The cognitive instinct theory was recently undermined by a

       large-scale, longitudina l study of im itation in newborns, which
        reported negative results for all 11 gestures tested (Oostenb roek

           et al. ). In contrast, the gadget theory is supp orted by evi-2016
           dence of two kinds ( for reviews, see Catmur et al. ; ;2009 2016 

         Cook et al. ): Training studies involving adults, infant s, and2014
       nonhuman animals show that imitation measured behaviourally–

           and via mirror responses in the brain can be enhanced, abol-–

        ished, and reversed by novel sensorimot or experience. For exam-
          ple, adults usually do not imitate the actions of inanimate systems,

            such as robots, but after a brief period of training in whic h robotic
       movements are paired with topographically similar body move-

        ments performed by the observer, people imitate robots as
           much as they imitate other people (Press et al. ). The second2005

        kind of evidence indicates that imitation, although flexible and
        adaptive, has the signature limits (Butterfill & Apperly 2013 )

          one would expect if it is controlled by matching vertical associa-
       tions. For example, imitation learning is effect or-dependent; it

          does not readily generalise across parts of the body. People who
       have observed a complex sequence of key-pressing movements

          can reproduce the sequence when their finger s are in the same
          keyboard positions as the fingers of the model, but they cannot

          imitate the sequence when their hands are crossed on the key-
          board (right hand operates left keys, and vice versa), or when

           they are asked to use their thumbs rather than their finge rs to
          press the keys (Bird & Heyes ; Leighton & Heyes ).2005 2010

          The final section of chapter 6 addresses five object ions to the
       cognitive gadget theory of imitation, emphas ising the following

points.

       1. Like most scient ific evidenc e,Intervention versus development.
          the results of training studies and related studies of expertise–

          (e.g., Calvo-Merino et al. ) supp ort inference to the best2006 –

       explanation, not deduction (Lipto n ). They favour the2003
         gadget theory over the instinct theory because they are exactly

         what the gadget theory predicts but difficult for the instinct
  theory to accommodate.

         2. . Humans are more skilled and prodigious imi-Homo imitans
         tators than other animals, not primarily because they have bet-

        ter resources on the inside (e.g., higher capacity me chanisms“ ”

       of associative learning) , but because they have super ior
       resources on the outside, cultural artefacts and practices“ ”

       that support the acquisition of matching vertical associations.
         3. . A matching vertical association for an action, x,Intentionality

       makes it possible, not obligatory, to imitate x.

     Figure 5. An example of imitation.
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     4. Overimitation. Children’s propensity to imitate instrumentally
       superfluous features of action (Lyons et al. 2007) r ai s es q u e sti o ns

        about the motivation, rather than ability, to imitate. Although
         the gadget theory is concerned with ability rather than motiva-

          tion, it is consistent with evidence that overimitation is due to
     reinfo rcem ent l ea rnin g ( Bae r & S herm an 1964; Garcia et al.

        1971; Grusec & Abramovitch 1982; Young et al. ).1994
           5. The gadget model raises the possibility that evo-What’s the use?

        lutionists have overlooked the most important function of imi-
      tation: high-fidelity cultural inheritance, not of object-directed

        actions, but of communicative and gestural skills (Heyes ).2013

 7. Mindreading

          Mindreading, the ascription of mental states, is classed as a form
           of cul tural learn ing because it is likely to be the special ingredient
        of huma n teaching. Effective teaching involves many other cogni-

       tive and motivational ingredients, including social tolerance and
         attentiveness, but mind reading stands out as the most likely can-

       didate for a human-specific cognitive adaptation for teaching.
         The idea that mindreading is a genetic adaptation, a cognitive

         instinct, begins to be less compelling when one compares mindread-
        ing with print reading (literacy), a distinctively human cognitive

          mechanism that is known to be a product of cultural evolution
            (Heyes & Frith ; see Sect. 1). For example, studies of neural spe-2014

        cialization (Van Overwalle 2009), cultural variation (Shahaeian et al.
      2011), and genetically heritable developmental disorders (autism;

           Frith ), have all been treated as evidence that mindreading is a20 01
        cognitive instinct, and yet print reading shows comparable degrees

         of neural specialisation (Dehaene & Cohen ) and cultural varia-2011
         tion (Changizi et al. 2006), and is associated with genetically heritable

         developmental disorders of its own (dyslexias; Paracchini et al. 2007).
           At 5 years of age, monozygotic twins are no more alike than

         dizygotic twins in their mindreading ability (Hughes et al. ).2005

         This suggests negligible genetic influence and a powerful role for
        learning in the development of individual differences in mindread-

             ing, but it does not tell us what kind of learning is important. In
        principle, it could be the kind of introspection-based learning

       emphasised by simulation theory; the science-like learning postu-
         lated by theory-theory, in which the child tests her self-generated

         hypotheses against a database of observed behaviour; or, as gadget
         theory suggests, a form of cultural inheritance in which mindread-

          ing experts parents and others instruct children about the– –

       mind, in conversation and by structuring developmental environ-
          ments. In chapter 7 of Cognitive Gadgets, I argue that evidence

        from natural experiments (Mayer & Träuble ; Pyers &2013
        Senghas ), observational studies (Meins ; Meristo et al.2009 2012

       2012; O’Brien et al. ; Slaughter & Peterson2011 2012;
       Taumoepeau & Ruffman ; ), and traditional experiments2006 2008

         (de Villiers & de Villiers ; Lohmann & Tomasello )2012 2003
          favours the third of their possibilities. For example, in a natural

        experiment, deaf people who had been deprived of conversation
        about the mind because they learned Nicaraguan Sign Language

          (NSL) when it included very few mental-state terms were less likely
           to pass a false-belief test than a second cohort who had learned

         NSL later, when it contained a wider range of mental-state
          terms (Pyers & Senghas ). The first cohort was 10 years2009

           older than the second cohort; they had had 10 more years in
        which to introspect and test hypotheses. Therefore, if introspection

        or science-like learning, rather than conversation, were crucial for
         the development of mindreading, one would expect the first cohort

        to be better, not worse, at ascribing false belief.
      Studies of implicit mindreading using eye-movement indices

       of behaviour prediction imply that nonhuman apes (Krupenye
          et al. ) and prelinguistic infants (Kovács et al. ; Onishi2016 2010

 & Baillargeon       2005) are capable of ascribing false beliefs.
      According to the continuity interpretation, implicit mindreading

        is mediated by the same, specialized cognitive mechanisms that

                    Figure 6. Matching vertical associations are acquired through se nsorimotor learning . In the simp lest case, self-observation (A), activation of a motor representation

                     contributes to perform ance of an action (e.g., grasping; dotted arrow), and observation of the perfo rmed action produces correlated activation of a corresponding

                  visual representation (dashed arrow). Correlated activation strengthens the excitatory link between the sensory and motor representations, establishing a matching

                    vertical association (solid vertical line). Synchronous activities (B), being imitated by others (C), and optical mirrors (D) provide correlated sensorim otor experience

          for perceptually opaque actions, such as facial gestures and whole-body movements.
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      mediate explicit mindreading in deliberating adu lts (Baillargeon
         et al. ). If the continuity interpretation is correct, mindread-2010

          ing could not be a cognitive gadget because it develops without
        (apes) and before (inf ants) conversation about the mind. Two

      other interpretations of impl icit mindreading are compatible
         with the cognitive gadget theory, however. According to the two-“

      systems (Apperly ; Perner ) and submen talizing” 2010 2010 “ ”

       (Heyes ; ; ; ) interpretations, implicit and2014a 2014b 2015 2017b
      explicit mindreading depen d on different cognitive mechanisms .

       The two-systems view proposes that the mechanisms mediating
        implicit mindreading are specia lised for fast and efficient repre-

        sentation of mental states, while the submentalizing view suggests
      that they are domain -general mechanisms, representing relatively

          low-level features of action stimuli such as colour, shape, and–

        movement rather than me ntal states. Evidence that concurrent–

       demands on executive functi on interfere with explicit mindread-
         ing (Bull et al. ), but not with implicit mindreading2008

          (Qureshi et al. ), and that people with autism can enga ge2010
       in explicit mindreading despite impairments in implicit mind-

      reading favour the two-systems and submenta lizing hypotheses
       over the continuit y hypothesis (Senju et al. ).2009

         The cognitive gadget theory implies that children learn to read
         minds through language and therefore appears to be in direct

         opposition to the Gricean view that ascription of mental states
       is a precondition for linguistic communication (Bloom ;2000

         Sperber & Wilson ; Tomasello ). For two reasons, how-1995 1999
          ever, I suspect that the cognitive gadget theory and the Gr icean

         view of language are reconcilable. First, Grice offered a rational
       reconstruction, rather than a psychologically realistic account, of

         what is happening when people talk to one another (Sperber
        2000 2016 2017). Second, Moore ( ; ) has argued persuasively that

         Gricean communication can get off the ground in evolutionary–

         and developmental time wit h minimal mindreading; all that is–

        needed is a basic understanding of others purposive activities“ ’

        and desires [which I would characterise as knowledge of
     action-outcome relationships], operating in conjunction with

          some track ing what others had or had not seen [or viewed]”

 ( p. 19).
       Thus, advancing an alternative to simulation theory and

       theory-theory, chapter 7 argues that mindreading is culturally
       inherited a cogni tive gadget. Expert mindreaders communicate–

         mental state concepts, and ways of representing those concepts, to
         novices. As the present generation of novices become expert, they

           pass on the knowledge and skill of mindreading to the next cul-
 tural generation.

 8. Language

         I have been thinking about social learn ing, imitation, and mind-
            reading for a long time, but I write about language as an outs ider.

        While developing the ideas in I immersedCognitive Gadgets ,
           myself for the first time in research on the origi ns of language,

         expecting to find clear evidence that language is a cognitive
           instinct one on which gadgets are built. Instead, I found a–

           wealth of evidence that language is itself a gadget and a divide
        between genetic and cultural evolutionists that no longer appears

     to be resolvable by empirical means.
         Chapter 8 begins by contrasting a gradualist genetic theory of

       language evolution (Culicover & Jackendoff ; Pinker ;2005 1994
          Pinker & Bloom ) with a cultural theory of language evolu-1990

        tion (Christiansen & Ch ater ), and then discusses evidence2016 
           that should, or is widely thought to, support one of these theories

         over the other. The evidence relates to linguistic universals, critical
     periods, neural localisation, domain-general sequence learning,

  and social shaping .

  8.1. Linguistic uni versals

         There are few, if any, non-definitional features that all lan guages
         have in common (Evans & Levinson ; Everett ; Jelinek200 9 2005

        1995). However, this is compatible with the genetic theory
         when linguistic universals are construed not as features that all

         or many languages have in common, but as components of
       Universal Grammar, or a genetically inherited language of

         thought (Berwick & C homsky ). A universal in this sense2015 “ ”

           need not be present in all or even most natural language s, and
           a feature that was found to be present in all languages would

        not necessarily be a universal (Boeckx ; Chomsky ;2006 1965
   Pinker & Jackendoff )2005

  8.2 Critic al periods

       Research with migrant populations and native speakers indicates
       that second-language proficiency depends on number of years

          of exposure to the second language, rather than on whether learn-
          ing began before or after puberty (Birdsong & Molis ; Flege200 1

            et al. ; Hakuta et al. ), and that, with the exception of1999 2003
       phonology (Wer ker & Hensch ), first- and second-language2015

       learners may obtain similar levels of proficiency (Dabrowska
         2012). These findings suggest that, contrary to the claims of

       some genetic theorists (Lenneberg ; Pinker ), grammar1967 1994
       learning is not a critica l-period phenomenon; however, the

          critical-period claim is not an original or essential part of the
      genetic account of the evolution of language .

  8.3 Neural loca lisation

          Language enlists a more widely distributed set of brain areas than
       any other major psychological function (Anders on ), and2008

         Broca s area is more often active during non-linguistic than lin-’

        guistic tasks (Poldrack ). These data certainl y tell against2006
             the idea that there is a language centre, but it is not clear why“ ”

        it was ever supposed that genetically inherited information is
         more likely than culturally inherited information to be found in

         a narrowly localised area of the brain (Cowie ; Lenneber g2016
  1967 199 4; Pinker ).

   8.4. Dom ain-general sequence learning

      Computer sim ulation indicates that sequence learning, withou t
       inbuilt language-speci fic constrai nts, enables a system to process

      complex grammatical constructions in a human-like way
      (Christiansen & MacDonald ). Experiments examining indi-2009

        vidual differences in typically developing adults and children sug-
          gest that they use the same sequence learning processes to learn

        artificial and real, linguistic grammars (Kidd ; Kidd &“ ” 2012
        Arciuli ; Misyak & Christiansen ). Studies of people2016 2012

       with specific lan guage impairment indicate that their impairmen t
             is not, in fact, speci fic to language (Hsu & Bishop ; Hsu et al.2014

        2014 2007 ; Tomblin et al. ). Likewise, research with nonhu man
      animals confi rms that domain-ge neral sequence learning capacity

           has increased in the hominin line (Wilson et al. ) and pro-201 3
          vides a plausible model of how this change has been implemented

        in the primate brain (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky et al. ; Ivanova2015
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          et al. ). It also supports evidence from humans that muta-2016
        tions of FOXP2 interfere with language by interfering with

          sequence learning more generally and that FOXP2 is not a lan-“

         guage gene (Reimers-Kipping et al. ; Schreiweis et al. ).” 201 1 2014

  8.5. Social shaping

         Research on social shaping suggests that infants and children are
        frequently corrected by adults when they make grammatical errors

     (Bohannon et al. 1990; Dem et ras e t al. 1986; Moerk 1991), and that
           this negative input is put to use in language learning (Street &

       Dabrowska ; Taumoepeau ). These findings, like those2010 2016
         on sequence learning, confirm novel predictions of the cultural the-

          ory, and, in the case of social shaping, challenge Chomsky s pov-’ “

          erty of the stimulus argument, a foundation of the genetic account.”

         The genetic theory is proving remarkably resilient in the face
         of what appear to be empirical defeats (linguistic universals, crit-

         ical periods, neural specialisation), and a tide of positive evidence
       supporting the cultural theory (sequence learning, social shaping).

            Some of this resilience may be due to the motility of the genetic
         theory. Chomsky s view has changed radically since the 1950s, but’

          each of his succes sive approaches is represented in the current lit-
         erature (Boeckx ; Crain et al. ; Culicover & Jackendoff2006 2006

          2005 2005; Pinker & Jackendoff ). The genetic theory is also insu -
     lated by the competence-performance distinction (Choms ky

         1965). This enables its proponent s to argue that, for example,
         research on sequence learning and social shaping bears on the

       externalisation of language ( performanc e), but not on whether
        there is a genet ically inherited language of thought (compete nce).

          Some of the resilience may even come from historically deep con-
        victions about the significance of language; the genetic theory

          more fully preserves the idea that language is a Rubicon separating
          humanity from the beasts. As an outsider, I can only conclude

         that, alt hough the genetic theory of language evolution is appea l-
          ing for a variety of reasons (some of them extra-scientific), the

           cultural theory once a poor relation is now clear ly specified– –

    and rich in empirical support.

   9. Cultural evolutionary psychology

           The final chapter of Cognitive Gadgets returns to some of the evo-
        lutionary questions in chapter 2, now with concrete examples

          from the case studies, and discusses the prospects for a cul tural
 evolutionary psychology.

   9.1. Cultural group selection

         Attempting to make the cognitive gadgets hypothesis as clear as
           possible, I try to spell out who benefits from the cultural selec-

          tion of cognitive mechanisms and the nature of the benefit. This
           analysis allows two types of multilevel selection (CGS 1 and CGS 2;

          Damuth & Heisler ; Okasha ) and uses imitation as an1988 2005
         example (see ): Imagine a human population divided intoFig. 7

         two social groups, X and Y, defined geographically or culturally,
         not by genes. Each person has an imitation mechanism, gearing

       motor sequence learning to perceptual sequence learning via
        matching vertical associations (Ch. 6). There are two versions

     of this mechanism: M and M′ ; M′      is less common in X than
  Y. The M′        version has a richer repertoire of matching vertical

       associations for whole-body movements than the M version,
   enabling people with M′     more accurately to imitate actions

         involved in ritual (e.g., dance ), hunting (e.g., stalking), and com -
         bat (e.g., spear throwing). As a consequence, bea rers of M′ are

            better able than bea rers of M to cooperate in a range of tasks
          (Heyes ; Tarr et al. ; Tunçgenç & Cohen ), and2013 2015 2016

        to sustain the cultural inheritance of techniques that enhance
       success in hunting and intergroup combat. These advantages

     lead groups in which the M′    mechanism predominates to acquire
            greater numbers of new members (CGS 1 in ), or to pro-Fig. 7

           duce more descendent groups (CGS 2 in ), than groups inFig. 7
  which M predominates.

 9.2. Inheritance

       The cul tural inheritance of cognitive mechanisms involves social
      processes such as conversation, storytelling, turn-taking, collective

      reminiscing, teaching, demonstrating, and engaging in synchro-
       nous drills. For example, through conversation, teaching, and

      demonstration, children learn to deploy metacognitive social
          learning strategies in the same way as the people around them

        (Ch. 5). Through taking turns in face-to-face interaction and
        engaging in synchronous drills, children acquire a particular rep-

         ertoire of matching vertical associations; they become able to imi-
           tate the same range of actions as their cultural parents (Ch. 6).

         Figure 7. Two types of fitness in cultural group selection.
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     Through conversation, storytelling, and collective reminiscing,
        children become able to represent mental states and accumulate

          a stock of generalisations about the way me ntal states relate to
            one another, to behaviour, and to the world (Ch. 7; Nile & Van

          Bergen ; Salmon & Reese ). Dedi cated research of a rad-2015 2016
          ically new kind is needed to measure the robustness of these

        inheritance mechanisms. In advance of such research, three con-
         siderations suggest that they are robust enough to supp ort cultural

    group selection of cogni tive processes:

        1. High-fidelity replication is not a requirement for Darwinian
  selection (Godfrey-Sm ith ).2012

        2. Redundancy is built into distributed inheri tance (e.g ., mind-
      reading via vertical, horizontal oblique routes).and

        3. Each social process of inheritance occurs repetitively, deliver-
        ing multiple learning trials. Children are told a particul ar

         story not once but many times. Different stories contain the
        same themes, morals, and tropes. Adults imitate the same

        facial gestures over and over again in face-to-face inte raction
      with infants. Collective reminiscence returns repeatedly to

  the same episodes.

  9.3. Genetic assimilation

         In principle, it is possible that new cognitive mechanisms start
         out as cognitive gadgets, constructed in the course of develop-

       ment through social interaction, but then selection progressively
      favours genetic mutations that reduce the experience-dependence

       of the gadgets development, converting them into cognitive’

         instincts (Henrich ). In practice, I have looked for, and2015
          failed to find, empi rical evidence that this kind of genetic assim-

         ilation has occurred for example, evidenc e that learning is–

       faster in natural than unnatural conditions. Cognitive gadgets
       may resist genetic assimi lation because distinctively human cog-

           nitive me chanisms need to be nimble. Their job is to track spe-
          cific, labile features of the environment, which move too fast for

       genetic evolu tion. For example, social learn ing strategies track
        “ ”who knows in a particular social group, something that

         changes with shifting patterns in the division of labour and
      therefore of expertise. Imitation tracks communicative gestures,

        ritual movements, and manual skills that change as groups
       find new group markers, bonding rituals, and technologies.

        And mindreading, like language, must track not only externally
          driven change in the phenomena it seeks to describe, but also

        self-generated change: alterations in the way the mind works
          caused by shifts in the regulative properties of theory of mind

 (McGeer ).2007

   9.4. A little history

          The cognitive gadgets hypothesis is a force theory rather than an
        historical theory; it is concerned with the processes involved,

          rather than the history of events, in human evolution. The ideal
          theory would be high on both the force and historical dimension s.

        Therefore, conne cting the cognitive gadgets theory to key events
         in human evolution, using the archaeological record, is a priority

          for future research. Making a start down that road and build ing
      on the collective intelligence hypothesis (Henrich ;“ ” 2004b

        2015 2010 2016; Kline & Boyd ; Muthukrishna & Henrich ;
         Richerson & Boyd ; Sterelny ), I suggest that climate-2013 201 8

       driven demographic chan ges around 250,000 years ago launched
          not only the cultural evolution of knowledge and skills, but also

       the cultural evolution of distinctively human cognitive mecha-
        nisms. The Small Ordinary components of the genetic starter

           kit were already in place (chap. 3) and had been supportin g coop-
        eration and simple stone technologies for millions of years.

      Demographic chan ges allowed the Small Ordinary com ponents
          to begin to be elaborated by cultural group selection into the

         Big Special mechanism s that we now identify as, for example,
      causal understanding, episodic memory, imitation, theory of

   mind, and full-blown lan guage.

  9.5. Human nature

       Cultural evolutionary psychology is consistent with an evolution-
         ary causal essentialist conception of human nature: a hybrid of

        the nomological account (Machery ; ) and causal essen-2008 2018
          tialist theories (Samuels ). On this view, human nature is the2012

       set of mechanisms that underlie the manifestation of
      species-typical cognitive and behavioural regularities that humans

            tend to possess as a result of the evolution of their species; cru-
     cially, evolutio n encompasses all selection-based evolutionary

        processes genetic, epigenetic, and cultural. The primary impli-–

         cation of evolutionary causal essentialism is that human nature is
         labile; it changes over historical rather than geolog ical time. The

           first signs of literacy date from about 6,000 years ago, and now,
         the cognitive gadgets that enable people to read, being present

          in more than 80% 90% of the global population, are part of–

        human nature. On a broader scale , cultural evolutionary psychol-
           ogy implies that human minds are more agile, but also more frag-

          ile, than previously thought. We are not stuck in the Pleistocene
          past with Stone Age minds, and new technologies social media,–

         robotics, virtua l reality provide the stimulus for further cultural–

          evolution of the human mind. However, we have more to lose.
          Wars and epi demics can wipe out not just know-how, but also

         the means to acquire that know-how. The capacity for cultural
         evolution, as well as the products of cultural evolution, could

 be lost.

   9.6. Cultural evolutionary psychology

           The idea at the core of that cultural evolutionCognitive Gadgets –

         shapes distinctively human cognitive mechanisms is a bold, test-–

         able hypothesis. Of the mechanisms examined in the case studies,
       selective social learning provides the freshest opportun ity for

        research by cognitive scient ists. Beyond the case studies, there
        are many other mechanisms to be explored, including causal

        understanding and episodic memory. Moral reasoning is a prior-
            ity because it is a form of cultural learning, and, being so inti-

         mately connected with emotion, has the potential to cast light
        on the co-evolution of cognitive and emotional gadget s (Barrett

2017).
         One of the strengths of cul tural evolutionary psychology is that

          it brings into sharp focus questions about how a new cognitive
         mechanism is put togeth er over time, and makes them tractable.

        Evolutionary psychologists tend to assume that, if some thing is
          a cognitive instinct, it is the responsibility of some other discipline

       ( perhap s genetics or paleo-archaeology), not cogni tive science, to
         explain how it was constructed (Sam uels ). In contrast, cul-2004

     tural evolutionary psychology encourages cognitive scientists
         and others to develop and test theories about gadget construction.

       Furthermore, because cultural evolution is faster than genetic
        evolution, and much of the construction process occurs within

       lifetimes, the cogni tive gadgets theory makes questions about
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        construction empirically tractable. They can be addressed, in col-
      laboration with anth ropologists and historians, by research

       involving contemporary and historical populations, as well as
         those for which we have only archaeological evidence. We don t’

         have to guess how cognitive mechanisms were put together by
       genetic evolutio n in the Pleistocene past; through laboratory

          experiments and field studies, we can watch them being built in
  people alive today.

          Cognitive Gadgets opens up a third way. It sugg ests that dis-
      tinctively human cognitive mechanisms are adaptive because

           they are shaped primar ily not by nature or nurture but by cul ture.
            I tried in the book to make this hypothesis clear and plausible , but
            I have no illusions that the case is already conclusive. A great deal

          more work is needed to test the cognitive gadget s theory, and,
        through the lens of cultural evolutionary psychology, to develop

        a deeper understanding of the origins and ope rating characteris-
   tics of human minds.
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Abstract

         I suggest an alternative basis for Heyes analogy between cultural’

        learning of mindreading and text reading. Unlike text reading,
       mindreading does not entail decoding of observable stimuli.

      Like text reading, mindreading requires relevant inferences.
        Identification of relevant inferences is a deeply challenging prob-

         lem, and the most important contribution of cultural learning to
        mindreading may be an apprenticeship in thinking like a

mindreader.

         How is mindreading really like reading? An important pillar of
       Heyes ( ) argument is that mindreading medi ates cul tural’ 2018

        learning and that mindreading is itself culturally learned. She
        makes this case by drawing an analogy between mindreading

        and text reading. Understanding where this analogy fails and
         where it succeeds casts light on how culture contributes to

mindreading.

       Mindreading is unlike reading because mindreading does not
  essentially involve decoding

          First, Heyes argues that, just as print reading depends on decoding
       word sounds from written symbols, mindreading depends on

        decoding mental states from signs such as facial expressions,
       body movements, and utterances. This analogy fails, however,

        because mindreading readily occurs without such signs to decode:

           I can reason about the mental states of people who are absent,
  dead, or imaginary.

      Second, whereas reading involves parsing grammatical rela-
        tions among words, nothing analogous is true for mindreading.

         Despite the claims of theory theories (e.g., Davies & Stone“ ”

         1995), the field has made little progress beyond common sense“

        platitudes (e.g., Lewis ) when articulating rules or principles” 1970
        governing the relations among mental states or between mental

        states and behaviour. App roaches that form alise aspects of mind -
        reading as Bayesian inverse inferences (e.g., Jara-Ettinger et al.

          2016) are promising for scenarios that artificially limit the set of
          possible mental states that could be ascri bed, but are unl ikely to

       be extensible to mo re realistic scenarios (Stuhl müller &
        Goodman ). There are good grounds for thinking theory2014 “

         theories have made limited progress because the rules or princi-”

       ples governing relations among mental states are uncodifiable
  (e.g., Davidson ).1990

         It might have been compelling to think that cultural learn -
         ing helped children acquire the code for mindreading, just as“ ”

           it helps them acquire the code for reading. However, this is of
       limited explan atory value because mindreading does not con-

           sist in the decod ing of signs, nor even a cod ifiable set of
principles.

        Mindreading is like reading because it depends upon effortful
      inferences that go beyond the given information

          Heyes may be right to argue that mindreading concepts are cul-
          turally learned. But whether they are learned or innate, it is

         clear that acquiring mindreading concepts is just the first step
          towards being a skilled mindreader. As there is no forcode

      mindreading, how can we conceptualise skilled mindreading?
         Reading and discourse processing more generally provides a– –

   valuable model (Apperly ).2010
        Although decoding is essential to reading, there is much

        more to skilled reading than decoding prin t into words.
        Comprehension of written or oral material involves the construc-

           tion of a situation model with inferences that go far beyond the“ ”

      words themselves. These inferences rely upon comprehenders’

       processing capacity and motivation (McKoon & Ratcliff ;1998
         Sanford & Garrod ; Zwaan & Radvansky ), and critically1998 1998

     depend on identifying relevant background information.
         Identification of relevant information is a classic problem in cog-

         nitive science (e.g., Fodor ), and although solutions may not2000
           be agreed upon, it is widely agreed that deep experience in the

     topic at hand will be critical.
        Mapping this analog y to mindreading, what we should expect

           is that much of the chall enge of mindreading wil l lie with mak-
        ing inferences that go beyond the information available from

         observable signs or prior knowledge about the target. Such infer-
         ences will involve effort and motivation (e.g., Apper ly ), are2012

        only partially constrained by principles (there is no code,
        remember), and will draw upon a potentially unbounded variety

        of background knowledge about the target and the cont ext
       (Apperly ). Identifying relevant information in these cir-2010

        cumstances is surely chall enging, and will require deep experi-
          ence with the social world and the ways in which peo ple

         think and act within it. Rather than the cultu ral transmission
       of mindreading codes or abstract mindreading concepts, the

       most important cultural contributio n to mindreading is likely
            to be a long social apprenticeship in how to think like a mind-

  reader (Nelson ).199 6
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Abstract

        Cognitive Gadgets offers a new, convincing perspective on the
        origins of our distinctive cognitive faculties, coupled with a

      clear, innovative research program. Although we broadly
         endorse Heyes ideas, we raise some concerns about her charac-’

      terisation of evolutionary psychology and the relationship
       between biology and culture, before discussing the potential

         fruits of examining cognitive gadgets through the lens of active
inference.

        Heyes ( )’ 2018 Cogniti ve Gadgets presents a compelling and eru-
          dite case for the influence of cultural evolution on the emergence

         of the distinctive cogni tive gadgets unique to humans. Her argu-
            ment is a convincing one she offers a luc id treatment of four–

       empirically supported examples to substantiate her claims and
          highlights a number of viable research avenues to open her theory

          to scientific scrutiny. no doubt stands to make aCognitive Gadgets
       meaningful contribution to current thinking about the evolution-

         ary roots of human cognition. Admittedly, our opinion is also
       biased resonates with our– cultural evolutionary psychology

           own work, and we hope to see its widespread adopti on as a
 research program.

         There are, however, a number of points worth raising about
     Heyes misleading characterisation of evolutionary psychology.’

        First, the decidedly gene-centric view she attributes to members
        of the High Church of evolutionary psychology is somewhat“ ”

       specious to understand and model gene-environment interac-–

          tions and the ways in which social and physical ecologies impact
         the development of human cognitive specialisations is a core com-

         mitment of the field (Geary & Bjorklund ; Krebs ;2000 2003
          Ploeger et al. ). Heyes also overlooks the heterogeneity of evo-2008

      lutionary psychology, broadly construed. For example, consistent
        with her own perspective, proponents of an evolu-teleosemantic “

        tionary systems approach adopt an expanded view of inheri tance,”

         which extends beyond the gene to incorporate other forms of
    intergenerational information transmission, including epigenetic

         effects and the inheritance of cultural artefacts and patterned cul-
      tural practices (Badcock ; Caporael ; Hendriks-Jansen2012 2001

         1996 2017 2003; Laland ; Lickliter & Hon eycutt ; Ramstead et al.
    2016 201 0; Roepstorff et al. ).

      By emphasising Chomsky’s ( 1965) poverty of stimulus crite-“ ”

          rion and our innate cognitive starter kit, Heyes also creates the“ ”

          impression that evolved, biological traits that help us adapt to the
          social milieu should largely be relegated to early biases, which are

         then refined by nurture and culture. However, there are clearly
          many adaptive traits that show a strong biological basis and pro-

        foundly affect social cognition and behaviour throughout the life-
       span. Obvious exa mples include the gross morphology and

       physiological properties of the brain (Friston ); hormonal2010
      and neurom odulatory systems (Katz & Harris-Warrick ;1999

        McGlothlin & Ketter son ); reward, mood, and affective sys-2008
        tems (Gray ; Nettle & Bateson ); personality traits1994 2012

        (Bouchard & Loehlin ; Nett le ); and se nsitive periods2001 2006
        of development (e.g., puberty) that fine-tune our adaptation to

      different socio-env ironmental contexts across the life course
       (Frankenhuis & Fraley ; Geary & Bjorklund ).2017 2000

        More critically, Cognitive Gadgets tends to neglect the funda-
         mental role of biology in shaping our cultural worlds. Dynamical

        simulation studies have provided proof of principle that individual
         differences in adaptive decision rules (e.g., mating or social learning

        strategies) create marked changes in the self-organisation of social
       norms and cultural dynamics (Kenrick et al. 2003; M olle ma n et a l.

      2014). More substantively, evolutionary psychologists have accu-
         mulated a wealth of evidence to suggest that cognitive traits

         favoured by natural selection exert a powerful influence on the
         sorts of cultural expectations, norms, and practices that are likely

        to evolve including those surrounding communal sharing and–

       morali ty (K amed a e t al. 20 05; K re bs 2008), in-group versus out-
       group behaviours (Brewer ), and behaviours involving social2007

         exchange (Wischniewski et al. 2009). Such work reminds us that
       culture shouldn t be individuated from the evolved biobehavioural’

          dynamics of the individuals that comprise it (Kenrick et al. ;20 03
          Lehman et al. ). The idea that we gain remarkable cognitive2004

         capacities via cultural learning almost goes without saying but–

          this should not detract from a dialectical view that sees biological
     and cultural inheritance as mutually constitutive.

          As such, our main reservation with Cognitive Gadgets is that it
        promotes a sharp distinction between nature, nurture, and cul-

          ture. As evidenced by our own work in this area (Constant
          et al. ; Kirmayer & Ramstead ; Ramstead et al. ;2018 2017 2016

         2019), we certainly agree that cultural influences play an essential
          role in both the inheritance and development of our adaptive cog-

         nitive speci alisations. However, we do not think that these three
            sources can be pried apa rt so easily our interest lies more in–

        the ways they interact to produce human phenotypes. Human
          biology is also a cultural biology; and human culture is realised

        by interacting biological systems within a shared material niche
        (Kirmayer & Ramstead ). Indeed, for more than 200,0002017

         years, the main selection pressure on human survival has been
       the capacity to access and leverage accumulated sociocultural

       information (Henrich ; Hrdy ; Tomasello ). Heyes2015 2009 2014
          wouldn t deny this she proposes that humans begin with a’ –

        genetically specified starter kit that is geared towards navigating“ ”

        the sociocultural world, which allows more sophisticated forms of
       social cognition, like literacy and mindreading, to develop.

       Arguably, such innate propensities only ever emerged because“ ”

       of the increasing impo rtance of sociocultural information for
 human survival.
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         Accordingly, we think that one of the most interesting ques-
         tions raised by relates to the me chanisms thatCognitive Gadgets

       explain biological, social, and cultural dynamics interact.how
         This appeals to an evolutionary systems perspective that is able

          to capture both the ways in whic h biological and cul tural evolu-
         tion shape individual mind s and the ways in which indivi dual

        minds shape culture and biology (Badcock ; Caporael ;2012 2001
        Kenrick ). Of course, such mult ilevel dynamics are challeng-2001

     ing to understand, let alone study.
       Fortunately, a promising approach has emerged from neuro-

         science and theoretical biology that has the potential to provide
       such a multiscale modelling strategy, called active inference. A

         descendent of schemes of the brain (see Clarkpredictive coding
       2013), active inference is a mathematical formulation that

        describes how living systems are able to maintain themselves
          within a limited range of phenotypic states, that is, within the

           set of states in which they expect to find themselves, on average
          and over time. It explains how biological systems appea r to resist

         the natural tendency to dissipate into their environment by fulfill-
       ing biologically instanti ated (Bayesian) or expecta-prior beliefs

         tions about the way the world unfolds (Friston ; Friston2010
          et al. ). In short, organism s are driven by the biological2009

      imperative to maintain homeostasis via action-perception loops
       that actively minimise surprise. This framework has recently“ ”

        been extended to explain the evolution, development, and multi-
        scale dynamics of living systems in general (Friston ;2013

          Kirchhoff et al. ; Ramstead et al. ). Here, we concentrate2018 2018
        on two of our own complementary app roaches derived from

        active inference, which we belie ve are particularly relevant to
 Heyes proposal.’

          On the one hand, Heyes appeal to our unique cognitive spe-’

          cialisations connects with a new theory of the human brain, cog-
       nition, and behaviour called the hi erarchically mechanistic mind

          (HMM); see Badcock et al. ( ; ). This mo del rests on2019a 2019b
         two fundament al claims. The first follows active inference by sug-

         gesting that the brain is a complex adapt ive system comprising
     hierarchically organised neurocognitive mechanisms that function

          to reduce the dispersion or decay of our sensory and physical
        states by producing action-perception cycles that seek to minimise

        surprise (Badcock et al. ). The second claim follows2019a
      Tinbergen’s (1963 ) four questions in ethology (i.e., adaptation,

       phylogeny, ontogeny, and mechanism) by suggesting that neural
           form and fun ction can only be understood in terms of the broader

     evolutionary, intergenerational, developmental, and real-time pro-
         cesses that act on human phenotypes, which are differentially illu-

       minated by major paradigms in psychology (i.e., evolutionary
     psychology, evo-devo, developmental psychology, and psychol-

       ogy s subdisciplines, respectively; Badcock et al. ). Thus,’ 2019b
        to understand a phenotypic trait, researchers need to develop

       multiscale hypotheses that synthesise findings from diverse fields
          of psychological inquiry to explain both that trait is adaptivewhy

       and it emerges from evolutionary, intergenerational, develop-how
        mental, and real-time processes ( for an application to depression,

           see Badcock et al. ). The HMM situates Heyes work within a2017 ’

       broader meta-theory of psychological inquiry that sees cultural
        evolutionary psychology as but one viable approach to under-

         standing the evolution of human trai ts a paradigm, like–

      evo-devo, that concentrates on the group-level, interge nerationa l
      dynamics that bridge human evolution and development,

      thereby driving phylogenetic change. This insig htscomplements
       from other evolutionary paradigms; it cer tainly doesn t’ contradict

them.

         To borrow Heyes own term, active inference also supp lies a’

      plausible force theory of the nested socio-environmental“ ”

        dynamics responsible for the evolution and development of cog-
            nitive gadgets at the level of the individual. This brings us to our

      second complementary approach, called the variational approach
       to niche construction (VANC) (Constant et al. ).2018

        The VANC considers niche construction, that is, implicit and
         explicit modifications of the environment, as a corollary of active

     inference, whereby embrained expectations guiding adaptive
         action-perception loops come to be encoded in the material layout

          of human niches. Take, for instance, desire paths. As they cut
         through a grassy field on their daily commute, people implicitly

         leave traces that inform other pedestrians of the possible inten-
           tions of those who crossed the path before; for example, I want“

           to reach the eastern exit of the park. By engaging the well-worn”

            path, a novice agent can zero in on the optimal route without hav-
           ing any knowledge of the park s design. Our approach here is con-’ 

         sistent with Heyes all this agent would require is the propensity’ –

            to let herself be guided by the path. This dispositio n is made pos-
         sible, presumably, by a minimal that includes basicstarter kit

         cooperative sensory and motor dispositions, as well as some expec-
          tations regarding what she herself desires to do; for example, I“

            expect that my action will lead me to the eastern exit. By engag-”

           ing the desire path, the agent will further wear down the trail,
        thereby increasing its reliability for others. Of course, another

        example of niche construction, which relates directly to Heyes’

     treatment of language, is written text.
        The point here is that, through niche construction, humans

       produce culturally specific behavioural patterns encoded in the
        constructed artefacts that populate their niche, which they can

          then recruit to support the performanc e of various tasks. In so
        doing, they often implicitly and automatically converge on statisti-

       cally recurrent behaviours, whic h, following active inference, are
          the least surprising ones (i.e., those that characterise the local cul-

        tural phen otype) (Constant et al. ). Over evolutionary time,2019
      cultural evolution scaffolds and finesses progressively complex

       “ ”nurtural networks of externally realised expectations (in pat-
       terned cul tural practices and constructed niches), thereby guiding

     and transmitting increasingly sophisticated cultural behaviour
           (Constant et al. ; Ramstead et al. ; Veissière et al. ).2018 2016 2019

         Under both the HMM and VANC, cognitive gadgets can be
       described as heritable that underli e (neuronallyadaptive priors

        encoded) expectations about the dyn amics of the social world
      and guide our action- perception cycles towards unsurprising

         states (see Badco ck et al. ). According to this perspective,2019b
         such priors have emerged from the reciprocal interplay of biolog-

       ical, sociocultural, and ecolog ical dynamics over evolutionary time
         because they have afforded a reliable means to reduce socio-

      environmental uncertainty. In other words, cognitive gadgets
        can be thought to entail hierarchical architectures of adaptive

        prior expectations encoded at multiple levels and sites, spanning
      neural systems, human phenotypes, social interactions, culturally

     specified motor patterns, and ecological structures.
         Argu ably, t his not ion add s to Heyes’ proposal in two important

          ways. First, it avoids the questionable claim that our distinctive cog-
        nitive faculties are chiefly cultural products by suggesting that

       nature, nurture, and culture operate synergistically to optimise
      our phenotypes and eco-niches over evolutionary, intergenera-

        tional, and developmental timescales. Shedding light on such facul-
          ties requires recourse to research that spans the full breadth of

       evolutionary psychology (cultural or otherwise), not to mention
       allied disciplines like anthropology, biology, and ecology. Second,
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          by subsuming active inference, the HMM and VANC afford a sin-
         gle, common language that allows us to describe both biological

       and cultural influences on human phenotypes mathematically, to
        model their interactions computationally, to test these models via

          simulation studies, and then to compare the outcomes of such in
      silico research with real-world experiments and observations

   (Badcock et al. 2019a; Ramstead et al. 2018).
         In sum, our approach to human cogni tion builds on that

           of Heyes, but blurs the lines between nature, nurture, and culture –

      proposing instead a single, generic information theoretic
        mechanism (i.e., active inference) that expresse s itself in different,

         complementary ways across all three. With this in mind, we
         suggest that active inference would make a powerful addition to

      the explanatory toolbox of cultural evolutionary psychology.
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Abstract

         We agree with Heyes that an explanation of human uniqueness
         must appeal to cultural evolution, and not just genes. Her

       account, though, focuses narrowly on internal cognitive mecha-
        nisms. This causes her to mischaracterize human behavior and

         to overlook the role of material culture. A more powerful
       account would view cognitive gadgets as spanning organisms

   and their (shared) environments.

          We are pleased for the opportunity to engage with such an
       interesting and well-presented account of the historical origins

       and physical bases of distinctly human cognitive capacities.
        We espec ially applaud Heyes wil lingness to challenge deep intu-’

           itions about the role of genetic inheritance. It has too often been
        assumed that an explanation of our uniqueness must ultimately

           be cashed out in terms of genes. But, as Heyes ( ) repeatedly2018
         shows, there is scant evidence that genetic ada ptations alone can

        account for uniquely huma n behaviors such as social imitation
         or language. We agree that cultural learning is an important

         force shaping these aspects of human cognition. Where we dis-
        agree is with the methodological assu mption that good cogni tive

        science focu ses exclusively on the internal (neural ) processes that
         shape behavior. In fact, cognitio n relies on extensive and mutua l

      interactions between organism and environment . The environ-
           ment should not be left out of the explanation. In what follows,

           we will try to show how a core distinction that drives Heyes’

         account, between grist and mills, potentially blinds her to the
      importance of environmental contributions to cognition, culture,

          and learning. We believe that giving up on a strict distinctio n
            between grist and mill can lead to a theory of the origins and

        bases of human cognition largely consistent with the cognitive
       gadgets hypothesis, but with broader theoretical and explanatory

reach.
        Early in , Heyes ( ) writes: The cogni tiveCognitive Gadgets 2018 “

         gadgets answer [to what makes humans distinct] is concerned not
               with the grist of the mind what we do and make but with its– –

            mills, the way the mind works ( p. 14). In an earlier paper, Heyes”

         illustrated this distinction by appealing to reading her paradigm–

          case of a cognitive gadget (Heyes ). In reading, the ideas2012a “

          and values coded in the text are grist, whereas the neurocognitive”

          pathways that have developed in a lite rate human, and that ena ble
             her to understand the text, are mills. On the face of it, this seems

            like a neat distinction. It is certainl y a reasonable one to make if
         your goal is to challenge the nativist assumption that distinctively

          human traits must be explained in terms of a genetic endowment.
         The distinction allows Heyes to make a clea r negative argument

        against this assumption. Her argument is roughly: Culture partly
        shapes cognitive mills; therefore, genes alone are insuffic ient to

  explain human uniqueness.
           It is clear, however, that the gadget theory is intended to be

          more than just a negative challenge to the instinct theory. It
         also aims to be a positive framework for future evolutionary

         thinking about cognition (Heyes , p. 77). From this point2018
          of view, we suggest that the strict distinction between grist and

           mills is problematic. It overlooks the ways that grist the things–

            we do and make can also play a role in cogni tive processes.–

          Leaving grist out of the equation leads to an unnecessarily narrow,
        and individualistic, account of what human intelligence is. The

            point here is that Heyes book is too narrow in scope andnot ’

          therefore fails to offer a complete account of the cultural evolu-“

            tion of thinking. Who could possibly do that? It is rather that by”

           being too narrow in scope it distorts the nature of the cogni tive
    mechanisms she hopes to describe.

          It has long been a staple of cognitive science that some
          actions are special. They are not just the of thinking,product

        but they produce and enhance thinking. Simple epistemic actions
           such as rotating a jigsaw puzzle piece to better perceive fit (Kirsh

          & Maglio ), writing down the intermediate steps in a long-1994
        division problem to reduce memory load (Clark & Chalmers

        1998), and gesturing over written equations or in conversation
        (Goldin-Meadow ) are not just the of thinking2005 product

         but part of the cognitive processing. Similarly, so me tools are
           so integral to behavior that we experience them as part of our

           body. The blind man does not feel with his hand the movements
            of the cane; he feels the world at the end of the cane

          (Merleau-Ponty ). And it has long been known and has2013 –

          recently become big business in offic e design! that the nature–

         of one s physical environs changes how one thinks, behaves, and’

        interacts (Kirsh ). These claims are not wholly uncontrover-2005
        sial, but the examples could be multiplied manyfold (Arendash

           et al. ; Barth & Funke ; Bella nd et al. ; C lark2004 2010 2013
  1998 2000; Flick         ), and each seems to represent a ( possible) coun-

        terexample to a strict grist mill distinction. Grist is sometimes–

          mill, or an important com ponent in a cogni tive mill, and igno r-
          ing this distorts the nature of human cognitive gadgets. Not inci-

        dentally, Heyes herself insists that cognitive mills are themselves
         the product of human behavior social/cultural learning in par-–

            ticular so it s also the case that mills are gr ist. The distinction,– ’

         compelling at first glance, seems to fall apart under close
scrutiny.

          Why does it matter that the distinc tion is blurrier than it
        might initially se em? Because her commitment to the distinction
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          causes Heyes to miss important points that we susp ect she actually
           agrees with. Specifically, it leads her to overlook the ways that we

         reshape the world itself in ways that facilitate, constrain, and
            structure the cognitive work that we do. This idea is key to mod-

         ern biological thinking. At the root of the extended evolutionary
         synthesis (Laland et al. ) is the notion of organism-2015

        environment mutualit y and, in particul ar, the concept of niche
       construction: the idea that anim als reshape their environments

         through their actions, and this in turn structures the selection
       pressures exerted on current and future generations (Laland

         et al. ; Lewontin ). (Heyes does mention niche construc-200 0 1983
               tion once in the book, on p. 9, in a list of ideas that she promises

   to return to later.)
          It would not be an exaggeration to say that human evolution

          does not make sense except in the light of niche construction.
        Human evolution is characterized by a progressive expansion of

          the ways in which we have changed our environment, from the
          use of primitive tools through the reshaping of land and livestock

         with agriculture to our modern predicament in which we have
         upset the self-regulating balanc e of the climate itself. On a

             broad reading of the word, all of this is cultural. It is the result
         of our use of and engagement with material culture. Cognitive

         Gadgets uses a more narrow definition of culture. Heyes presents
         cultural evolution essentially as a process by which ideas are

        transmitted from one (cultural ) generation to the next. Culture
          is thus thought of as something that is carri ed around inside

          the heads of individual actors. But material culture does not fit
          this model. The architecture of Venice is material culture. It has

           been there for hundreds of years. But it is not carried around
         inside the people in Venice. It is persisting, worldly structure.

         We could claim, metaphorically, that the structure of Venice is
         “ ”transmitted from one generation to the next. But this does

            not capture the fact that Venice is a city that has its own
         continuing existence as a set of buildings and practices and

         behavior settings. The place itself structures the behavior of the
            people in it. Books, painting s, tools, cities all of these are aspects–

            of culture that do not have to be transmitted, but reside in the
    shared environment of a community.

        The focus on cogni tive mills leads Heyes to mischaracterize
            the role of the environment in a more basic way still. The clos-

          est she comes to recognizing the causal role of the environment
            in action is in a brief discussi on of joint actions such as mov-“

          ing furniture or dancing together ( p. 164). Heyes is, we think”

       rightly, resistant towards mind reading accounts of such actions
         according to which each party to the action mentally represents

            the other s beliefs . She points out that the fact that we are able’

          to attend to the same thing in the environment is often
          sufficient to account for our having the same belief as one

          another for example, that there s a puddle on the floor– “ ’ ”

         ( p. 164). This, though, leaves intact the assumption that our
        actions must be explained with reference to our individual

          beliefs. Now suppose that you and I dance around the edge
         of the puddle, carefully avoiding getting our shoes wet. Then

         I jump in the puddle, splashing you. Immature, perhaps. But
           there was a point to it. The point was to demonstrate that

          the puddle itself is a component in our action control. The
         whole sequence of seeing the puddl e, avoiding it, jumping in

          it, is possible because the puddle is actually there, and is
           meaningful to us because a puddle is the kind of thing our

         bodies can interact with. We weren t dancing around our’ beliefs
          about the puddle, and it wasn t your belie f about the puddle’

     that caused you to get wet.

            As it is with puddles, so it is with highly developed forms of
        craftsmanship . Acquiring the skills and dexterity to produce tra-

         ditional stone artifacts such as axe heads would have taken
        many years of practice. In modern-day populations where such

           technologies are still produced, it can take 10 years for a learn er
          to master the skill fully, under instruction from a more expert

          producer (Stout ). The point here is that the whole process2002
          of learning involves engagement with the stone itself, in a social

        context; the practice never becomes divorced from the material.
      Maintaining the grist mill distinction distorts Heyes thinking– ’

         in some more subtle ways, too. For instance, she characterizes
        “ ”turnstile learning as asocial. One confronts a tu rnstile (or

        other artifact) and by trial-and-error figures out its operation
          ( p. 86). But that’s not quite right. Turnstiles and other artifacts

        use design conventions to guid e perception and behavior, conven-
          tions whic h are themselves reflected in and preserved by the built

        environment. For humans, there is perha ps very little learning
          that is truly asocial, even when it doesn t involve synchronic inter-’

    actions with another huma n being .
         Our final point is about group cognition. Heyes allows that

          cognitive gadgets are the result of multilevel selection. In the pen-
        ultimate sentence of the book, she asserts: Distinctively human“

       cognitive processes are products of cultural group selection”

          ( , p. 223). Group selection is anathema to selfish gene theo-2018
         rists. But despite her willingness to adopt this particular heresy,

      Heyes remains committed to methodological individualism for
         explanations of cognitive phenomena . We think this is a missed

opportunity.
          Can there be group gadgets? There are good reasons to explore

           how the gadget concept might be applied to groups. One of the
         distinctive features of human societies is the division of labor

          among me mbers of the population. One could argue that the divi-
           sion of labor is itself a cognitive phen omenon. It expands the pos-

          sibilities for human thinking because it allows the group to solve
        problems across an expanding range of activities. Heyes appears

          to be sympathetic to some version of group intelligence. The spe-
            cific form of group selection theory that she appeals to is the col-

      lective intellige nce hypothesis, according to which cumulative
        culture depends on a population maintaining a minimum group

         size sufficient to ensure that culturally evolved practices are kept
         alive (Henrich ). A more powerful formulation of the gadget2015

          theory would, we suggest, leave open the possibili ty that an expla-
         nation of the mechanisms of cumulative culture needs to app eal

          not only to processes within the individual, but also to interper-
        sonal processes that structure and constrain how practices are

   maintained by a population.
           If Heyes goal is only to provide a competitor to the instinct’

        theory, then we think she has succeeded admirably. Allowing
          that cognitive mills can have their origins partly in culture is

        an improvement on insisting on an exclusively genetic explana-
       tion. The gr ist mill distinction, though, places an unnecessary–

           limit on what this new theory can ach ieve. We think a more
         powerful approach, and one that will allow the gadget theory

          to serve more effectively as a framework for future research, is
         to abandon the distinction in favor of a mutualistic understand-

          ing of organisms and their environments. Culture is not just in
 the head.
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Abstract

       Many psychologists and neuroscientists still see executive func-
     tions as independent, domain-general, supervisory functions

       that are often dissociated from more low-level associative“ ”

        learning. Here, we suggest that executive functions very much
        build on associative learning, and argue that executive functions

       might be better understood as culture-sensitive cognitive gad-
      gets, rather than as ready-made cognitive instincts.

          In her cognitive gadgets theory, Heyes ( ) argues that many of2018
         the cognitive mechan isms that make humans special are not pro-

         duced by genet ic evolution, as commonly believed, but by cultural
        learning. We are largely sympathetic toward this theoretical move,

          not least because the mechanics of cultural learning are much bet-
         ter understood than the genetics of human cognition. This ren-

        ders theorizing in terms of cognitive gadgets more transparent
        and empirically accessible than the common attributions to a

    mechanistically not-yet-understood, underspecified genetic basis.
       However, we feel that Heyes underestimates the explanatory

           power o f h er own t he or y when it c omes to execut ive fun ct ions –

          which she considers to be part of a genetically given cognitive
          starter kit. As we will argue, there is converging evidence that

          executive functions are not a genetic given but can be considered
       cognitive gadgets acquired through social and cultural learning.

      Executive functions are considered higher-ord er functions that
      support goal-directed, flexible behavior, like quickly alternating

         between offence and def ense in sports or stopping to smoke.
       Executive fun ctions are often distinguished from other, seemingly

       lower-level processes such as perception, attention, response selec-
         tion, and learning (E vans & Stanovich ; Kahneman ). In2013 2003

       particular, executive functions and learning have been portrayed
          as opposi te forces (will vs. habit) since the beginnings of experi-

        mental investigations on action control (Ach ) until today1910
       (e.g., in the disguise of model-based /model-free control: Dolan

        & Dayan 2013 2018). Heyes ( ) uses this same dichotomy to char-
      acterize executive functions and associative learning, respectively,

         as two cognitive instincts of genetic origin. However, there are“ ”

         reasons to consider this an unnecess ary choice that only compli-
     cates her otherwise straightforward gadget approach.

       First, the distinction between smart executive functi ons and
      dumb associ ative mechanisms implies a higher (to-be-paid-back)

       “ ”loan of intellige nce (Dennett ) tha n necessary. Although1978
       the mechanics of associ ative mechan isms are reasonably well

       understood, assuming an opposing force that app arently operates
         in an independ ent, unspecified way runs straight into the homun-

          culus problem, leaving it open as to how executive functions work
    and what is regulating them.

         Second, executive functions have been shown to be as mallea-
          ble as imitation, for which Heyes takes malleability as a strong

         indicator of its cultural origin. In particular, Heyes ( ) argues2018
           that imitation is a cognitive gadget because it can be enhanced or

        even reversed in functi onality by means of novel sensorimotor
        experience or training. Interestingly, the same holds for executive

         functions. For example, people tend to repeat rather tha n switch
        between tasks, possibly because the latter is cognitively more

       demanding (Arrington & Loga n ). However, this tendency2004
        can be considerably diminished or even abolished by reinforcing

        or simply increasing the frequency of task alternations (Braem
    2017 201 7; Fröber & Dreisbach ).

      Third, executive functions share another characteristic with
         imitation contextual depen dency, which Heyes takes as a strong–

         argument to consider it a cognitive gadget. Just like imitation,
           which has been shown to be very effector and task specific, exec-

         utive functions have also been demon strated to be specific to
         effector and context (e.g., Crump et al. ). For example,2006

          Braem et al. ( ) demonstrated how the ability to adjust task2011
        focus following cognitive conflict is constrained by the effectors

           used to perform the previous task (e.g ., hand vs. feet; see also,
        Janczyk & Leuthold ). Executive functions are also tightly2018 

         connected to, and associated with, the stimuli they were operating
          on (Waszak et al. ), and even with irrelevant stimuli that2003

        merely covaried with the parti cular executive function (Spapé &
          Hommel ). In a similar vein, practicing to inhibit a response2008

          to a certain stimulus slows down responding to that same stimu-
         lus in a subsequent unrelated task (Verbruggen & Logan ).2008

        Additional evidence for this highly contextualized nature of exec-
        utive functions also comes from brain training studies, which“ ”

         indicate that executive functions can be trained but rarely show
        transfer (Melby-Lervåg et al. ; Simons et al. ).2016 2016

         Fourth, latent factor analyses seem to fail in identifying consis-
      tent replicable factors indicating independent executive functions

          (Karr et al. ). This makes executive functions hard to grasp,2018 “ ”

         which already leads some to consider the nature of executive
         functions elusive (Jurado & Rosselli ). In fact, the distinction2007

       between inhibitory control, working memory, and cognitive flex-
           ibility that Heyes relies on has also been partly challenged by the

       very authors who origi nally introduced this distinction (Friedman
         & Miyake ). Therefore, there is increasing evidenc e that exec-2017

        utive functions are highly contextualized and sticky (M ayr &“ ”

            Bryck ), which we take as a strong hint that they might be2005
        grounded in associative learning (Abrahamse et al. ; Braem2016

        & Egner ; Egner ). This makes executive functions2018 2014
       ideally suited to develop through social commun ication and

        transfer to meet contextual and cultural demands (Hommel &
 Colzato ).2017

         Fifth, the id ea that executive functions might be grounded in
      culturally transmitted associative processes is consistent with

      developmental studies showing that executive functions mature
       no earlier than around adolescence (e.g., Blakemore &

        Choudhury ) and that parenting plays a considerable role2006
       in their development (Hughes & Enso r ). Furthermore,2009

      executive-control styles have trait-like, sticky characteristics that
        reflect people s (su b)cultural background, such as religion or sex-’

        ual orientation (Hommel & Colzato ). For example, the201 7
        impact of response conflict on action control is considerably

         smaller in Calvinists, and larger in Catholics, than in matched
          control groups (Ho mmel et al. ), and a sim ilar pattern can2011

          be found for the cont rol of temporal attention (Colzato et al.
        2010). Along the same lines, measures of cognitive flexibility
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       systematically covary with religious disbelief (Zmigrod et al.,
          2018). Cultural differences can also be found on a larger scale,

       with youn g East Asian children often outperforming Western
          children on a range of executive function indices (Lan et al.

        2011 2008 2006; Oh & Lewis ; Sabbagh et al. ).
      Taken together, executive fun ctions are not well-defined,

        which ho lds for both empirical bottom-up and theoretical top-
        down approaches, and there is increasing evidenc e that they

       show characteristics that are typical for culture-related associative
      processes: malleabi lity, context-dependency, lack of transfer, and

       cultural dependen cy. Heyes key argument for classifying execu-’

        tive functi ons as cogni tive instincts rather tha n cognitive gadgets
          seems to be heritability: if executive functions were a product of

           culture rather than genes, why have they been shown to be heri-
          table, observable in other animals, too, and to be enha nced in

         humans? Interestingly, a closer look reveals that these signs of
         heritability are not inconsistent with a cultural basis of executive

 functions eithe r.
         First, executive functions indeed seem to be heritable, at least

         to some degree (Friedman et al. ). Notably, however, more2016
        targeted studies on this genetic contribution suggest they rely

       on a compl ex inte rplay of different neu rotransmitter functions
          (Logue & Gould ), with a particularly important role of dop-2014

          amine (Cools & D Esposito ). Given that the efficiency of the’ 2010
        frontal and striatal dopaminergic pathways is heritable to some

            degree (Colzato et al. ), there are at least two ways that exec-2011
          utive functions might be heritable even if they rely on associative

         processes. For one, various forms of associative learning rely on
      monoaminergic processes (Schultz ; Tully & Bolshakov2013

         2010), so what looks like the heritability of executive functi ons
        might actually reflect the her itability of the domain -general asso-

         ciative learn ing mechanisms they rely on. For another, the online
          operations of executive functions have been shown to rely on dop-

       aminergic efficiency (Cools & D Esposito ), sugg esting that’ 2010
        frontal and striatal control pathways rely on the dopaminergic

         fuel provided by the ventral tegmental area and the substantia
           nigra. If so, what might be her itable might not be the engine

        being driven (i.e., executive functions proper) but the (amount,
           availability, and/or quality of the) fuel driving it. In any case, it

          is important to consider that signs of heritability do not deter-
           mine whet her it is the function of interest that is heritable, or

           just the infrastructural factors it need s to operate on. As an exam-
         ple, although the ability to acquire language is heritable (Byrne

               et al. ; Kovas et al. ), this is not in and of itself a reason2007 2007
        to conclude that language itself must be genetically coded

 (Deacon 1997; H eye s 2018).
       Second, Heyes (2018) further pointed towards observations that

        executive functions can also be observed in nonhuman animals,
          which would suggest they have a longer genetic history. Still, the

          fact that executive functions can be observed in animals does not
        invalidate executive functions as cognitive gadgets (as also argued

        for imitation processes, Heyes 2018). Instead, it merely suggests
         that in animals too, (rudimentary forms of ) these processes can

      develop. Interestingly, in reviewing recent evidence comparing
       human and nonhuman primates, researchers have concluded that

       similarities in executive functions often reflect similarities in
      domain-general reinforcement learning mechanisms (e.g., as dur-

        ing reward learning), and that certain basic control processes
        may actually rely on different brain regions across species

   (Eisenreich et al. 2017; Hei lb ronn er & H ayde n 2016; M an so uri
          et al. 2017). Therefore, similar to how language might have latched

            itself onto the brain as a parasite to its host (cf. Deacon ),1997

      certain culture-specific executive functions could have developed
       onto partially different brain networks in different species.

          Third, not only do executive functions seem to be heritable and
          observable in other animals, but also there are reasons to believe

         they have evolved into more superior or enhanced functions in
       humans. However, this enhancement could be culture-driven, or

        rely on other genetic benefits (e.g., enhanced associative learning
        or the ability to develop symbolic representations). This aside,

         the superior nature of these functions has also been questioned
        altogether. For example, Heyes (2018) cites evidence that self-

           control the ability to inhibit one s impulses might be enhanced– ’ –

          in humans. However, others have argued that this ability is still
         rather poor in humans, and its seemingly enhanced nature could

        be partially due to procedural differences in measuring self-control
        across species (Hayden ). As for working memory capacity,2018

        some have argued this ability to be comparable (Carruthers
          2013), or even inferior to some of our closest ancestors (Inoue

          & Matsuzawa ). In fact, Lotem et al. ( ) have suggested2007 2017
        that while having a larger working-memory buffer in humans

       could be possible, having a smaller working-memory capacity
           might be more adaptive. Last, it is true that humans show a

      remarkably higher proficiency in switching between different
        tasks, and thus enhanced cognitive flexibility. However, this differ-

        ence has been attributed to differences in language proficiency,
       rather than switching abilities per se (e.g., Hermer-Vazquez

             et al. ). In fact, a set of recent studies using a nonverbal com-2001
          puter task showed that baboons and children, as well as semi-

        nomadic adults from north Namibia, were better at switching
         away from a certain strategy to select more optimal strategies

          than were adults from North America (Pope et al. ; ).2015 2019
         Heyes ( ) emphasizes that no mental process is likely to2018

          be the product of nature, nurture, or culture alone, and she
        admits that learning and cultural inheritance play major roles“

         in the development of huma n executive function ( p. 74). We”

        suggest taking these roles somewhat more se riously and consider
        executive functions not as cognitive instincts but as cognitive

         gadgets. Ultim ately, this question will depend on one s exact def-’

         inition of executive functions, one s level of analysis, and the’

         specific executive function of interest, but we suggest that exec-
        utive functions can be considered an emer gent property arising

        from a complex interplay of different basic reinforcement learn-
          ing processes, working at the level of more distributed or abstract

        representations (e.g., Abrahamse et al. ; Eisenreich et al.2016
         2017). Such a perspective could further promote the study of

      how executive functi ons emerge through development, how
         they can be acquired and become conditioned and bound to

        context, and how this can lead to substantial inter-individual
        and cultural differences in the development of these particularly

  interesting cognitive gadgets.“ ”
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Abstract

         The argument against innatism at the heart of Cognitive Gadgets
        is provocative but premature, and is vitiated by dichotomous

      thinking, interpretive double standards, and evidence cherry-
        picking. I illustrate my criticism by addressing the heritability

        of imitation and mindreading, the relevance of twin studies,
        and the meaning of cross-cultural differences in theory of

      mind development. Reaching an integrative understanding of
       genetic inheritance, plasticity, and learning is a formidable

       task that demands a more nuanced evolutionary approach.

       The provocative thesis of Cognitiv e Gad gets (Hey es 2018) is t hat
        human abilities such as imitation, mindreading, and language –

         the traits that allow our species extensive cultural transmission’ –

         are not adaptations produced by biological evolution or, as repeated
         throughout the book, “in our genes.” Instead, these abilities are

         themse lv es “gadgets that have been created and refined by cultural”

         group s election. A lthough they give the illusion of i nnateness, they
          are taught to children through social practices, and learned with the

       support of enhanced domain-general mechanisms such as attention,
        social motivation, worki ng memory, and – mo s t importantl y –

      associative learning. Except for potentiating these general-purpose
         cognitive tools, genetic evolution has had virtually no role in

       shaping t he di s tinctiv e traits that define human nature.
         Why evolution should have followed this route in our species

           is a mystery, and Heyes does not offer any rationale or theoretical
           model to make sense of it. In fact, she stresses that genet ic

          evolution have played a role the evidence from cognitivecould –

          science just happens to say otherwise. The first question, then, is
         whether the book makes a compelling empirical case for its

      almost-blank-slate argum ent. presents a wealthCognitive Gadgets
        of interesting findings and useful criticism of previous research;

          but as a refutation of innatism I found it surprisingly weak.
        Consider Heyes treatment of genetic assimilation. In a nutshell,’

       genetic assimilation occurs when traits that initially develop
        through learning (or other types of plasticity) get increasingly

         under genetic control, as selection favors variants that make the
        learning process faster and more reliable. In principle, assimila-

          tion can proceed so far that the trait develops entirely under
     genetic guid ance, with no environmental inpu t.

         Heyes claims that she found no evidence of genetic assimilation
        for abilities like imitation and mindreading. Granting the premise
          for now, Heyes assumes that the heritability of a trait estimated

          from twin studies is an indicator of whether the trait develops
       with minimal environmental input ( poverty of the stimulus,“ ”

         high heritability) or with considerable input from the social envi-
        ronment (“wealth of the stimulus,” low heritability). For imitation,

           the book cites one study of 2-year-olds by McEwen et al. (2007 ) as
          showing that “identical twins are no more alike in their imitative

           ability than fraternal twins ( p. 208). But this is not what the”

        study found. The correlation was significantly higher in identical
         twins, and the authors estimated the heritability of imitation at

          30%. This figure is well within expectations: The heritability of cog-
           nitive traits is small in infancy, but increases to about 30% 40% in–

        childhood and reaches 50%–60% b y late a dole scen ce ( Briley &
         Tucker-Drob 2017). Heyes fails to cite another study of imitation

       in 2-year-olds (Fenstermacher & Saudino 2007), which also
         found a higher correlation in identical twins and estimated herita-

          bility at 45%. For mindreading, Heyes cites one study by Hughes
         et al. ( ), which found the same correlation between identical2005

        and fraternal twins, indicating negligible genetic influences on indi-
          vidual differences in children’s theory of mind. She omits to men-

        tion that, although the authors found no specific genetic
         contributions to theory of mind, there was a significant influence

        of nonspecific genetic factors shared with verbal ability (accounting
            for about 15% of variance). Other twin studies of theory of mind in

         children and adults have found heritabilities in the 15% 35% range–

        (McEwen et al. 2007; Ro nal d et al. 20 06; Warrier et al. ). Thus,2018
        contrary to Heyes claim, both imitation and mindreading skills’

        show a nontrivial proportion of genetic variance. Moreover, the
         apparent heritability of mindreading is most likely deflated by the

      rather noisy measures employed in these studies.
        A deeper question is whether twin correlations and heritabilities

         are germane to the book’s argument. In contrast with Heyes’

       assumptions, the proportion of genetic versus environmental vari-
          ance says very little about the nature of environmental inputs and

        the trait s history of genetic assimilation. Consider a genetically’

         assimilated trait that has become fixed in a population, and
         shows little or no genetic variation among individuals. By necessity,

           most of the variance of such a trait would be environmental. Or
        consider a hypothetical developmental process in which an envi-

       ronmental variable triggers the expression of alternative, genetically
            specified behaviors that are the same for all the individuals in a spe-

          cies. The resulting trait would show low heritability and high envi-
          ronmental variance; but the role of the would be limited“stimulus”

         to selecting from a menu of pre-specified alternatives. To further
       complicate things, nonshared environmental variance in a trait

        may reflect random events and insults (e.g., infections) rather
         than learning or organized plasticity; and genetic variance may cap-

         ture the effects of deleterious mutations besides those of functional
           alleles. In general, the factors that drive the development of a trait

          may not be the same factors that produce individual differences in
         that trait. Moreover, a particular skill can be both evolutionarily

          novel and socially learned, but depend for its acquisition on traits
        that show substantial genetic variation. To illustrate: playing chess

             is a cultural gadget if there ever was one, and yet interest and apti-“ ”

           tude for chess are about 40 50% heritable (de Moor et al.– 2013;
          Olson et al. 2001; Vin khuy ze n e t a l. 2009). By Heyes’ criteria,

            one should conclude that playing chess is more likely to be a cog-“

         nitive instinct” than imitation or mindreading. In sum, the book’s
       argument for rejecting genetic assimilation is conceptually flawed

    and supported with cherry-picked data.
         To remain on the topic of mindreading, Heyes cites interesting

       cross-cultural evidence that the stages of theory-of-m ind acquisi-
        tion di ffer between individualistic countries like the United States

         and Australia and collectivistic countries like China and Iran. But
          these findings are damnin g only if one holds an inflexible model

       in which the various components of mindreading (Schaafsma
           et al. ) can interact only in one pre-specified way, with no2015

        meaningful input from the social environment. Of note, the
       observed sequence changes typically involve two particular tasks

         out of five ( diverse belie fs and knowledge access ; see Duh“ ” “ ”

            et al. ; Kuntoro et al. ; Shahaeian et al. ; ; for2016 2017 2011 2014
          a puzzling exception, see Dixson et al. ). The overall picture,2018

          then, is one of patterned variation on a background of stability.
         Heyes also cites evidence that theory of mind develop ment is

        markedly delayed in Samoan children (Mayer & Träuble ).2013
      However, this literature contains several inconsistent findings

          that cannot be explained by cul tural differences (see Liu et al.
         2008; Mayer & Träuble ). Some app arent delays may reflect2015

        culture-specific issues with task demands, as Mayer and Träuble
         ( ) noted in their follow-up to the original Samoan study.2015
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         At the same time, theory-of-m ind skills are not independent from
        other cognitive traits, and are significantly associated with IQ

            (e.g., Baker et al. ; R ajkumar et al. ). It may be impossible2014 2008
         to fully make se nse of the cross-cultural data on developmental

        trajectories with out addressing the thorny issue of national differ-
      ences in cogni tive abilit y (e.g ., Rinderman n ).2018

         These examples serve to illustrate a double standard that is
         applied throughout the book: whenever the data do not support

         a rigidly preformist view of development, they are implicitly or“ ”

        explicitly counted as positive evidence for an associative account.
          But in several of the examples discussed in Cognitive Gadgets, asso-

          ciative learning is little more than a hypothetical mechanism (or a
          plausible contributing factor), and it is unclear if the models pro-

           posed by Heyes are able to explain the totality of the evidence.
       Moreover, the apparent simplicity of associative accounts often

         hides a lot of complexity (and inefficiency), which is revealed
      only by careful unpacking (e.g., Dickinson 20 12; H a n u s 2016).

          For all these reasons, Heyes rejection of innateness in favor of’

    almost-blank-slate associationism seems highly premature.
           I wil l not discuss the book s case for cul tural group selection in’

            any detail, except to note that the argument is fully and admit-–

           tedly speculative. To be clear, I see nothing wrong with bold–

          speculation; but there is some irony in the sudd en shift away
          from the hard-nosed empiricism of the rest of the book, precisely

           at the point where Heyes needs to explain all the distinctivehow
        content of human nature can be outs ourced to culture-mediated

          learning. For example, it is unclear if the selection process envi-
         sioned in the book could provide enough robustness and reliabil-

           ity to enable adaptive evolution; if it could work on a realistic
         timescale, given the long life cycle of groups compared with“ ”

          that of individuals; how it would respond to confli cts of interests
        between di fferent social actors, and between group and individual

         fitness; and how it would prevent genetic ada ptation from catch-
    ing up with cultural transmission.

         Even though my review of Cognitive Gadgets is critical, I
      strongly recommend the book to other evolutionary-developmental

         psychologists. It will stimulate them, challenge them to think more
          deeply about their assumptions, and prompt the field to open the

        developmental black box and become more explicit about com-“ ”

          putational processes. I see a clear parallel with much recent work
       in artificial intelligence (including neural networks), which shares

          the book s empiricist attitude and faith in the power of domain-’

          general learning (Marcus 2018; see also Lake et al. 2017). This
         new wave of research is a fantastic opportunity for evolutionary-

      developmental psychology. Understanding how learning is instan-
        tiated in the mind/brain, guided by evolved developmental pro-

         grams, and integrated with innate information is a daunting task,
           which has been made even harder by a scarcity of explicit models

       (Frankenhuis & Tiokhin ). Computational tools like reinforce-2018
         ment learning can help understand what (and how much) pre-

        existing information is needed to perform efficiently and reliably
           in the real world (Frankenhuis et al. ), and how evolved devel-20 18

        opmental programs may respond to novelties in the environment,
     from optical mirrors to online interactions.

          These questions can be approached in a spirit of synergy and
          integration (e.g., Frankenhu is et al. ; Lake et al. ; Versace2018 2017

           et al. ), or less productively as a zero-sum competition2018 – –

       between genetic inheritance and learning. Back to Cognitive
          Gadgets, it is unfortunate that Heyes sets up her main argument

       as a di chotomy between two extremes. Psychological mechanisms
      are either genetically encoded, domain-specific instincts that“ ”

      develop with minimal environmental input; or culturally

      transmitted gadgets that are learned through domain -general“ ”

        processes, with minimal or no contribution from genet ic factors.
         The only middle-ground option entertained in the book and–

        quickly dismissed is genetic assimilation (see above). This–

        black-and-white contrast leaves out a world of more plausible
      possibilities. For example, psychological mechanisms may reliably

         develop a basic level of functionality with minimal input, but
         depend on learning (often directed and canalized) in order to

        reach full competence. Although basic preferences for sweet ver-
         sus bitter flavors are present at birth, food preferences are

        expanded and fine-tuned through years of intens ive but nonran-
         dom learning, which yields cultural similarities as well as differ-

      ences (Rozin ; ). Furthermore, even established1990a 1990b
         preferences for or against certain foods can be adaptively over-

        turned by conditions such as pregnancy and nutrient deficiency
       (Berthoud ; Flaxma n & Sherma n ; Rozin ).2011 2000 1990a

       By tuning their operating parameters, general processes such
        as associative sensory- motor learning can be canalized to reliably

   yield specific, adaptive outcomes.
         My colleagues and I have proposed such a canalization hypoth-

          esis for the development of mirror neurons (Del Giudice et al.
       2009). Also, distinct mechanisms specialized for different tasks

       may reuse some basic information-processing algorithms for–

         example, reinforcement learning while adapting them to the par-–

       ticular nature of each task. Modularity, functional specialization,
       and the difficulty of distinguishing between domain-general and

      domain-specific processes have been addressed in considerable
           depth in the work by Clark Barrett et al. (e.g., Barrett 2012;

           2015; ; Barrett et al. ), which reconciles the notion of spe-20 17 20 16
         cialized adaptations with a sophisticated view of learning and plas-

         ticity. A powerful idea stemming from this approach is that
      cognitive mechanisms may develop hierarchically, through “mod-

       ule spawning and progressive specialization induced by different”

        categories of inputs (Barrett ; ). Heyes never considers2012 2015
         these possibilities, which have been discussed for years in main-

         stream evolutionary psychology (e.g., Buss 2015). It remains to be
        seen whether Cognitive Gadgets will herald a genuine paradigm

       change, or succeed mainly as a timely provocation.
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Abstract

          Heyes does well to argue that some of the apparently innate
        human capabilities for cultural learning can be considered in

       terms of more general-purpose mechanisms. In the application
          of this to language, she overlooks some of its most interesting

        properties. I review three, and then illustrate how mindreading
      can come from general-purpose mechanism via language.

         Although I agree with Heyes main stance that emphasize s the’

       power of general-purpose mechanisms in contributing to higher
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          cognitive function, I think that she has taken a particular con-
       strual that obscures a potentially more interesting situation.

       Characterizing language as one of mult iple me chanisms (selective
      social learning, imitation, mi ndreading, and lan guage) resulting

           from cultural evolution is mis leading, as it obscu res its role as a
      principal vehicle of cultural learning and evolution.

          It is likely that there are strong interactions between the four
           mechanisms. By laying out the structure of the book as an enu-

         meration of how each could have come about, the potentially
        more interesting aspect of their inte rrelations, and dynamics, is

       significantly downplayed. This contribu tes to a false impression
   that they are independent.

         This false impression is parti cularly the case for language. The
        cultural structuring role of language has been eloquently elabo-

       rated by many including Bruner, Lakoff, Riceour, and
          Polkingborn. Yet, from the outset the role of language is under-

            played: I argue in this book that it is the information we get“

        from others, handled by general purpose me chanisms, that builds
         distinctively huma n ways of thinking (Heyes , p. 2). Where” 2018

         does this information come from? The problem with Heyes char-’

           acterization is that it hides the notion that the information that we
            get from others via language may have a special status, so that lan-

            guage is not a mechanism of the same cali ber as the other gadgets.
       Setting language alongside the other cognitive gadgets downplays

         the importance of language in cultural evolution, as she states
        “and linguistic com munication is far from the only signi ficant

          channel of cultural inheritance ( p. 169), yet at the same time”

          she notes that lan guage comes first ( p. 166) with respect to“ ”

        mindreading, and that through language children learn to read“

  minds ( p. 166).”

        I will develop three characteristics and argument s for elevating
           language to a special status in cultural learning. I will then focus

          on one of these, illustrating how based on general cognitive–

        mechanisms language creates a capability for analogical map-–

      ping that contributes to theory of mind.
         The first speci al characteristic of language that makes it quite

          distinct from the other three elements is that language is struc-
       tured around the event-based organization of human experience

         (Goldberg ), and thus provides a very high density vehicle1995
          for the transfer of information that is central to construction of

        the distinctively human ways of thinking. Through the structure-
       defining dimensions of language including time, mode, and

        aspect, the speaker can communicate very precise spatial, tempo-
          ral, causal, and other relations between an agent s actions and out-’

       comes. Importantly, in addition to re-describing the already
         visible aspect s of events, language allows for the enrichm ent of

         descriptions, by explaining in more detail aspect s of events that
         are not visible to the untrained observer (Bruner ; Nelson1991

          & Fivush ), in a process referred to as narrative enrichment2004
          (Mealier et al. ). Of particular interest here is how language2017

           can be used to specify how unseen mental states may have causal
           roles in the actions of others. This provides a vehicle for structur-

          ing and organizing the information we get from others that ren-“ ”

         ders language in a different class from the other proposed
         cognitive gadgets. This is crucial for the transmission of complex

          knowledge instructions of how to make and build complex– –

       cultural artifacts (Stout & Chaminade ). Reciprocally, the2012
        structure of language prefigures how human experience is per-

        ceived (Ricoeur ). Ricoeur developed a framework for narra-1984
         tive that involves the encoding of experience, the emplo tment of

        that experience, and then the reception and comprehension of
        the resulting narrative by the listener. Interestingly, already in

       the perception phase, language has pre-shaped our perception
         so as to construe thing s in a narrative-compatible manner. This

         is even more apparent in the process of emplotment whereby
          we construe experience into a form that is consistent with norm a-

          tive structures. Thus, by modeling the event structure of life, lan-
          guage has two unique roles it allows the precise commun ication–

           about this structure, and at the same time it filter s the perception
          of the world so that it is consistent with this structure.

         The second characteristic of language that makes it the signifi-
           cant channel of cultural inheritance is related to its unique role in

        making meaning (Bruner ), through its creative and norm a-1990
         tive dimensions. In the technical realm, the creation and labeling

          of notions like right angle, hypotenuse, and square root allow for
         the further speci fication and discovery of properties in a typical

         example of me aning making. That is, by allowing the creation
          of expressive forms for new realms of meaning, language is a

        workhorse of cultural evolutio n. Likewise, in the social domain ,
        the development of normative schemas of human behavior by
         the same kind of labeling and enrichment provides the vehicle

         for the specification of cultural artifacts like creation myths and
        social norm s that are central to the human condition.

       Like Bruner, Polkinghorne ( ) considered narrative as the1988
        primary form by which human experien ce is made meaningful.

         He considered that having narrative as one of our fundam ental
        structures of comprehension shapes the character of our existence

          in a particular way, similar to the effects of Ricoeur s emplotment’

           (Ricoeur ). The realm of meaning is an open system in which1984
         new forms of organization can emerge and new meaning systems

        can develop. Polkinghorne ( , p. 31) summarizes the position1988
        of Merleau- Ponty that language takes up the contingencies of“

          existence, and the perceptual openness of life to the natural and
       intersubjective worlds, and molds them into a meaningfulness

         that is greater than the meaningfulne ss they originally hold. In”

            this context, a crucia l aspect of narrative is its capacity for the dis-
        closure or creation of possible worlds (Bruner ). Riceour2009

        noted that the adequate self-understanding of man is depen dent
          on this dimension of language as a disclosure of possibility. It“

          is by an understanding of the worlds, actual and possible, opened
           up by lan guage that we may arrive at a better understanding of

      ourselves (Ricoeur & Kea rney , p. 118).” 1978
          It is worth noting that this notion of meaning, and language s’

         role in creating and porting meaning, is essentially not addressed
         in Heyes analysis, although the notion of information is highly’

        present. Perhaps language becomes more like the other gadgets
          when it is considered independent of its role of makin g meaning

          in Bruner s sense. From an historical perspective on the status of’

          meaning, Bruner ( ) noted that the initial goal of the cognitive1990
        sciences was to understand meaning and the symbolic activities

         humans employ to make sense of the world and themselves.
          Then, for various reasons ( greatly related to the rise of theoretical

      computer science and information theory), cognitive science
        became a science of information processing. In Bruner s words,’

         critics argued that cognitive science may have gained its technical“

           successes at the price of dehumanizing the very concept of mind it
           had sought to re-establish ( p. 1). This trend in cognitive science” –

        away from meaning towards inform ation processing is partially–

          reflected here in the analysis of cultural tools, wherein the notion
        of me aning in Bruner s sense is largely left unaddressed.’

        The third (related) characteristic of language is its mechanism
         for building up new structures from existing structures, and label-

            ing these so that they can in turn be composed into ever more
       structured representation s. Goucha et al. ( ) postulated that2017
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        the uniquely human language capabili ty relies on some thing like
          the syntactic merge operator, and crucially, the ability to label the

           results of the merge, and to reuse these new labeled structures in
        future merge operations. This recursive capability is the founda-

          tion for the build ing of complex hierarchical structure that is cru-
           cial to cultural evolution, and is not present in the other cultural

    learning components that Heyes analyses.
            If language is so different, how can it be built up from existing

           understand why people act as they do by being exposed to psy-
      chological narratives of intersubjective relations. Through narra-

          tive practice they come to understand the norms of behavior in
          their society, as the narrative forms a structure in which the

       behavior can be interpreted, from experience ( practice). Thus,
          as similarly noted by Heyes, in the development of theory of

   mind, language comes first.
        In summary, although I applaud Heyes analysis which argues’
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            If language is so different, how can it be built up from existing
         cognitive mechanisms? The answer might be found in the con-

      struction grammar framework, which characterizes language as
       a structured inventory of form-to-meaning mappings. Part of

         the beauty of this characterization is that the mechanism that
       learns and generalizes over these mappings between form

      (words, sentences) and meanings (e.g., event representations)
         can indeed be from a more general-purpose toolbox. The cue

        competition hypothesis (Bates & MacWhinney ; Bates et al.1987
         1991, Li & Macwhinney ) holds that across languages, cues2013

       including word order, grammatical marking, and intonation are
         used to code thematic roles and other dimensions of meaning.

        Using this hypothesis, we re-used a well-characterized model of
      the primate corti co-striatal sensorimotor sequence learning sys-

        tem (Dominey ) in order to learn grammatical constructions1995
          (Dominey ; Dominey et al. ; Dominey et al. ; Hinaut2013 2003 2009

        & Dominey ). Cues includ ing word order and grammatical2013
         marking are used by the model to appropriately map se ntence

      form to predicate-argument meaning. Thus, grammatical func-
         tion words indicate the relations between open class words in

         the sentence. We then extended this notion to the narrative
        level, where narrative function words (such as because, before,

         after) indicate relations between elements of events in a narrative
          (Mealier et al. ). This introduces the concept of narrative con-2017

       struction, which extends the notion of grammatical construction
          as a form-to-meaning mapping at the senten ce level to the narra-

        tive level, consistent with the construction framework, where there
       is a continuum between lexical elements and constructions.

             Part of the novelty of this system is that it easily allows a form
        of narrative enrichment, whereby new narrative relations, such as

          causal relations between a mental state and action can be created.
                For example, I want to grasp a glass but it is out of reach , so I ask

            you to give it to me . In your subsequent narration, you say “I gave
           you the glass because you wanted it, and establish a causal link”

           with an unseen me ntal state (Meal ier et al. ). Once the con-2017
         struction was learned, it could then be instantiated with different

         arguments in a for m of analogical mapping, thus allowing expres-
              sion of a narrative where I am trying to learn math but I don t get’

               it, so I ask you to teach it to me , and you teach me, because I
            wanted you to. The use of such patterns can provide a basis for

     powerful mechanisms for enrichment including metaphor
   (Lakoff & Joh nson ).200 8

           It can also provide a sim ple but powerful tool in the develop-
          ment of theory of mind. In this context, Gallagher and Hutto

         ( ) and Hutto ( ) have developed a narrative practice the-2008 2007
          ory of folk psychology. They noted that humans appear to have

       powerful mechanism s for intersubjectivity, like the detection of
        intentions in expressive movement and eye direction, and from

           an early age we are actively involved in dyadic relations with oth-
          ers. These inte ractions form the meaning compo nent of a form to

       meaning mapping in our narrative construction model. Gallagher
         and Hutto ( ) then held that in addition, narrative patterns2008

       accompany this intersubjective behavior. In our narrative con-
        struction mo del, these narrative patterns contribute to the form

      component of the form-to-me aning mapping. Then, children

       In summary, although I applaud Heyes analysis which argues’

         for the use of generali zed cognitive mechan isms in the develop-
          ment of higher cognitive functions, here in the service of cultural

           evolution, I fear that the status of language as a unique mecha-
          nism for making me aning has been ignored, which gives a ( per-

      haps unintentiona l ) misconstrual. Characterizing language as one
        of multiple mechan isms resulting from cultural evolution is mis -

           leading, as it obscures its role as a prin cipal vehicle of cul tural
  learning and evolution.
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Abstract

       The cognitive gadgets theory proposes to reform evolutionary
       psychology by replacing the standard nativist and internalist

       approach to modularity with a cultural constructivist one.
      However, the resulting cultural evolutionary psychology still“ ”

       maintains some controversial aspects of the original neo-
      Darwinian paradigm. These assumptions are unnecessary to

         the cognitive gadgets theory and can be eliminated without sig-
  nificant conceptual loss.

       Heyes ( ) cognitive gadgets theory (henceforth CGT) consti-’ 2018
       tutes a signi ficant advancement over the standard neo-Darwini an

        account in evolutionary psychology. According to the latter, the
        mind is a collection of innately specified domain-specific units,

      which operate through inner representations and algorithms
          and are shaped by natural selection beca use of their causa l contri-

          bution in adapting the organism to critical issues in the environ-
          ment (e.g., Barkow et al. ; Buss ; Cosmides & Tooby1992 2012

          2013). Culture, in turn, is the physical derivative of such modules
          and stands as instrumental to the solution of these adaptive prob-

           lems. The CGT argues that the standard view does not line up“

          with the evidence from cognitive science ( p. 15). In contrast, it”

         aims to replace the standard view with a cultural evolutionary“

        psychology ( p. 16), according to which cultural practices create”

       cognitive functions by building upon inte rnal and biologically
      selected domain-general mechan isms. The CGT thus conceives

           the mind not as a collection of cognitive modules but rather of
   culturally constructed cognitive gadgets.“ ”

        Although we praise the constructivist lean assumed by the
          author, we intend to argue that the CGT does not com pletely

        free itself from a variety of problematic neo-Darwinian assum p-
         tions. Despite the fact that many accounts in social anthropology

       (Ingold ), cognitive archaeology (Ili opoulos & Garofoli ;200 7 2016
     Knappett ; Malafouris ), postphenomenology (Ihde2005 2013

         1990 2018 2005; Ihde & Malafouris ; Verbeek ), and enactive cog-
          nition (Fenici & Garofoli ; Hutto ; Hutto & Myin )2017 2008 2013

        have extensively opposed these assumptions over time, the author
         has not considered such criticisms in the current formulation of

          the CGT. Within this commentary, we intend to bring to the
         fore (and suggest) possible solutions to these critical issues that

          also affect the C GT. In particular, we will discuss and criticize
      its assumptions concerning (1) the computational and

        semantic-information theory of mind and culture, (2 ) the adap-
         tionist view in cognitive evolution, (3) the completeness of cogni-

           tive functions as units of selection, and (4 ) the fixed link between
    brain regions and cognitive functions.

        T o s t a r t , t h e C G T s h a r e s w i t h t h e s t a n d a r d n e o - D a r w i n i a n
       v i e w a c o m p u t a t i o n a l a n d re p r e s e n t at i o n a l c o n c e p t i o n o f m i n d

      and c ult ure. I n dee d, l ike mod ule s, d oma in- ge neral systems
        r e m a i n i n a n y c a s e r e p re  s e n t a t i o n a l c o m p o n e n t s o f a c o m p u t a -

       t i o n a l a r c h i t e c t u r e . T h e i r c o n t e n t i s d e t e r m i n e d b y t e l e o s e m a n -
         tics (H eyes, ) , a nd natural2 0 1 8 , p p . 2 7 –3 0 ; s e e M i l l i k a n 2 0 0 4

       s e l e c t i o n a l t e r s t h e i r r ep r e s e n t at i o n a l c a p a c i t ie s b y a c t i n g o n
         t h e m i n i m a l c o n s t i t u e n t s o f t h e i r p h y s i c a l v e h i c l e s – t hat is,

          t h e i r g e n e t i c b a s e s . A t t h e s a m e t i m e , a l t h o u g h t h e a u t h o r s t a te s
          that “a c o g n i t i v e m e c h a n i s m c e r t a i n l y i s n o t a p e l l e t o f i n f o r m a -

           tion th at can be cop ied in sid e you r hea d, sen t throug h the air ,
          a n d p l a n t  e d w h o l e s a l e i n m y h e a d  ” ( p . 4 4 ) , s h e k e e p s a d o p t i n g

        a m o d e l t y p i c a l o f c u l t u r a l e  v o l u t i o n t h e o r y , a c c o r d i n g t o
       whi ch cu lt ure is se man tic inf orm atio n , t raveling acros s hum an

      m i n d s t h r o u g h s o c i a l l e a r n i n g ( e . g . , M e s o u d i 2 0 1 1 ; Ri ch ers on
         & Bo yd 2 0 0 5 ). The novelty of t he curren t mo de l th us lies in

        the propo sal that d if feren t co des in hab iti ng res pe cti vely t he bio -
        l o g i c a l a n d t h e c u l t u r a l c h a n n e l s a r e n o w i n t e g r at e d , t h e r e b y

      gen erating th e co gni ti ve gadg et s t hrou gh “w i d e c o m p u t a t i o n s ”

       ( c f . W i l s o n 1 9 9 4 ) . H o we v e r , t h e s e r e p re s e n t a t i o n a l a n d c  o m p u -
      t a t i o n a l f o u n d a t i o n s r e m a i n h i g h l y c o n t r o ve r s i a l a t p r e s e n t .

     Represe ntati ona lism h as i nde ed be e n c onsi d e red me ta physi ca lly
       i n c o n c e i v a b l e ( H u t t o & M y i n 2 0 1 3 ; 2 0 1 7 ) , t h e i n f o r m at i o n -

       sema nt ic vi ew of c ult ure ut t erl y di se mbo die d (M alafo ur is ;2 0 1 6
          Wa l l s 2 0 1 9 ) , a n d t h e g r e a t s u c c e s s o f t h e s e v i e w s p r i m a r i l y a s s o -

       ciated wi th bi ase s i n comp ut er -b a s ed so cie tie s rather than
   emp iri cal v ali dati o n (Pen ny 2 0 1 7 ) .

         The CGT exploits these conceptual bases also to maintain a
        hard adaptationist stance in cogni tive evolution although mod-–

        ified in order to accommodate its constructivist amendments –

         according to which cultural evolution has the potential to explain“

      the adaptedness of distinctively human cognitive mechanisms”

           (Heyes , p. 37). The core point is that genetic and cultural2018 “

        evolution are based on the same, fundamental heuristic –

     variation-and-selective-retention ( p. 36). Thus, wide computa-”

          tions appea r as element s of a broader code that are generated,
       modified, replicated, and transmitted downstream along the dual-

        inheritance system just described. This impl ies that we can
        analyze cognitive gadgets with the tools of the neo-Darwinian

         theory although presented in the form of a Campbellian– “‘  ’ selec-
        tionist approach ( p. 36). The modern huma n mind, alleged ly”

         shared by all human populations, therefore appears as a collection

          of adaptive gadgets that survived selection, in line with the idea
        that evolutionary prin ciples ultimately justify why the mind has

      the shape we obs erve in the present.
         In response to such a neo-Darwinian take on cognition and

         culture, we note that over time many critics from different
      domains have repeatedly challenged these assumptions. During

       the 1980s in archaeological theory, the post-processual movement
          strongly reacted to the idea from the New Archaeology and its

         heirs that human behavior and cognition are determined by adap-
          tive laws, which could be assembled in the present through ethno-

          graphic studies and deductively applied to the study of the past
          (Bednarik , p. 21; Hodder & Hutson , chap. 2; Shanks2013 2003

        & Tilley ; Trigger ). Post-processu al critics argued that1987 1998
        human culture is created and maintained within a psychological

       and ideologi cal dimension, which can overcome strict adaptive
       reasons. Similarly, critics in social anthropology have cont ended

           that human life is a shared narration and an em bodied way of
         being in the world. Thus, they have rejected meta phors depictin g

        humans as computational machines, and culture as the outcome
       of transmi ssion and selection processes (Ingo ld ; ;200 4 2007

          Ingold & Palsson ; Tallis ). If these criticisms are correct,2013 2011
         the human mind cannot be reduced to the evolutionary selection

          of wide computations acting on the cognitive level, as the author
       suggests, but rather cognitive gadgets are likewise embedded

          within a social narration. Thus, they can actively be formed and
        maintained because of what humans believe, think, desire, and

     emotionally experience independently from supposed adaptive
reasons.

       The previous discussion hints against a third important
         neo-Darwinian aspect of the CGT, namely, the idea that gadgets

         are distinct units of selection provided with specific adaptive val-
       ues. Following the principles of material engagem ent theory

       (Iliopoulos & Garofoli ; Malafouris ; Renfrew ),2016 2013 2004
          we argue that gadgets are not only integrated with a broad

         gamut of conceptual and affective states but are also materially
       extended through their hybridization with artifacts and features

        of the external world. Furthermore, they are constitutively related
          to one another, and the boundaries between them are hard to

         identify. For instance, similarly to Heyes, Everett ( ) has pro-2012
         posed that language is a cultural constru ct that capitalizes on

     domain-general systems capturing perceptual regularities, thereby
          appearing as a cognitive gadget. However, language is not an iso-

         lated cognitive functi on, because it is constitutive of and simulta-
        neously constituted by other cognitive gadgets. To menti on one,

       many scholars defending a constructivist perspective believe that
     meta-representational mindreading is realized through linguistic

        practices (Fenici ; Fenici & Garofoli ; Gallagher &2017 2017
        Hutto ; Hutto ). Mindreading in turn allows language2008 2008

       to bend on itself , and bootstrap meta-linguistic awareness:
        namely, the ability to understand the abstract regularities behind

        the organization of language (Taylor ). Thus, language and2012
    mindreading coexist with one another.

        The difficulties in isolating units of selection also speaks
       against the possibility of ascribing decontextualized ada ptive val-

         ues to gadgets, which could be modified and enhanced indepen-
          dently from the rest of the mind/world complex. In contrast, any

           variation within a gadget can cause cascad e effects in a series of
       intermeshed and materially extended cognitive functions so that

            the adaptive value of a gadget is given from how it alters the
         whole cognitive world it lies within. Overall, the massive intercon-

       nection and coexistence of factors suggests that selection- based
         approaches cannot be applied to gadgets in a reductionist fashion
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        and raises the possi bility that neo-Darwinian me thods are incom-
       mensurable with the domain of cognitio n and culture.

         Finally, we argue that the CGT maintains a conservative idea
         of the relation between brai n regions and functions though–

       milder than the standard evolutionary psychology account –

          because it cont ends that brain regions are selected by culture for
      mediating particular cognitive functions. However, following the

         theory of neural reuse (Anderson ; Raja ), brain regions2014 2017
        are deployed and redeployed in multiple cognitive tasks, depend-

          ing on their inter nal constraints and relations to bodily and mate-
        rial structures. By acting on such physical constraints, natural

         selection makes some neural networks mo re or less suitable to
        hosting particular functi ons, but these networks have no original

         functional exclusivity of any sort. Thus, brain regions are evolved
        by culture in particular, includingwithout being for anything

 domain-general processes.
        The criticisms of the neo-Darwinian view that we have

         expressed shape a radically different concept ion of the mind in
           relation to the brain, the body, and culture. Rather than a compu-

       tational device constructed through cultural selection, this view
         depicts the human mind through the me taphor of a brainwave“ ”

        that invades reality and resonates with external structures (Gibson
         1966 2017, p. 5; R aja and references therein; Robbins ).2006

         Cognition in this sense stands as a dynamic system incurring
         between particular structural patterns in the world and neural ter-

       ritories showing appropriate conditions for resonance but does
     not involve a brainbound computational architecture.

      Furthermore, material structures are non-neutral, because they
          incite the mind, foster the creation of new patterns of resonance,

       and therefore continuously reshape cognition (Ihde ; ;1990 2009
       Ihde & Malafouris ; Knappett ; Verbeek ).2018 2005 2005

       Consequently, culture cannot be conceived as a disem bodied
         code of operations and algorithms; rather, it implies the socially

         negotiated alteration of such structures, and the creation of new
       affordances for cognitive transformation that are inherited by

          the new generations (see the concept of a landscap e of affordan-“

           ces in Rietveld & Kuverstein and in Rietveld et al. ).” 2014 2018
         Within this view, cognitive evolution is intended as a metaplastic

          trajectory, whereby the mind em erges only at the nexus of neural
         and cul tural plasticity, and does not identify an autonomous level

        for natural selection (Aston ; Iliopoulos & Garofoli ;2019 2016
     Malafouris ; Roberts ; Woodward ).2010 2016 2019

      T h i s c o n c e p ti o n re m a i n s f r i e n d l y w i t h t h e c o n st r u c t i v i st
          inc lin ation of t he C GT, an d yet ren oun ces th e id ea t hat so me

         c o g n i t i v e c o n  s t r u c t s ( i . e . , t h e g a d g e t s ) a r e f i x e d u n i t s o f a d a p t i o n
         a n d s e l e c t i o n , a n d w i t h t h i s a vo i d s t h e s e r i o u s re d u c t i o n i s t p i t -

        fal ls o f th e neo -D arw ini an t heo ry. I n con trast, c ogn iti ve fu n c-
        t i o n s a r e o n e a n d m a n y , i n t e r m i n g l e d w i t h m o t i v at i o n a l a n d

       emo tio nal aspe cts , an d de epl y e mbe dde d wi thi n mate ria li t y (c f.
        S p i v ey 2 0 0 7 ). They are p rone to d evelo pme nt al c ha nge an d

       inhe rent ly in comp le te (M alafo ur i s ), so that an y t ransf or-2 0 1 6
         matio n in one of th em pote nti al ly affec ts th e w hol e stru ct ure

          o f t h e m i n d a s w e l l a s t h e r e l at i o n a l e n t a n g l e m e n  t o f a g e n t s
        a n d t h e w o r l d ( G a r o f o l i 2 0 1 9 ) . S u c h r e s u l t i n g c o n c e p t i o n p r e d -

        i c a t i n g t h e c o a l e s c e n c  e o f c o g n i t i v e p r o p e r t i e s , t h e r a d i c a l i n t e r -
        c o n n e c t i o n o f b e i n g s , a n d t h e f l u i d t r a n s f o r m a t i o n a n d “re b i r th ”

            o f t h e m i n d a n d t h e w  o r l d s e e m s c l o s e r t o a f o r m o f n a t u ra l i z e d
        B u d d h i s m r at h e r t h a n a n e o - D a r w i n i a n t h e o r y o f c o g n i t i v e e v o -

           lut ion (Varel a et al . ; Vog d ) . We hop e to have co nv inc -2 0 1 7 2 0 1 3
          i n g l y s h o w n t h a t t h i s c o n c e p t i o n a l l o w s t h e C G T t o m a i n t a i n i t s

     con struc tiv ist fou nd ati on s w hil e reno unc ing u nn e ce ssar y a nd
 con troversial assu mpt ion s.
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Abstract

          Some of the foundations of Heyes radical reasoning seem to be’

         based on a fractional selection of available evidence. Using an
       ethological perspective, we argue against Heyes rapid dismissal’

          of innate cognitive instincts. Heyes use of fMRI studies of liter-’

         acy to claim that culture assembles pieces of mental technology
        seems an example of incorrect reverse inferences and overlap

    theories pervasive in cognitive neuroscience.

         In the book Cognitive Gadgets: The Cultural Evolution of Thinking
         ( ), Cecilia Heyes takes a strong stance against the established2018

           idea that natural selection of genetic variants is the force that has
       selected and shaped human cognitive capacities. Heyes negates

         the existence of innate cogni tive instincts. She suggests instead a
       fascinating and radical alternative: that cultural evolution occur-

        ring through social interactions in childhood has built and“ ”

        “ ”assembled the pieces of mental technology that underlie some
        unique human cognitive capacities. Heyes does not negate the

         natural selection of variants; however, she believes that these var-
     iants are not genetic but cultural.

       The attempt to provide a neu robiological, mechanistic expla-
        nation of theories of cultural psychology and social anthropology

         (Shweder & Sullivan ) is admirable. As would any radical1993
       position, Heyes theory of uniquely human cognitive gadget s’

          being assembled in the brain by cultural evolution requires a care-
          ful scrutiny. We note that some of the foundations on which

          Heyes builds her reasoning are based on a fractional selection of
   the available empirical evidence.

           A first tenet of Heyes theory is the denial that cognitive mech-’

          anisms such as social attentional biases and the ability to imitate
         are genet ically inheri ted. As a consequence of this negation, Heyes

       proposes that these cognitive capacities are physically assembled
          in the brain only after birth, through social inte ractions in child -

       hood. Alt hough Heyes considers these capacities as uniquely
         human (more on this later), an ethological perspective is fruitful

        in order to examine the solidity of this assumption.
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       An interesting example is associated with newborns responses’

          to face-like stimuli, whic h Heyes considers at length in her book
        ( ; pp. 60 63). She argues that domain-general processes of2018 – “

         associative learning are sufficient to explain why, in the first
          year of life, a simple preference for inverted triangle s of blobs

        becomes a highly robust and selective preference for fellow
           humans looking at me ( p. 62). Quite in cont rast, it seems to‘ ’”

          us that in the absence of such a sim ple preference, domain-“ ”

        general processes would simply have no time and opportunity
          to build up complete face representations on the sole basis of

       the exposure to real-world exemplars of human faces.
        We believe that organisms are equipped with dedicated orient-

        ing and learning mechanisms that work as ,adaptive priors
        engrained in cortical architectures that have been shaped by

      natural selection to deal appropriately with environment al
          stimuli. This approach may provide a different view of why, as

          also stressed by Heyes, face preference at birth is not only
       human-specific but also widespread among vertebrates ( p. 62).

        Research on comparative cognition may prove useful in this
        regard. As stated recently by Versace et al. ( ):2018

         (Cognitive) priors imply some assumptions about the external world that
           guide learning, but can, and must, allow errors ( ). Research has shown…

          that (e.g.) early preferences of chicks are not strictly species-specific but
           apply equally to hen face-like or polecat face-like features, or to the

             biological-motion appearance of either a hen or a cat. This is due to the
           fact that the orienting mechanisms cannot be too specific for the individ-

           ual features of the mother hen, which are to some extent unpredictable
          from the genetic repertoire. A level of non-specificity is functional in

          avoiding excessive false negatives in the form of failed recognition caused
           by variability between adults within a species, and by changes in the

       appearance of even a single individual. ( p. 963)

          A noticeable example related to our species is provided by recent
         results suggesting that a cortical route specialized for face process-

           ing is already functional at birth. Buiatti et al. ( ) used electro-2019
        encephalography to record neural activity in one- to four-day-old

         newborns who were exposed to schematic patterns of upright and
       inverted face-like stimuli. Compared to inverted faces, upright

        faces elicited stronger responses in a parti ally right- lateralized net-
       work including lateral occipitotem poral and medial parietal areas

        that largely overlap with the adult face-processing circuit (Rossion
       & Jacques ). Most interestingly, a negative correlation2011

         between age and the face-like pattern response was observed, in
        striking contrast with the idea that the face-specific cortical

          response increases as a function of exposure to faces. This can
        be explained as follows: The highly simplified face-like geom etri-

          cal patterns (the inverted triangle s of blobs to which Heyes 2018
           alludes, p. 61) act for newborns as, using ethological terms, key or

        supernormal stimuli. The imm ature visual system of the newborn
           in the very first hours of life is genetically tuned to optimally

        detect such key stimuli, and exposure to real-world complex
          and variable faces may refine the face-like circuitry such that it

         rapidly gets more attuned to the real-world features and gradually
       loses sensitivity to artificial face-like geometrica l patterns. This

         view is profoundly different from that proposed by Heyes because
          it posits that the unfolding of a genet ically inherited face process-

            ing mechanism is indeed at work here, and that its lack of specif-
            icity is expected as part of such an adapt ive prio r to account for

          “variability between adults within a species, and by changes in the
        appearance of even a single individual (Versace & Vallortigara”

          2015, p. 963). Another glaring omission to this discourse is the

       robust evidence that newborn humans can imitate (e.g.,
   Meltzoff et al. ).2018

        These cognitive capacities, whose neural bases have become to
           be understood (Lorenzi et al. ; Mayer et al. ; Versace &2017 2017

         Vallortigara ), are, in our view, innate mechanism s. Thus, the2015
         presence at birth of the specific cogni tive capacities that Heyes

       postulates to be exclusively acquired through sociocultural expe-“

          rience ( p. 5) makes this first foundation of the cognitive gadget”

 theory unwarranted.
          A second tenet of Heyes cognitive gadgets theory is that cog-’

       nitive mechanisms such as causal understanding, imitation, and
       mindreading are not only acquired through sociocultural experi-

         ence, but are also distinctively human ( p. 1). However, all“ ”

        these cognitive mechanisms are observed in se veral other species,
        although in different grades. For example, birds display causal

         understanding (e.g., Jelbert et al. ), and mindreading is pre-2019
          sent in a number of nonhuman animals. Thus, the current debate

         pertains only to the degree by which animal mindreading differs
         from that of other animals (Lurz ). T hroughout her discus-2011

          sion of the issue, Heyes affirms that what is commonly considered
         to be mindreading is not actual mindreading, and she speci fies

          that the cognitive gadget theories refer to the special case of
       “ ”explicit mindreading. This construct drift towards less tractable

           definitions is a conseq uence of the use of open concepts typical of
      some psychological discou rse: Def initions are construed theoreti-

         cally rather than being naturally defined by their inherent compo-
          sitional nature or causal structure. Paul Meehl ascri bed the lack of

         cumulative progress of psychological theories to the use of these
       open concepts, evoking General McArthu r s description of old’

         generals: They never die, they just slowly fade away (Meehl“ ”

  1978, p. 807).
          A third, and most fascinating, idea of is thatCognitive Gadgets

        “human cogni tive mechanisms have been built by cultural evolu-
           tion ( p. 22), and that these new pieces of mental technology are” “

         not merely tuning but assemble d in the course of childhood”

           ( p. 22). The evidence that Heyes brings in support of this idea
       comes from functional magnetic resonance imaging ( fMRI) in

        humans: In response to viewing written sentences, literate indi-
       viduals produce stronger responses tha n illiterates in several

         areas of the brain, including the left mid-fusiform region (the
         so-called visual word form area, VWFA; Dehaen e et al. ).“ ” 2010

          Heyes considers this finding a proof of principle for the cogni tive
         gadgets theory: A cultural product (literacy) builds a new specific

           piece of brain machinery ( If one did not know that reading is“

          culturally inheri ted, it would be easy to mistake the [ ] precise…

          localization of V WFA for signs that the capacity to read depends
          on a cognitive instinct ; p. 20). There are, however, two main”

         problems in this reasoning. Fi rst, several forms of simple noncul-
          tural learning enhance fMRI activations in a large set of cortical

          areas (e.g., Buchel et al. ): such changes in brain activity1998
          should not (and are not) considered as testimony that new pieces“

         of mental technology are [ ] assemble d ( p. 22). Second, matters… ”

         of specificity and sensitivity of fMRI responses, and the ensuing
       difficulties of unequivocally identifying a certain cognitive state

           on the basis of an fMRI response (Poldrack ), are not consid-2006
        ered. Indeed , the mid-fusiform gyrus (i.e., the VWFA) responds

         to a wide numb er of sensory stimuli, including visual stimuli
         that do not entail words and have no linguistic implications

          (Price & Devlin ; van Turennout et al. ). Thus, given2003 2000
          that this brain region is also activated when no linguistic stimuli

         are presente d, it is an incorrect reverse inference to conclude
        that its activation indicates that any language response has
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         occurred, and should therefore not be labeled VWFA (Price &
       Devlin ). Unwarranted conclus ions based on reverse infer-2003

         ences and overlap theories of fMRI results are pervasive in
        human cognitive neuroscience (Iannetti et al. ). Some of2013

       Heyes propositions are not immune from this issue.’

         We wish to conclude by recalling the message that Valentino
        Braitenberg offers in his Vehicles Exper iments in Synt hetic“ –

        Psychology ( ): The use of mentalistic term s to describe” 1984
        the behavior of artificial machines with an internal structure

         inspired by the nervous system reduces our chances to understand
      properly the mechanisms determining their behavior. These

        mechanisms are instead more easily understood by creating the
         structure that gives rise to the behavior. In contrast to

        Braitenberg s famous law of uphill analysis and downhill inven-’ “

        tion, Heyes states that relationships between the brain, behavior” “

        and the world cannot be understood without describing those
          relationships at an abstract, mental level ( p. 9). A critical assess-”

        ment of these diametrically opposed viewpoints has the potent ial
  of being revealing.
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Abstract

      Heyes argues that human metacognitive strategies (cognitive
       gadgets) evolved through cultural rather than genetic evolution.

         Although we agree that increased plasticity is the hallmark of
      human metacognition, we suggest cognitive malleability required

      the genetic accommodation of gadget-specific processes that
      enhanced the overall cognitive flexibility of humans.

          In her book, Cecilia Heyes ( ) puts forward a bold hypothesis:2018
      The found ational and unique meta-cognitive capacities underly-

         ing the human mind social learning, imitation, theory of–

        mind and language are not genetically-based instincts. They– “ ”

        are culturally evolved gadgets. Constructed in the social domain,“ ”

       they are transmitted through cultural inheritance, and acquired
         through cultural learning. What this means is that virtually noth-

          ing was required at the brain level during human evolution apart
           from a dramatic increase in the overall capacity of the brain for

        plasticity. Heyes acknowledges some additi onal biases in the onto-
        genetic starter kit : slightly greater social tolerance and social“ ”

       motivation; some slight perceptual visual and auditory biases;
       and greater executive control based on our disproportionately

          larger frontal lobes. But apart from these, Heyes claims that our
          cognitive uniquene ss lies in the simple fact that our brains are

         much larger. Because our large brains evolved for increased gene-
            ral plasticity, there is no reason to expect the gadgets to be sup-

       ported by genetically given, gadget-specific brain structures and
 cognitive biases.

          W e ag ree wit h Hey es that increased plasticity is the hallmark of
          human metacognition, and we think that Heyes has done an admi-

         rable job showing how associative learning can account for what
         seems like inborn biases. We believe, however, that Heyes’ overal l

        conclusion – although theoretically possible – is implausibl e. To
           see why, we have to look more closely at the phylogenetic dynamics.

       Incontestable signs of cultural, social, and cognitive uniqueness
         began to appear in hominin communities around 2 million years

       ago. From then on, these communities gradually transformed
     themselves into increasingly efficient, gadget-based collaborative

         enterprises, which required an entire array of new capacities –

         exactly those that we don t share with our ape relatives.’

          Individuals thus began to be selected for their capacity to partici-
        pate in the collaborative efforts. Increased plasticity was rewarded,

          and so were the biases that Heyes acknowledges. But beyond this,
          every variation that allowed individuals to extend and put less effort

           into their learning whatever its nature was probably selected, as– –

          long as it did not jeopardize other learning capacities too much.
      Different culturally learned adaptations were gradually genetically

         accommodated, forming biases for the gadgets. It was this accom-
        modation that allowed the extension of plasticity in specific

         domains, and the invention of new and more elaborate gadgets,
        which increased the pressure on individuals, and so on.

         As West-Eberhar d (20 03) and others have shown, the process of
        genetic accommodation (as opposed to the narrower process of
       genetic assimilation) encompasses the evolution of plasticity and

         the evolution of canalization, which includes the evolution of can-
         alization for plasticity. Consider, for example, the human hand. The

           hand is an exquisitely evolved tool of tools, as Aristotle put it,“ ”

      with specific morphology, sensitivity, innervation, and musculature.
           It evolved in the context of tool use and social communication in

       small, highly collaborative hominin groups. Its hyperplastic affor-
         dances are based on the canalization of its accommodated struc-

       ture. Human hyperplastic culturally molded cognition evolved in
         the very same social and ecological context and involved multiple

       interacting, selection pressures that resulted in patterns of
     plasticity-enhancing canalization: organized systems that extended

        humans’ affordances. Heyes claims that our brains, our cognitive“

        hands,” are shaped almost exclusively during ontogeny. The alterna-
           tive is that, just like the hand, the human brain was gradually

        shaped during phylogeny for specific types of plasticity and
        enhanced affordances, required for specific types of social behavior.

       Heyes doesn’t mention genetic accommodation in her book,
         and her arguments against the role of genetic assimilation are

      based on problematic assumptions. First, genetic assimilation
           need not be complete; it is almost always partial, leading to quicker

       and more efficient context-sensitive responses, so plasticity need
         not be compromised. Second, the genetic assimilation of one part

         of a behavioral sequence can facilitate learning that refines and
       lengthens this behavioral sequence (Avital & Jablonka 2000).

         Third, and most relevant to our argument, genetic assimilation of
     specific plasticity-promoting strategies increases, rather than

         decreases, the more general aspects of plasticity (Dor & Jablonka
         2010). Culturally learned strategies can drive the evolution of the

          enhanced plasticity that extends the scope and ease of learning of
          this strategy, leading to its genetic accommodation. In the case of

       imitation, for example, an enhanced, initially laboriously learned
         plastic ability to imitate unfamiliar contents is likely to become
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     genetically accommodated in changing environments requiring
    context and content flexible imitation.

        Our interpretation of the observations that fraternal and identi-
          cal human twins are alike in some of their metacognitive capacities

         (e.g., mindreading), and that both familiar and unfamiliar tasks can
           be learned with the same facility, is different from that of Heyes.

         Whereas she infers from that similarity that no genetic assimilation
        for these metacognitive capacities was involved in their evolution,

           we propose that the similarity is the result of strong positive selec-
        tion for plasticity and canalization in the relevant cognitive

       domains (e.g., imitation, mindreading, control of social emotions,
       imagination, additional levels of representation). Selection for plas-

        ticity and canalization renders genetic variation cryptic and selec-
       tively neutral and expands responsiveness to environmental cues,

      which is exactly what these studies show.
        Heyes argues that genetic assimilation did not occur because

         the cultural world changes too rapidly. Thus, for example, specific
        linguistic structures change too quickly to be accommodated. This

         is correct, and this is indeed why Chomsky s universal grammar’

           project the flagship of the instincts approach resulted in fail-– “ ” –

        ure. But the functions of language-specific structures that enhance
        the overall communicative capacity of all languages are much

       more stable, much more fundamental: Language requires the
         capacity for auditory phonetics, which cannot be reduced to gene-

        ral hearing; it requires the capacity for semantic categorization,
           which cannot be reduced to the ways we and other animals cate-

          gorize our worlds of experiences; it requires new levels of repre-
        sentation, of words and communicative norms, and an entirely

        new relationship between episodic memory and the capacity for
         imagination (Dor ). It goes withou t saying that every aspect2015

        of our language -related physiology the inne rvation and muscu-–

          lature around the mouth, the larynx, and the vocal cords; the
        unique functi on of the expanding muscles around the lungs ;

           and so on has been genetically accommodated. There is no rea-–

          son to belie ve that the cognitive system, responsible for the acti-
        vation and control of this physiology, somehow managed to

   remain unbiased towards it.
         We thus agree (and have argued repeatedly) that the language

         capacity started, like literacy, as a cultural adaptation (Jablonka &
         Lamb ; Jablonka & Rechav ). But language, unlike liter-2005 1996

           acy, probably began to emerge, in a rudimenta ry form, as early as
           half a million years ago; and again, unlike literacy, it becam e an

       obligatory component of human life. Genet ic variations contrib-
        uting to the stabilization, fine-tuning, and enhancing the flexible

         capacity to culturally acquire a language must have been selected
          for. As we see it, the dyn amic relationship between the evolution

         of the brain and the evolution of language was reciprocal:
         Language adapted itself to the brain, as Heyes em phasizes, but

           the brain also adapted itself to language, and the two came to
        be entangled in a co-evolutionary spiral. Lang uage, in other

       words, cul turally, and then genetically, molded the brain.
          All this means that we should expect to find additional biases

          and changes in brain organization that are related to the human-
       specific, gadget-based social environment. At the emotional level,

            we see it in the capacity to internalize the social gaze and thus“ ”

         feel the uniquely human social emotions of shame and guilt,
       embarrassment and pride. These emotions express themselves, as

         Darw in (1872) noted, in the uniquely human . The blushblush
           and its emotional and cognitive foundations seem to be a part of

         the human innate starter-kit (Crozier ). A second bias, also2006
          related to the evolution of social emotions, is the increased execu-

        tive control of emotions, their social (and sometimes voluntary)

         regulation, and their linkage with episodic memory and social com-
      munication. We see this increased social-communicative emotional

          control as a specific evolved facet of a more domain-general exec-
           utive control, which was a precondition for the evolution of the lan-

       guage capacity, and has further increased following language
    evolution (Jablonka et al. ).20 12

       Genetic and morpholo gical evidence show variations that lead
           to both the increase in general aspects of brain plasticity and in

         specific features of the human brain and presumably human cog-
         nition. Examples of the more general features are variations linked

           to the overall increase in the size of the human neocortex (Florio
          et al. ; Gómez-Roblesa et al. ) and to the disproportion-2015 2015

         ately larger human frontal lobes (Berto & Nowick ). O ne2018
        notable vari ation that se ems to enhance particular aspects of

          human brain plasticity is the increased dept h of the superio r tem-
          poral sulcus in the right hemisphe re that is probably related to

        social comm unication (Leroy et al. ). Many other variations2015
          that are associated with aspects in the human brain arespecific

           reviewed by Sousa et al. ( ) and include alterations of the arcu-2017
        ate fasciculus that is involved in aud ition-based language produc-

        tion; the organization of the superio r longitudinal fasciculus (the
        primary white matter tract conne cting lateral frontal with lateral

        parietal neocortical areas), which is implicated in social learning
         and tool use; great expansion of two lateralized human frontopar-

         ietal network s in the cortical regions; and structural and func-
     tional reorganization of corticofuga l projection neurons

        (connecting the neocortex and the subcortical regions) that may
        be important for motor control and digital dexterity. Together,

       the distinctive functional attributes of these conne ctions build
     up the domain-general metacognition of humans.

     Genetic accommodation of developmental dispositions and
       strategies brought about selection for altering the threshold,

       range, and sensitivity of developmentally acquired and learned
        respon se s is u biqu itou s. As West-Ebe rhard (2003) has shown, pro-

         cesses of genetic accommodation can explain the evolution of gene-
        ral and specific flexible aspects of animal morphology, behavior,

            and cognition. The key to human evolution is the fact that we con-
      structed the cultural niche collectively, phenotypically accommo-

        dated to it individually, and eventually became, through genetic
      accommodation, even better niche constructors and phenotypic

        accommodators. As Heyes argues, the ontogenetic tool kit does
           not include instincts. It seems, however, to include a set of inter-“ ”

       connected, partial biases and specific structural and functional
         reorganizations for different cultural gadgets. This set of biases is

          not the a priori foundation of the gadgets, as the instincts“ ”

           approach would have it: It is the a posteriori outcome of the
          huge and enduring significance of the gadgets in our social lives.

   Keeping in culturalcultural
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Abstract

        In Cognitive Gadgets, Heyes seeks to unite evolutionary psychol-
        ogy with cultural evolutionary theory. Although we applaud this

          unifying effort, we find it falls short of considering how culture
        itself evolves to produce indigenous psychologies fitted to partic-

       ular environments. We focus on mentalizing and autobiograph-
       ical memory as examples of how socialization practices

     embedded within culture build cognitive adaptations.

     In Cognitive Gadgets, Heyes (2018) proposes “cultural evolutionary
       psychology to unite the long-opposed High Church evolution-” “ ”

        ary psychology (especially Cosmides & Tooby ; Tooby &1996
      Cosmides ) with cultural evolutionary approaches (especially1992

        the California School: Henrich 2015; Richerson & Boyd ).2005
        This effort promises to invite further engagement across discipli-

        nary boundaries, with important points made about adding clarity
          to aspects of cultural evolutionary theory that have been as yet

       underspecified. Heyes highlights the disciplinary baggage that cul-
         tural evolutionary theory carries from its roots in anthropology and

          biology, leading to a tendency to black-box the brain and leading
         also to conceptual ambiguity about how social and cultural learn-

        ing differs. Adding a more explicitly cognitive science perspective
        to these theories may encourage engagement from more cogni-

       tively oriented researchers. Although we applaud this unifying
             effort, we still find it to be limited by its own cognitive science dis-

        ciplinary baggage by being strikingly thin on cultural psychology.
           The argument in chapter 2 in favour of isolating effects of nature,

        nurture, and culture exemplifies this culturally narrow view. Heyes
f o cu s es m a ny o f he r ar g u me n ts o n t r y in g to p ro ve t he po int t hat

       cognitive mechanisms involved in mentalizing and social learning
are domain-general. Howeve r, we fi nd the discussi on to be so

          focused on debating the nativists that i t mi sses the o pportunity to
        examine how teaching an d le arning environments vary acr oss cul-

       tures to provide children with context-specific opportunities to
          develop the cognitive abilities needed to thrive as adults. Doing so

          implies (1) there is a single set of distinctively human cognitive
         mechanisms and that (2) existing cognitive research is the “core”

           of this set, with all variation being deviations around this core ( per-
            petuating West vs. the Rest thinking, see: Henrich et al. ; Kim &2010

            Park 2006; Kline et al. ). Worse still, it misses perhaps the most2018
        powerful element of cultural evolutionary theory: that culture itself

          evolves to produce these adaptations, leading to a diverse range of
        specific, indigenous psychologies that are fit to particular environ-

       ments by culture. These culturally adapted, culturally produced
       learning environments provide the connection point between cul-

         ture and cognition that builds locally adapted brains to particular
        environments. We focus our discussion on mindreading and auto-

        biographical me mory – both shaped by culturally specific, indige-
        nous practices – as examples of how e volutionary cul tural

       psychology might better examine cognitive adaptations that arise
      through adaptive socialization practices embedded within culture.

        We largely agree with Heyes account of early-developing men-’

     talizing developing from Bayesian, domain-general learning
     mechanisms and later-developing, more effortful mentalizing

       developing from inpu t of culturally evolved practic es. However,
          the print reading metaphor may be more confusing than it is

       illuminating. Perhaps the strongest evidence against the mentaliz-
     ing-as-print-reading comparison comes from societies where

        mental state discussion is prohibi ted. In these societ ies with
           norms that treat the mind as an opaque container (a set of
         norms called the opacity doctrine or opacity of mind: Danziger

         & Rumsey ; Duranti ; Robbins & Rumsey ) verbal2013 2015 2008
          instances of mental state reasoning are far fewer than in more

        mind-focused societies. Were the parallel to print reading as
          solid as Heyes claims, one would expect mentalizing to be fully

          absent in these societies, just as one would expect print reading
          to be fully absent in individuals never exposed to explicit training
           in print reading. The data do not, however, bear this out. Rather,

          though early childhood false belief tests hit an average pass“ ” rat e
           at a later age in these societies than in more mind -focused groups

           (Barrett et al. ; Callaghan et al. ; Mayer & Träuble ;201 3 2005 2013
         Slaughter & Zapata ), children do acquire this skill. Further,2014

          adults in these societ ies do use menta l state information in their
        assessments of actions (i.e., moral right and punishment), but

        include outcome mo re than other more mind -focused (even col-
         lectivistic) groups (Barrett et al. ; McNa mara et al. ).2016 2019

          The solution to unpacking this, we suggest, lies in focusing on
         variation and process as these mentalizing and other social cogni-

          tive abilities develop. If we step out to consider the adaptive
      dynamics presented by various social-ecological contexts, we

         find different sets of adaptive pressures and challenges that inform
       different social cogni tive solution s across societ ies. These social

      cognitive solutions are accompanied by unique, context-specific
        cultural learn ing environments that help foster those abilities to

    build locally adaptive indigenous psychologies.
      Ecological conditions inform the social structures societies

          might adopt, which in turn influence the extent to which individ-
         ual desires, beliefs, and preferences versus group norms (or shared

       expectations about correct actions in vari ous cont exts) guide
       behaviour. In unstable, resource-poor, and otherw ise risky condi-

         tions, group structures are typically more central to daily survival
         and deviations from norm s are less tolerated making norms–

       more informative predictors of behaviour (Fincher & Thornhill
           2012 2011 2014; Gelfand et al. ; Hruschka et al. ; Van de Vliert

       2011). Hierarchically structured social systems also require stron-
         ger social norms, which are common in more traditional, less

    industrialized societies (Hofstede ; Inglehart1986   1997). In more
      stable, abundant environments and when institutional buf fers

         against life s slings and arrows are reliably strong, individuals typ-’

         ically have more autonomy and norm deviation is more tolerated
       (Norris & Inglehart ; Van de Vliert ).2004 2008

        Cultural variation in folk understanding of minds and behav-
        iours (variable theories or models of mind: Lillard ;1998

       Luhrmann ) may parallel how the aforementioned cultural2011
      dimensions and population dynamics mo dulate the behavioural

        predictive value of individual mental states versus group norms.
        If we consider these adaptive dyn amics across contexts, we

        might approach mentalizing as a cognitive abilit y that modulates
         to fit the behavioural prediction needs of these social landscapes.

         In societies where norms are well known, relatively strict, and
          when social groups are highly stable due to low relational mobil-

        ity, mentalizing may be simply less informative about behaviour.
           This, in turn, might foster a different set of social cognitive strat-

         egies that emphasize reference to norms or other social informa -
       tion rather than minds when predicting and inter preting

         behaviour (McNamara et al. ). This may partly explain cul-2019
        tural differences in the fundamental attribution er ror versus situa-

          tion attribution (Choi et al. ; Norenzayan et al. ) and199 9 1999
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        why intent focus in moral judgments varies across societies
       (Barrett et al. ; McNamara et al. ).2016 2019

       Building from the socio-ecological dynami cs that inform cog-
          nitive strategies in different contexts, we can then look for how

        cultural practices and institutions foster the cognition that suits
        these varied social environments. Heyes cites work on parental

      mind-mindedness and its correlates with mentalizing develop-
         ment (Taumoepeau & Ruffman ), but she does not expand2008

            to look at how these parenting practices play out in a wider con-
       text of socialization across societies. Min d-mindedness, or the

         tendency for caregivers to imbu e young children with mind by
         referring to them and (importantly) speak ing to them using men-

       talistic words, is associated with better mentalizing performance
       across early childhood in WEIRD (Western educated industrial-

          ized rich democratic) societies (Carr et al. ). In these con-2018
         texts, mind-mi ndedness is a mark of responsive parenting in an

      environment where mindreading is an important skill
       (Taumoepeau & Ruffman ). It provides children opportuni-2016

         ties to tune their domain-general learning cognition to pick up
        on the statistical regularities of behaviour that are associated

        with the mentalistic terms caregivers use, enforcing and transmit-
          ting the mind-focu sed folk theory of mind common in more indi-

       vidualistic societies. Min d-mindedness, therefore, could be seen as
         a cultural adaptation to enable this mind-im bued social world to

        propagate across generations. The terms used to discuss mental
        states may also be cultural innovations to enable mentalizing:

       Introducing mental state terms predicts better mentalizing perfor-
          mance even in the same participants (Pyers & Senghas ).– 2009

         We temper this with the caveat that mentalizing is operation-
         alized and measured in ways designed by and for mind-focused

         WEIRD societies. We cannot use these approaches alone to exam-
          ine whether and how these abilities are developed and deployed in

     less mind-focused societies. Thoug h mind-mindedne ss explains
        some cross-cultural variation in early mentalizing (Hughes et al.

       2017), the more collaborative, authoritative parenting style associ-
         ated with mind-mindedne ss in places like the United States does

       not consistently correlate with mentalizing performanc e; in some
      instances, children from more collectivistic, less mind-focused

        contexts perform better (Vinden ). Further, even if mentaliz-2001
          ing needs to be taught to children via mi nd-minded parenting in

           some societies, that does not me an it must be taught in others.
        Though explicit teaching is prominent in Western parenting, for-

       mal, explicit teaching is comparatively rare in smaller-scale,
         tightly knit traditional societies (Hewlett ; Kline et al. ;201 6 2013

        Lancy & Grove ). Children in these traditional-society learn-2010
        ing environments tend to perform better on observational learn-
         ing by directing their own attention, whereas children in societies

          with more emphas is on formal teaching tend to rely more on
        adults to direct their attention (Clegg & Legare ).2016

         By looking to the wider context of socialization within particular
       socio-ecological settings, we may further find socialization practices

         that foster cognition outside the typical focus of mainstream cogni-
         tive science. We focus on the example of autobiographical memory

       transmitted via dyadic reminiscing styles in M ori families.ā

        Reminiscing styles typically follow two forms: (1) Elaborative rem-
       iniscing builds on existing information using open-ended wh“ ”

         questions elicited by adults when recalling the past event (Fivush
         et al. ), and (2) repetition reminiscing focuses on repeating20 06

          one or two informational aspects of a past situation. In New
        Zeal and Māori families, repetition reminiscing is used more heavily

           for past events that are highly relevant to M ori identity (Reese &ā

         Neha ; repetition reminiscing appears to have a similar function2015

        in Haitian families: Okpewho ). As children grow, reminiscing1992
          about past events can become an even more collaborative and an

       adaptive undertaking with family iterations of discussing different
          subjective perspectives of an event alongside the facts of the event

        (Fivush ). This practice of shared, co-constructed recall with20 01
          children in M ori families builds shared cultural identity and is espe-ā

       cially prominent in transmitting social behavioural expectations in
        discussion of children’s past transgressions (Reese et al. ).2014

       Existing theories of social transmission (i.e., Godfrey-Smith )20 12
     emphasize individual-level learning and neurobehavioural monitor-

       ing. However, the M ori parent-child reminiscing example illustratesā

        how a child’s later transgression may require revisiting discussion
          around a past event, socially building on the shared memory of

          these events within the family environment. The result is a behaviou-
        ral monitoring and autobiographical memory system that is jointly

        produced by individual neural systems and the sociocultural space
         built by ongoing conversations between child and parent and within

     the wider whānau M ori ( family/community) context.ā

        In addition to building social identity, the reminiscing styles
          common in M ori families may provide an advantage for recall ofā

      early childhood experiences that challenges assumptions about
        childhood amnesia. Most early childhood recall studies show adults

          recall their earliest memories around 3 4 years of age (Fivush &–

           Nelson ). This is not merely a product of garden variety forget-2004
          ting; when forgetting curves are fitted to adults early childhood rec-’

         ollections, there are significantly fewer memories below age 7 than
          would be expected, there are almost no memories before age 3

         (Labov ), and the earliest coherent memories often take another1972
           year to emerge at around age 4½ (Fivush & Nelson ). However,2004

        M ori adults earliest recollections average around 2½ years, whereasā ’

         New Zealand European and Asian adults average around two years
         later (MacDonald et al. ). These earlier recollections for M ori2000 ā

            adults may be due in part to the cultural relevance of past experience
      (Pere 1982; Rewi 2013). Traditionally, Māo ri com muni ties reli ed on

        oral transmission; past recollections have long been steeped through-
        out oral dissemination that spread and maintained cultural identity

       and knowledge. Cognitive techniques like mnemonics (e.g., whai-
         kairo, t moko) and devices (e.g., r kau, tokotoko) to promptā ā

       remembering ancestral lineage was paramount for cultural, social,
        and ecological survival. These cognitive abilities may therefore be

        seen as specific adaptations to the social learning environment
       that M ori communities navigate. This provides another exampleā

           of how a seemingly hard constraint on the human neural system is
       modulated by cultural socialization practices, leading to context-

       specific indigenous psychologies that might be completely missed
          when speaking of nature, nurture, and culture as anything but inex-

       tricably bound, building brains to particular environments through
 cultural adaptation.
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Abstract

       Heyes asks whether cultural learning mechanisms are cognitive
         instincts or cognitive gadgets. I argue that imitation does not

         fall into either category. Instead, its acquisition is promoted by
         its value in social interactions, which is evident across phylogeny

           and ontogeny and does not depend on the role of imitation in
 cultural learning.

          In her book, Heyes ( ) sets up a dichotomy between two2018
       potential sources for mechan isms of distinctly human cultural

       learning: biological specification and inheritance via genetic pro-
         grams versus acquisition of these mechan isms via their own cul-

        tural learning processes. Referring to these two possibilities in
         shorthand, she asks if the processes that support cul tural learning

     are cognitive instincts or cognitive gadgets.
         If there are only two possi bilities, then eliminating Opt ion 1

           allows for settling on Option 2 by default. Much of Heyes case’

          for cognitive gadgets relies upon this strategy, as she focuses on
        ruling out the possibility that the mechanisms she investigates

        are cognitive instincts. She presents less conclusive evidence, how-
         ever, that the process of acquiring these mechanisms involves cul -
       tural learning, defined as social learning involving cognitive“

       processes that are specialized for cul tural evolution (Heyes”

  2018, p. 86).
         Heyes does not fully consider a plausible third option : that

       small, quantitative changes in genetic predispositions for social
         tolerance, motivation, and attention (i.e., the changes laid out in

        her starter kit ) could collectively create the opportunity for“ ”

       developing humans to acquire novel social cognitive processes
         in the absence of any cultural transmission process or selection

         for cultural evolutio n and accumulation. To express this idea in
           another set of Heyes term s, she lays out how the genetic inheri -’

           tance of the human starter kit may promote the social learning of
         “ ”grist, includ ing social behaviors such as infant gaze following. I

          suggest that this genetic starter kit could also support the social
        acquisition of novel mills (i.e., cognitive processes that support“ ”

       learning), including one featured among Heyes case studies:’

imitation.
        Heyes makes a convincing case that human imitation should

         not be considered a cognitive instinct. Setting aside the debate
        regarding the possibility of some neonatal imitation based on

        innate perceptual-motor mapping of a limited range of facial
         movements (Meltzo ff et al. ; Oostenbroek et al. ), she201 8 2016

        presents strong evidence that many vertical links between per-“ ”

        ceptual and motor representations of specific actions are acquired
         (and can be altered) through associative learning, and that we

         learn the ability to execute perceived sequence s of actions motor-
       ically. Our comparative expertise at topographically matching oth-

          ers movements is thus not the product of a genetically specified’

       mechanism, but is rather an acquired cognitive skill.
           But is the acquisition of the ability to imitate an example of

           cultural learning, or does it fall in the space of noncult ural social
         learning? Heyes defines cultural learning not by the presence of

      particular transmission mechanisms (e.g., teaching) or outcomes
          (e.g., selective learning), but by the selection of the learning me ch-

          anism for its role in promoting cultural evolution. Thus, to answer
            this question we need to ask if imitation is learned because it pro-

         motes the faithful transmission of and selection over cultural var-
        iants. Are the necessary experiences of correlated action execution

        and perception (e.g., parents imitation of their infants), and’

        reward for imitating (e.g., social partne rs positive responses to’

       being imitated), speci alized for the transmission and evolution
           of a cultural learning strategy? Or is the prevalence of these ele-

         ments in human social interaction the product of the incremental
        increases in the human genetic predisposition for social motiva-

  tion and attention?
          Research on the nature and role of imitation in social interac-

        tion suggests the latter. Hum an interactio n partne rs imitate many
         aspects of one another s behavior regardless of the potential for’

          social or cul tural learning (Chartrand & Lakin ). As in the2013
         studies on synchrony and social bonding cited by Heyes (e.g.,

        Tunçgenç & Cohen ), experiments find that imitative interac-2016
         tions elicit liking and rapp ort (Chartrand & Bargh ; van1999

         Baaren et al. ). Moreover, the deployment of imitation in2004
         social interaction is sensitive to the need for social inclusion

          and the imitated social partne r s ability to perceive that she is’

         being imitated, indicating that users understand its role in creat-
          ing rapport (e.g., Bavelas et al. ; Lakin et al.1986 2008; O ve r &

        Carpenter ). A preference for imitators also precedes the2009
          robust use of imitation for cultural learning (or any other pur-

       pose) both phylogenetically and ontogenetically (e.g., Agnetta &
          Rochat ; Carpenter et al. ; Paukner et al. ; Powell2004 2013 2009

  & Spelke ).2018b
         The preference for being imitated and for those who imitate

         their socia l partne rs cannot be explained by reward learning fol-
           lowing one s own imitative behavior, nor can it be explained by a’

         preference for contingency, which is typically equated for in con-
           trol conditions. It is also not well explained by approval of the

          imitator s capacity for cultural learning, as might be the case for’

          positive responses to a learner s skill at reading printed text, as’

          it extends to the imitation of useless behaviors and to infant
         observers who do not yet imitate for cultural learning purposes

       themselves. Instead, preferences for imitation likely stem from
        what imitation indicates about the imitator s disposi tion as an’

        attentive and affiliative social partne r (M eltzoff ; Powell &1990
  Spelke ; ).2018a 2018b

         This social value of imitation explains why young human learn-
         ers receive both the experience necessary to solve the correspon-

       dence problem and the rewarding feedback that reinforces
        imitative behavior, without the need for cultural learning processes

           that have been selected based on the role of imitation in cultural
        evolution. Parents and other caregivers may imitate their infants

       (Kokkinaki & Kugiumutzakis ; Pawlby ), providing corre-20 00 1977
          lated perceptual and motor experience, simply because that is a reg-

        ular component of their interaction with valued social partners.
        Meanwhile, infants and young children may be rewarded for

           their early imitative behaviors as a result of the same social motiva-
        tions that reinforce imitative interactions among adults. Finally, the

        relative prevalence of these factors in human social experience,
           compared to that of other primates, can be explained by the incre-

        mental shifts in motivation for social affiliation and attention
           described in Heyes starter kit. (This is not to say that, once’

       acquired, the capacity for high-fidelity topographic imitation is
           not used for effective cultural learning, just that the forces that pro-

        mote its acquisition do not depend on this use.)
           What is at stake in the distinction between imitation as a cul-

        turally learned cognitive gadget versus merely a socially learned
         capacity? There are at least three implications. The first involves

       the necessary relationship between the imitative capacities that
         promote cultural learning and those that are acquired by learners

          via social interaction. As Heyes notes, for imitation to be shaped
        by cultural selection as a cognitive gadget, the imitative
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         mechanism would need to be transmitted from model to learner
          with relatively high fidelit y. In cont rast, if imitation is learned due

         to its socially rewarding nature, along with the increased preva-
         lence of social attention and engagem ent, then these forces can

        continue to shape imitation in similar ways across generations
         of learners without the need for strict fidelity across individuals.

       Second, the distinction changes predictions about the impact
         of cultural disruption. Heyes notes that, like all cultural knowledge

          and skills, cognitive gadgets could be lost when cultures are dis-
        turbed by conflict or natural catastrophe. If, however, imitation

           is the product of the human starter kit, then it should recur
        regardless of the maintenanc e of a preexisting cultural repertoire.

          This leads to the final impl ication, which is that the acquisition
         of imitative capacities via social, but not cultural, learning could

          serve as the starting point for the accumulation of culture, includ-
         ing true cognitive gadgets. The strength of selection for cultural

          learning mechanism s should depen d on the size of the pool of
        cultural knowledge and skill that such me chanisms could poten-

       tially tap. When little cultural knowledge exists, accumulation
        may depend on mechanisms, like imitation, that could be

        acquired without the benefit of shaping via cultural selection.
         With the growth of information stored within a culture s tradi-’

       tions, dedicated cultural learning mechan isms will become more
           valuable, leading up to our current state of affairs, in which the

          information that can be accessed by cultural learning is now so
          vast that it is considered beneficial for virtually any human to

        engage in the imm ensely effortful, years-long process of learning
            to read. Thus, taking one item off her list of cognitive gadgets and

         assigning it to a third category may ultimately provide necessary
       support to Heyes innovative theory of cultural learning.’
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Abstract

         Heyes suggests that selective social learning comes in two varie-
         ties. One is common, domain general, and associative. The other

         is rare, domain specific, and metacognitive. We argue that this
          binary distinction cannot quite do the work she assigns it and

        sketch a framework in which additional strategies for selective
    social learning might be accommodated.

        Robert Frost’s (1914) poem uncovers the costs and benefits of
         crisp boundaries. It is true both that sometimes good fences“

           make good neighbors and that fences can stand in the way of”

        understanding. In her insig htful account of how genetic evolution
        and cultural evolution working together could have produced our

        modern huma n minds, Cecilia Heyes ( ) introduces and viv-2018
       idly names some valuable distinctions most impo rtantly–

       between cognitive instincts and cognitive gadgets, between Big“

        Special and Smal l Ordinary cogni tive gifts, between mills and” “ ”

        grist, and between metacognitive rules and other useful disposi-
           tions. But something there is that doe sn t like a wall, as Frost“ ’ ”

          said, and that something is nature: the gradual effect s of vari ation,
      differential reproduction, dec ay, and inauspicious birth. Heyes’

         distinctions are fine contributions to the task of explaining the
       evolutionary trajectory from animal to human cogni tion, but

           they are not all as crisp as she suggests. Acknowledging this can
         save her account from a variant of the well-worn chicken-and-egg

       problem. Which came first: cultural evolution or metacognition?
          To see why this looks like a problematic question for Heyes,

          note that her account provides support for each of the following
 four claim s.

       1. Cultural evolution requires transmission fidelity. ( p. 112)
       2. Transmission fidelity requires focused selectivity in social

  learning. ( p. 111)
       3. Focused selectivity in social learning requires metacognition.

 ( p. 111)
         4. Metacognition is a product of cultural evolution. ( p. 107 )

         The apparent circularity implied by these claim s stems from the
          fact that metacognition is described both as a product of cultural

           evolution and as one of its drivers. Of course, Darwin showed that
         chicken-and-egg problems like this are not nearly as perplexing as

           they first appear. The hint of paradox disapp ears as soon as we
       consider the role of intermediate form s. Metacognition must

          have emerged gradually perhaps by means of a cultural evolu-–

        tionary process that was noisier than the higher-fidelity process
        it subsequently made possible. And if metacognition did evolve

         gradually, there must be (or must have been) some interme diate
 cognitive form(s).

        I suggest that the crucial, culture-relevant difference between selective
           social learning in humans and other animals is that some human social

          learning is made selective by explicit metacognition (Shea et al. ):2014
       by conscious, reportable, domain-specific rules . (Heyes ,… 2018

 pp. 105 106)–

          You can t follow an explicit rule that you don t understand, so’ ’

        comprehension is crucia l in human social learning, butsome
         what about the rest of it? Couldn t there be rules don t’ “ ” – ’

       there have to be rules that are inexplicit, semi-und erstood“ ” –

       free-floating rationales (Dennett ; ) that modulate and1983 2017
         control many of the competent behaviors that provided the evo-

       lutionary stepping stones to our current cognitive powers?
     Competence without comprehension must precede com petence

 with comprehension.
        Heyes does recognize one form of competence without com-

         prehension in the domain of selective social learning. She dis-
        cusses social learning strategies found in non-human apes (in

         addition to humans ), and refers to them as , cleverlyplanetary
          reminding us of the fact that, just as planets follow Isaac

      Newton s rules without comprehending them , nonhuman apes’

          can follow learning rules without any ability to reflect on them.
          For example, monkeys can learn to arrang e a series of photos

          so that it matches the order provided by a human experimenter
          (Subiaul et al. ). Nothing in this behavior demands a meta-2004

    cognitive explanation. Domain-general associative learning
          would suffice for the monkey to learn that copying that particular

           human leads to a food reward. For Heyes, this sort of planetary
         social learning has little in common with the more sophi sticated

      metacognitive variety that supports huma n cultural transmission.
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         Heyes refers to uniquely human social learning strategies as cook-
        like, evoking the doma in-specific and self-aware kind of social

          learning familiar to anyone who has tried to cook by following
  a written recipe.

             If Heyes goal is to remind us of the fact that not all learning’

      requires consci ousness and episodic memory, the distinction
       between planet ary and cook-like learning strategies is helpful.

          However, if her goal is to understand the evolution of metacogni-
          tion, then, regardless of whether that evolution is genetic or cul-

          tural, this binary distinction threatens to blind us to the messy
        middle ground between planetary and cook-like learning. As is

         often the case in thinki ng about evolutionary change, it may
        help to imagine a multidimensional space of possible learning

       strategies (cf. Dennett ; Godfrey-Smith ). The planetary2017 2009
        and cook-like varieties represent only two extremities in that

         space. Moreover, it is unlikely that evolution has managed to
         avoid visiting large subspaces in the interior. In Heyes’ ow n

        view, the adaptations that mark our trajectory through that
          space have been Small and Ordi nary ( p. 53), which rules out“ ”

  large salt ation-like leaps.
        In our view, Heyes already excellent treatment of selective’

        social learn ing could be enriche d by acknowledging and then
          exploiting the inner regions of this space. The attraction of this

         expansion can be seen clearly when we compare Heyes treatment’

        of status-based se lective learning with her treatment of age-based
        selective learning. Heyes describes a study by McGuigan ( ),2013

         in whic h 5-year-old children can get help solvin g a puzzle -box
          problem from different classes of adults. It turns out that 5-year-

            olds can rank the social status of adults, and then tune their social
         learning strategy to ensure that only high- status models get cop -

          ied. Although this looks like a case of children regulating their
        social learning in just the way cultural evolutionary theory

          requires, Heyes offers this study as an example of domain general,
      associative, and -metacognitive learning. Contrast this withnon

        her most prominent example of genuine metacognition, the rule
         that instructs us to . Metacognition is definedcopy digital natives

         as thinking about thinking. So what makes this rule metacogni-
            tive? Can t we construe it as a rule about what to do, rather’

            than a rule about what to think? O ne might say to oneself: If,“

           in the future, you happen to be thinking about which app to
         download, copy digital natives. If one were to subvocalize that”

          sentence, it would be a clear case of metacognition in Heyes’

            sense. But we see no reason that a rule with this content must
     be acquired by such metacognitive means.

          In these two cases, we have an exemplar of purportedly non-
         metacognitive learning that looks meta, and an exemplar of pur-

        portedly metacognitive learn ing that doe sn t look quite so meta’

          after all. One might interpret this as evidence that Heyes distinc-’

       tion between genuine metacognition and merely planet ary social
            learning is not as mutually exclusive as she makes it out to be.

          Instead, our sugg estion is that these two styles of social learning
          are not jointly exhaustive. They simply leave out many of the

          more complex kinds of learning rules that don t fit either category’

neatly.
         The benefits of em bracing the messy middle are not exhausted

         by the opportunity to improve the conceptual framework we use
        to characterize human social learn ing. Consider the literature on

      so-called rational imitation in chimp anzees. Chimpanzees raised
           in captivity will imitate a huma n who turns on a light switch

          with her forehead more often when the human seems to choose
          that method freely, compared to a condition in which it appears

         there is no choice, because the experimenter s hands were full’

          (Buttelmann et al. ) This suggests a kind of social learning2007
         selectivity that isn t purely planetary, since it displays some sensi-’

           tivity to the possibility of there being a rationale behind the fore-
       head technique. Or, think of the second-order confidence

      “ ”judgments of monkeys (Middlebrooks & Sommer ).2012
          Monkeys will place large bets on judgments they are highly likely

            to get right, and smaller bets on judgments they are less likely to
         get right. These decision s might accurately be described as only

         sorta (Dennett ) metacognitive, and none the worse for that.2013
         Our suggestion is not that these partial cases might, appear-

         ances to the contrary, suffice for cultural evolu tion. Rather, our
         suggestion is that phenom ena like these provide clues about the

         kind of learn ing strategies that occupy the messy middle ground
        between planetary and cook-like learning. In fact, Heyes wonder-’

            ful term, gadget, is ideally suited to play the role of a semi-“ ”

       understood, semi-app reciated found object that an agent might
       put to good use without fully understanding why.
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Abstract

        Heyes book is an important contribution that rightly integrates’

     cognitive development and cultural evolution. However,
      understanding the cultural evolution of cognitive gadgets

       requires a deeper appreciation of complexity, feedback, and
    self-organization than her book exhibits.

           Heyes is right to bring cultural evolution to the forefront of cog-
       nitive development. As the cognitive and developmental scienc es

         have been slowly drifting away from extreme nativist claims, the
         glaring question is now, Where do constraints on social learning“

        come from? As it happ ens, cultural and language evolution”

          experts have been working on aspects of this question for some
           time now. Heyes ( ) gives the reader a number of useful land-2018

           marks from those fields, but the real story of how cogni tive devel-
       opment and cultu ral evolution interact is somewhat more

         complex than she implies. We unpack the book s central evolu-’

       tionary argument s, noting some important perspectives that are
        omitted and highlighting the need for involvement by experts

          in complex systems. We will also identi fy problems with her cen-
         tral grist-and-mills metaphor. Though our tone is one of critique,

             we want to make it clear that we think Heyes book is an impor -’

        tant contribution to the literatures on both cognitive development
          and cultural evolution, and we fully endorse her thesis that a

       deeper synergy between these often disconnected research areas
 is paramount.
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        There are two principal components of Heyes argument. The’

          first is that cognitive mechanisms are not innate but are shaped
          during development by social forces we might call this gadget-– “

         ization. The second component is that the structure of these”

        social forces is the product of cultural evolutionary processes.
      We address each of these in turn.

         The gadgetization that Heyes writ es about is an important and
         underappreciated idea, with thick roots in the cognitive science of

        the 1990s. Heyes provides compelling demonstrations of why imi-
         tation, mindreading, and lan guage should each be seen not as

       innately-given cognitive instincts but as learned cognitive gadget s.
       In general, calling these neural mechanisms cognitive gadgets“ ”

         will be a catchy and helpful remedy for cognitive developmental-
          ists who have been temp ted to accept the notion of cognitive“

          instincts. But others may want a bit mo re detail regarding how”

        these gadgets are actually constructed. For example, many non-
      nativist cognitive developmentalists will recognize cognitive gad-

        gets as resulting from somethin g like the learning-based modula-
      rization process described by Karmiloff-Smith ( ). Such1994

        processes are likely to have substantial innate architectural con-
       straints based on gross neuroanatomy, but fewer representational

       constraints, because representations are based on more plastic
        fine-grained neuronal connectivity (Elman et al. ). There is1996

       already a large literature on how individuals environments,’

       including the social and cultural environments, shape fundamen-
          tal aspects of their cognitive machinery (e.g., Henrich et al. ;2010

         et al. ; Smaldino ; Wilson ; Zefferman & Mathew2016 2014 2002
         2015). The key point about multilevel selection or group selecti on

            is that selection on a social trait can strongly depend on the social
         environment, and so the contributions of each level of selection

         must be taken into account to analyze the overall population
         dynamics (Okasha ). Altruists can be exploited by free riders2009

       within their group (individual-level selection against altruism) but
          still increase the overall fitness of their group relative to other

      groups ( group-level selection for altruism). Additiona lly, proso-
         cial norms often require coordination among social actors to pro-

       vide margi nal benefits, and therefore face difficulties in
     propagating in new communities (Bicchieri 2006   ; Boyd &

       Richerson ; Richerson et al. ). Understanding how2002 2016
          such social traits spread is a key research area throughout the

       social sciences, encompassing not only the selection-based work
         in cultural evolution, but also the epidemiology of beliefs perva-

          sive in other areas of the social sciences (e.g., Centola ;2018
       Sperber ). Heyes evolutionary model ( pp. 199 201) pays1996 ’ –

         lip service to group selection, but closer insp ection shows that
         her model is completely unaffecte d by group structure. In her

  model, trait M′          always has higher fitness than trait M, so that it
         will spread regardless of group structure. There is no selection

            at the group level that is any different from selection at the indi-
            vidual level. This is a mistake, of course. The traits Heyes is talking

          about social and will likely have different fitn ess gradients atare
           different levels of selection; it s just that there is no mention of’
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          tal aspects of their cognitive machinery (e.g., Henrich et al. ;2010
        Karmiloff-Smith ; Nisbet t et al. ; Nisbet t & Miyamoto1994 2001

          2005), and so we hope the additional evidenc e Heyes provides sig-
         nals the end of overly simplistic nativist approaches to cogni tive

      development. Beyond this statement, however, Heyes provides
      somewhat scant details regarding how gadgetization occurs.

          One of the few detailed examples given is the rather outdated
         dual-route model of literacy. Readers interested in a model that

          actually learns the way children do might be better served by
  Seidenberg’s ( 2017) neural networks.

          Savvy readers will also want to know more about how cultural
       evolution shapes the social learning environment that imposes

        this gadgetization. The most interesting part of Heyes’ argument,
           in our view, is that the social environments that facilitate the devel-

       opment of culturally important cognitive mechanisms also evolve.
            This is an important point that has, to date, received too little atten-
        tion. However, Heyes presentation of how the relevant evolution-’

          ary dynamics occur is somewhat thin, and glosses over both the
        staggering complexity of those dynamics and the considerable pro-

         gress that has already been made in describing that complexity.
        Heyes characteri zes member s of the California school as being

       vague and inconsistent in their descriptions of evolutionary
          dynamics. Let us first note that the California school is an“ ”

         unfortunate term for many reasons, not least because it enables
           the author to ascribe to a collective a set of viewpoints without

       naming any individual sources, which would require attribution
         and subsequently allow scrutiny of those claims. Many of those

         associated with the referenced school have gone to great lengths“ ”

         to individuate their own research programs and clarify exactly the
      sorts of transmission, inheritance, and population-level dynamics

         they believe to have occurred in human cultural evolution, includ-
      ing using computational model s, archaeology, cross-cultural field-

   work, and laboratory experiments.
       In cont rast, the evolutionary dynamics Heyes proposes are

        themselves vague. Let us consider her discussion of cultural
        group selection, which draws little from more established discus-

        sions (e.g., Boyd & R icherson ; Henrich ; Richerson2002 2004a

           different levels of selection; it s just that there is no mention of’

         what the different gradients might look like. Heyes does briefly
        mention the potential impo rtance of social com plexity, but hardly

        enough. The consideration of emergent social structures that are
        important in cultural evolution is explored at length in

           Smaldino ( ). There is still a lot of important work to be2014
       done on understanding these evolutionary dynamics, and we

         agree with Heyes that the inheritance me chanisms for social struc-
       tures is an important target for future research.

       What makes understanding the cultural evolution of social
        organization so challenging? We suspect that the miss ing pi ece

        from Heyes discussi on is the com plex feedback between extant’

        traits and selection pressures and principles of organization (cf.
        Kauffman ; Thompson ) that shape those traits. In1993 1942

         terms of the cognitive gadgets discussed in Heyes book, some’

           of the clearest perspectives on this front can be found in the
          work of Kirby and Smith (Kirby ; Smith & Kirby ).2017 2008

        They have proposed that once humans had genetically evolved
       sufficient capacities for sociality, imitation, and coop eration, cul-

        tural evolution was sufficient to shape early communication sys-
      tems towards easier understanding, production, and flexibility.

        Most im portantly, they have provided dynamic mo dels of how
         such a process might occur. Tomasello et al. have suggested

          more generally that social cooperation was a likely driver of the
        emergence of many uniquely human cognitive features (Moll &

        Tomasello ; Tomasello et al. ; Tomasello & Gonzalez-2007 201 2
          Cabrera ), which is consistent with, but not a direct conse-2017

    quence of, Heyes central arguments.’

        In general, the processes of feedback across multiple organiza-
         tional and temporal scales needed to explain the evolution of

        complex systems (Caporael ; Caporael et al. ; Smaldino2003 201 3
        2014 1974; Wimsatt ) are missing from Heyes story, though’

          their importance is hinted at in her final chapter. Implicit in
           this discussion of feedback is that, at some point in our evolution-

          ary past, humans lived in social environments that were not well
         adapted to facilitate the development of many cognitive gadgets in

           the forms we now know (relatedly, it is likely that other gadgets,

         adaptive in past environments, have since been lost). Over time,
      humans constructed environments which promoted the develop-

          ment of new cognitive gadgets, which in turn facilitated the devel-
        opment of new environments, and on and on. Co-evolutionary

         dynamics like this have, in fact, been increasingly studied under
        the banner of (Kendal ; Lalandcultural nich e construction 2011

         & O’Brien ). This body of work explicitly targets the evolu-2011
        tionary feedback processes by which humans modify their envi-

       ronments (e.g., by producing new social institutions like
         writing), whic h in turn creates new selection pressures (e.g., by

       encouraging lite racy), which in turn creates new opportunities
        for modifying the social environment (e.g., by producing new

         divisions of labor in which some individuals are express stewards
     of written knowledge), and so on.

         All this creates problems for Heyes central metaphor of grist’

           and mills. There is a reason that the social skills essential to
        huma n cul tural l earn ing a re re ason ably well descri be d as b eing

          handle d b y cogni tive “gadgets,” in the sense that the word usually
         refers to cobbled-together thingamajigs. The reason is that the envi-

           ronments that led to the evolution of those skills were socially con-
           structed ones a set of social niches constructed by the same–

         species that was itself developing those skills. These gadgets were
         pieced together over time by a nonlinear unguided process, and,

         therefore, they are not pristine engineered devices. The grist was
            not already there to cause the formation of the mill, nor was the

            mill already there to cause the formation of the grist. As Heyes her-
          self notes on p. 203, the inheritance mechanisms for mills overlap“

         with the inheritance mechanisms for grist. Thus, the social envi-”

      ronments influencing development (e.g., the grist) co-evolved
         with the cognitive gadgets (e.g., the mills), bringing each other

          into being in a fashion not unlike autocatalysis (where two chem-
          ical reagents cause each other to come into prominence). To under-

         stand something like autocatalysis, one needs some facility with the
        dynamics of complex systems. Treating cultural evolution and cog-

        nitive development as though they are linear feed-forward pro-
       cesses that straightforwardly turn selection pressures into human

            traits just will not cut it. For example, the social mechanisms of lan-
         guage use and the neural mechanisms of language processing may

         not be well treated as “a g ri st ” “and a m i ll ,” resp ecti vely, p recise ly
          because they overlap so much with one another (e.g., Clark 2008;

       Kirby et al. ; Spivey & Richardson ).20 08 2009
          Real mills are traditionally made of wood and stone, or what-

         ever modern materials are currently in fashion. In our unpacking
            of Heyes analogy, the mill is formed by the grist, which it then’

          processes in such a way that changes the construction of subse-
           quent mills. If grist can change the way the mill works, and

         vice versa, then perhaps grist-and-mill is not the right metapho r
        for understanding the cultural evolution of thinki ng (most mills

           don t reshape themselves as a result of changes in the grist that’

           they are millin g). If a me taphor is needed, a more apt one
           might be rivers and the water that runs through them. A riverbed

          channels the water that runs through a geographical area, but it
           can also get reshaped by that water. And the quality and flows

            of that water can change over time. If one embraces a river met-
        aphor to illum inate this mutual relationship between cul tural evo-

           lution and cognitive gadgets , it is easier to see how culture and
         brain can indeed shape one another. It also becomes clearer

          that culture and brain are not two se parate factors that additively
       combine to generate mind. They are sufficiently interdependent

           that they might be best treated as one complex system: a distrib-
        uted cognition compo sed of information that is transmi tted via

     both neural fibers and social fibers.
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Abstract

          I argue, with examples, that most human cognitive skills are nei-
        ther instincts nor gadgets but mechanisms shaped both by

        evolved dispositions and by cultural inputs. This shaping can
        work either through evolved skills fulfilling their function with

          the help of cultural skills that they contribute to shape, or
        through cultural skills recruiting evolved skills and adjusting to

them.

      Cecilia Heyes sharply contrasts two mutually incompatible
         accounts of the cogni tive skills that make humans so special.

         According to an account she opposes, these skills are biologically
        evolved cognitive instincts. According to the account she defends,

        they are culturally acquired cognitive gadgets (Heyes ). This“ ” 2018
          way of framing the debate is based on a strong presupposition

          which she barely discusses, namely that there are just two alterna-
       tives worth consideri ng: specialised cognitive skills are eithe r

       instincts or gadgets. Consistent with this presupposition, she
           treats any argument to the effect that a skill is culturally acquired

          as showing that it is not biologically evolved, and conversely. Here
         I want to challenge this presupposition and hence the pertinence

    of the debate so conceived.
        Heyes assumes that the main mechanism through whic h all

        animals including humans acquire knowledge and skills is asso-“

       ciative learning, which she views as intrinsically domain-general.”

      Associative learning is complemented by specia lised neu rocogni-
        tive mechanisms. In animal cognition generally, these are cogni-
          tive instincts. In the human case, they can also be cognitive

       gadgets, which are socially learned and culturally evolved.
       Whatever cognitive instincts humans have, they share with

         other primates. It is their cogni tive gadgets that make huma ns
           special. This might sound like a new defence of the nurture side

         in the old nature-nurture debate, but Heyes her self rejects such
        simplistic understanding of the issue . The rich interactive com-“

        plexity of developmental processes, she notes, makes it abso-” “

         lutely clear that, in cogni tion as in other biological systems,
            there are no pure cases of nature or of nurture; no biological char-

           acteristic is caused only by the genes or only by the environ-‘ ’ ‘

    ment (Heyes , p. 24).’” 2018
           Still, Heyes has very little to say about the contribution of the

        environment to the development of instincts: how, for instance,
          gro wing up in a given cultural communi ty may c ontribute to c urb-

        ing, enhancing, or otherwise shaping human sexual instincts (which
         are not purely cognitive but have an essential cognitive dimension).

           Similarly, she has little to say regarding the contribution of the genes
         to the development of gadgets, which, she maintains, are acquired

        through associative learning. She views associative learning as a
     domain-general evolved learning capacity. Associative learning
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         merely enables the acquisition of gadgets but doesn t contribute to’

      shaping the ir do main- or task-specific chara cteris tic featur es.
          There is no place in her account for learning instincts“ ” (Marler

      1991). Gadgets are developmentally disconnected from instincts.
         Hence her “evo-dev o” approach breaks down into an “evo” accoun t

       of in stincts and a “devo” ac count of gadge ts.
        Is the partitio n of cognitive skills into two nonoverlapping

          clusters instincts and gadgets self-evident or at least parti cu-– –

            larly plau sible? I want to suggest that, in fact, the many and varied
          cognitive skills that make humans specia l are on a continuum of

          cases with, at one end, mechanism s the development of which is
        strongly canalised by biological factors and not much modifiable

         by environmental factors and, at the other end, mechanism s that
         are only weakly canalised by biological factors and are particularly

       susceptible to environmental factors (on canalisation , see Ariew
          1996; Waddington ). If there is such a continuum of cases1942

          and if human cognitive skills stand at various points along the
          continuum, then the old term instinct and the new clever lexical“ ”

           term gadget should not be used to partition the whole range but“ ”

        only (if at all ) to highlight its end points.
         T h e r e i s a p r i n c i p l e d r e a s o n w h y , a m o n g a l l b i o l o g i c a l t r a i t s ,

       n e u r o c o g n i t i ve m e  c h a n i s m s a re p a r t i c u l a r l y l i k e l y t o b e s c a t -
      t e r e d a l o n g a n “ ”i n nate -ac qu i red o r “i n s t i n c t - g a d g e t ” c o n t i n -

           uu m rat h e r th an cl ust ered at one or at bo th en ds . The ge ne ral
         f u n c t i o n c o g n i t i o n i s t o a d j u s t t h e b  e h a v i o u r o f t h e o r g a n i s m

         t o i t s e n v  i r o n m e n t . S e n s i  t i v i t y t o t h e e n v i r o n m e n t i s t h e s  i n e
         q u a n o n o f c o g n i t i v e m e c h a n i s m s . W h e n t h e r e i s s e l e c t i o n f o r

o ne a nd t he s am e f or m of b eh av io ur al a dj u st me nt t o t he s am e
      r e c u r re n t l o c a l e n v i r o n m e n t a l c o n d i t i o n s , t h e n t h e d e v e l o p m e n t

        of the cog ni ti ve m ec ha n is m i nvo lve d c an be strong ly can al is e d
         by biological factors. When, on the other hand, the relevant

       environmental conditions are more vari ed and complex and
        hence call for more flexible responses, there are biological-

        evolutionary grounds to expect weaker canalisation and a greater
         role of variable environmental factors. This is obviously a matter

 of degree.
          Heyes, on her part, assumes something like this: When a rel-

       atively rigid response to recurrent environmental conditions is
      adequate, selection favours specialised cognitive instincts. When ,

         on the other hand, greater flexibility would be more adaptive,
       selection favours a radically different alternative: the development

         and use of a domain-general learning mechanism (such as asso-
         ciative learning). As she points out, advocates of deep learning,“

     predictive coding, hierarchical reinforcement learning, causal
        modelling, and Bayesians of almost every stripe describe these”

      learning procedures as domain-general capabilities (Precis, sect.
             1, para. 5). True, but the fact that the formal properties of a learn-

          ing procedure are best specified withou t assigning to it any spe-
            cific domain or goal does not entail that the use of such a

          procedure in an organism or a machine cannot be tied and
   adjusted to specific goa ls.

           In defence of her view, Heyes quotes Lake et al. ( ). They2017
 however, observed:

           The claim that a mind is a collection of general-purpose neural networks
         with few initial constraints is rather extreme in contemporary cognitive

         science. A different picture has emerged that highlights the importance
         of early inductive biases, including core concepts such as number,

          space, agency, and objects, as well as powerful learning algorithms that
          rely on prior knowledge to extract knowledge from small amounts of

         training data. This knowledge is often richly organized and theory-like
         in structure, capable of the graded inferences and productive capacities

       characteristic of human thought. (Lake et al.” 2017, p . 5)

         In other terms, a Bayesian learning mechanism used for the
          acquisition and use of information in a given domain can, to

         good effect, be endowed with priors appropriate to its domain
         and task making it a specia lised mechanism. From an evolution-

             ary point of view, it is quite conceivable that many if not all cog-
       nitive adaptations may be specialised Bayesian mechanisms with,

         among other evolved features, initial priors ready to be readjusted
     in the course of cognitive development.

         Heyes also appeals to general considerations on the course of
           human evolution. How likely is it that, in the time constraint of
       human evolution, many new mechanisms should have evolved

          not just to make culture possible but to shape distinct cultural
         cognitive skills ? This is a reasonable question to which people

        working on human evolution give different answers. Some, like
         Joe Henrich ( ), have assumed that a variety of mechanisms2015

         targeting specific aspects of culture may well have evolved; others,
         like Michael Tomasello ( ) or Heyes herself are more sceptical.1999

           A consideration that is generally missing in this debate is the fact
           that cultural skills can be partly shaped not only by an evolved

         mechanism, the function of which is at least partly fulfilled
         through these cultural skills; cultural skills can also be shaped

           by evolved skills that have not evolved to favour any cultural con-
          sequence but that are recruited in the process of cultural evolution

     to make certain skills more learnable.
         There are, indeed, two main ways in which biologically evolved

         dispositions may contribute to shaping a cultural trait. A biolog-
          ical function may be fulfilled through the cultural evolution of an

       appropriate trait. For instance, humans are om nivorous animals
         who are biologically disposed to seek a combination of nutrients

         meeting their biological needs. Cuisines vary from culture to cul-
         ture and are shaped by cultural histories, social organisation, and

         local ecologies. They are also, obviously, shaped by evolved food
        preferences. Hence, the cognitive and practical skills involved in

         cooking are not appropriately described either as instincts or as
          gadgets. To take a less trivial example, the biological benefits of

        “ ”kin altruism have caused the biological evolution of various
       forms of cognitive sensitivity to relatedness. Such sensitivity

          may, in the human case, favour the cultural evolution of relevant
       cultural skills and practices (Bloch & Sperber ).2002

        A second way in whic h biologically evolved disposi tions may
         contribute to shaping a cultu ral trait is through cul tural evolution

       taking advantage of biologically evolved disposi tions. Heyes, for
          instance, evokes the work of Dehaene and Cohen ( ) on read-2011

          ing skills. Given the recent history of writing, nobody would argue
          that reading is shaped by genes that evolved for reading. What

         Dehaene and Cohen have argued , however, is not that reading
        is a cultural gadget acquired through associative learn ing or

       some other kind of domain-general procedure. Rather, they
        showed that reading recruits an evolved cognitive capacity imple-

         mented in the left lateral occipi totemporal sulcus and the initia l
          function of which is to identify visual patterns relevant to identi-

         fying object contours. The cultural evolution of writing and read-
           ing has been made possible and has been shaped by this evolved

        mechanism, taking adva ntage of its capabilities to create novel
 visual stimuli.

        Sperber and Hirschfeld ( ) have illustrated another way in2004
         which biologically evolved dispositions the function of which is–

         not, or not initially, related to cul ture nevertheless provide–

         opportunities for the cultural evolution of cultural skills or prac-
         tices and contribute to shaping these skills. Consider, for instance,

        the evolved mental mechanisms that allow humans to recogn ize
        individual faces and to interpret facial expressions. The inpu t
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          conditions that a stimulus must meet to trigger the operation of
          these me chanisms are fulfilled not only by actual faces, but also

          by face-like items such as pictures of faces, smileys, masks, and
            so on. Only actual faces are in the proper domain of the mech-“ ”

            anisms: that is, in the range of items they evolved to process. All
         items that meet their input conditions, however, whether they fall

           in the proper domain of the mechanisms or not, fall in their
          “actual domain” – that is, in the range of items that trigger the

        operations of the mechanism. Most of these face-like items
       belonging to the actual domain of face-processing cognitive

       mechanisms are culturally produced. The production and appre-
         ciation of portraits, for instance, is both comm on and diversified

        across cultures. Actual faces themselves can be mo dified (through
           make-up or hair styling for instance) so as to bias the perception

              of the face (of its youth, its mood, and so on). There is, in other
          terms, a rang e of cultural skills involved in representing and mod-

        ifying faces and in interpreting these representations and modifi-
         cations that exploit and extend the actual domain of face

        recognition. The face recognition mechanisms did not evolve to
         produce such cultural effects. What happened, rather, is that cul-

         tural skills evolved by taking advantage of the biologically evolved
       face recogn ition mechanism and populating its actual domain

  with cultural arte facts.
         More generally, human cognitive skills can be shaped by bio-

        logical evolution, cultural evolution, or both. Some cultural skills
          are fine-tunings or elaborations of a biological skill, as in the

        case of cultural food production and appreciation. Such cultural
      mechanisms typically fulfil biological and cultural fun ctions.

        Cultural skills may also be exploitations of biologically evolved
        cognitive skills without serving the biological function of the

       mechanisms they exploit. Portrait painting or make-up skills
          are examples in point. Some cultural skills have a more complex

         relationship with evolved capacities. Such is the case of reading
         which not only exploits but which also modifies a perception

         mechanism the initial function of which is to help identify
 object contours.

            So, we are at a stage in the stu dy of the relationship between
         cognition and culture where, in Heyes own words, it remains’ “

        coherent and important to ask, for any particular characteristic
         [here, human cognitive skills involved in culture], to what extent

          and in what ways nature and nurture contribute to its develop-
          ment (Heyes , p. 25). This, however, does not amount to,” 2018

          or even resemble the task of sorting these skills into instincts
           and gadgets or of asking whether most of these skills are instincts

           or are gadgets. This is not the debate we should be having.
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Abstract

        Attempted answers are given to (a) whether nonhuman great
         apes (apes) also have evolved imitation (answer: no); (b) whether

          humans can transmit imitation as a gadget to apes (answer: yes,
      partly); (c) whether human-to-ape transmission can kickstart

      subsequent and stable ape cultural evolutionary psychology
          ( CEP ; answer: unlikely); and (d) when CEP evolved in our lin-“ ”

   eage (answer: relatively late).

      Heyes ( ) proposes that cultural evolutionary psychology2018
       (henceforth CEP), and with it, evolution, underliescultural

       many human-specific cognitive mechanism s. To mark their cul-
       tural source, Heyes calls these mechanisms cognitive gadgets.“ ”

         A cultural source is certainl y likely for some human phenomena
           (such as Heyes example of reading). It may also be correct for’

       other mechanisms traditionally regarded as cognitive instincts. I
          am not com pletely convinced of all the aspects of CEP ( yet?),

            but to foster readability, my comment will read as if I were already
   a full CEP convert.

        Heyes discusses four cognitive gadgets that form the mecha-“

       nisms of cultural learning : selective social learning, mindreading,”

          language, and imitation. Here, I will focus on imitation (the cop y-
      ing of the form of an action1        ). I fully agree with Heyes that imi-

          tation is logica lly required for (large) parts of human culture –

        specifically for culture (Heyes ; Tenniebased on actions 2018
  et al. ).2012

       Any claim for human-specific cogni tive abilities benefi ts from
         a cont rol comparison with humans closest living relative that“ ” ’ –

         is, for nonhu man great apes (henceforth apes). Heyes ( ) her -2018
          self frequently mentions apes, but does not clearly say whether, in

      her view, apes spontaneou sly imitate or not 2    and whether ape imi-
         tation would (have to) be due to an imitation gadget.“ ”

        Finding ape imitation that is, without anyspontaneous –

          human interference would mean one of two thing s: (a) apes–

       may then have a cogni tive to imitateinstinct 3    or (b) they, too,
           may have evolved their own variant of CEP including an imita-–

         tion gadget. Empiricall y, apes spontaneously imitate in either ofif
            these ways, we should see at least two types of evidence: (1) Wild

        ape behaviour should show smoking gun signs of underlying“ ”

    imitation, and (2) captive apes 4     should not human inter-require
         ference to show imitation. Does the current empirical data dem-

   onstrate these two patterns?
       Imitation transmits the of actions, automatically creatingform

       path-dependent differences over time (e.g., due to unavoidable
         copying error; Eerkens & Lipo ). This allows the detection2005

          of smoki ng gun signs of imitation: If wild ape cultures were“ ”

         based on imitation, we should see acrossaction form differences
         time and between populations for example, as different gesture–

      sets/dialects. However, empirically, we find instead overwhelming
         similarity in gestural form across populations and this extends–

          even to captive populations (see analysis in Byrne ). The pic-2016
         ture for ape material culture is more complicated but essentially

          the same: Although these behaviours are more likely to show dif-
        ferential frequencies across populations, the forms of also these

       behaviours neither require nor indicate imitation (e.g., Tennie
   et al. ; ).2009 2017

      What about captive apes? Unenculturated, apes consistently
          fail to imitate in controlled settings where imitation would be–

            the sole key to success (Clay & Tennie ; Tennie et al. ;201 8 201 2
      Tomasello et al. ). human training /enculturation1997 After
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        (henceforth enculturation) apes can show clear (a lbeit often lim-
          ited) evidence for imitation (Cu stance et al. ; Tomasello et al.1995

        1993b). What explains this pattern is that unenculturated apes
        lack important brain structures for imitation but that human

       enculturation produces these structures in their brains (Pope
  et al. ).2018

           In sum, the best matched control for humans apes lack“ ” – –

          imitation as an ape cognitive gadget and/or as a cognitiveeither “ ”

         instinct. Whenever apes imitate, they do so because of human
          enculturation ape imitation is a gadget lent to apes by humans.

        This supports Heyes’ “wealth of the stimulus argument ( p. 46)”

     regarding the cultural transmission of imitation.
      Given this somewhat successful cross-species cultural trans-

          mission of a single (imitation) gadget, could apes also become a
         “ ”model species for the cultural evolution of whole CEP? For

         this, high levels of human enculturation would be necessar y. In
         the past, this was sometimes achieved when studying ape capacity

        for language. However, high encu lturation tends to have negative
         consequences for apes (Freeman & Ross ). An d so, although2014

         we should therefore not repeat these studies, we can re-examine
 old data.

       After a human kickstart enculturation process (the human“ ”

         transmission of one or more gadgets towards apes), the argu-
         ment whether or not apes could ever sustain the continuous

       transmission of cognitive gadgets across pure ape generations
    (as a stable ape CEP“ ”

5        ) should depend in part on the fidelity
          with which cognitive gadgets can be passed from ape to ape

         after human influence has been removed. To examine this fidel-
          ity, an experiment would require an initial phas e, where a seed“ ”

           ape population is enculturated so as to acquire to the highest–

         possible degree one or more human cognitive gadgets. Then,–

        after adding unenculturated apes (subjects) to the seed popula -
        tion, human enculturation efforts must cease both to seeds

         and subje cts. Next, subje cts need to be observed over extended
           time period s even across ape generation s, in case of initial suc-–

        cess. Would the affected subjects catch cognitive gadgets from“ ”

            the seed population and if so, how many and to what degree?–

         Would these subjects later be able to enculturate additional sub-
         jects? There is exactly one long-term study with systematic data

         collection that came close to this hypothetical setup. This study
      introduced a single, unencu lturated male chimpanzee –

 10-month-old Loulis 6
       – to a seed population of four sign-

       language trained consp ecifics. During the 63 months that
     Loulis spen t in this experimental setup, 7    he reportedly used 51

         different signs. In add ition, Loulis was claimed to have learned
        these signs (mostly) via (Fouts et al.ape-to-ape imitation

          1989). There are many reasons to doubt these and related claims
           (Rivas ; ), but even when taken at face value, a signing2003 2005

       usage of 51 different signs after human-to-ape-to-ape transmis-
         sion would already be substantially than the claimed rep-smaller

        ertoire of the seed group after human-to-ape transmission (e.g.,
           already at 36 mo nths of age, one of the seeds (Washoe) was“ ”

        claimed to have mastered 85 different signs; Gardner &
 Gardner ).1971

        What is especially illuminating, of course, are the long-term
      effects of human-to-ape-to-ap e transmission did enculturation–

         effects/gadgets persist in Loulis? When we look at the entire
        group s (seed plus Loulis) later performances (across four cor-’

pora) 8        the difference in persistence between subje ct and seed
        becomes highly apparent. In this dataset, the seed chimpan zees

         “ ”imitated (= responded to like with like) known signs much
         more frequently than Loulis did (around fou r times as often;

        Rivas ). That is, the human-installed ape2003 imitation gadget
            seems to have already lost most of its power within the first gen-

   eration of ape-to-ape transmission. 9   Equally important, whereas
         the seed chimp anzees still showed evidence of using between 38

         and 55 di fferent signs, Loulis now merely showed evidenc e for
    four different signs (Rivas ).2003 10    However, two of these

      “ ”signs (GIMME and HURRY) simply resembled species-typical
      behaviour (Rivas ). The third sign (THAT/THERE/YOU)2003

         involved pointing to various entities by way of extending the“ ”

      entire hand which captive chimpanzees– non languag e-trained–

     also do (Leavens & Hopkins ).1999
      Finally, Loulis s fourth sign (CHASE) involved wrist-hitting’

   actions using both arms 11
      – but a related gesture (Rivas )2005

         also develops (and in a sim ilar play function) in non language -–

      trained chimpanzees (wrist hitting another chimpanzee with
           one arm; Tomasello et al. ). Note also that, at the time,1989

           Loulis s use of these four signs was studied by Rivas, Loulis had’

       already been exposed to several years ofadditionally
      human-to-ape transmission (which included signing CHASE to

           him). And so, none of the signs Loulis persisted to use need“ ”

         be attributed to ape-to-ape transmission and most should prob-–

           ably not even cou nt as signs (except maybe one single sign; and
      even this sign perhaps only in part).

        In sum, in term s of long-term effect of human-to-ape-to-ape
        transmission, Loulis demonstrated a grand total of zero signs

         that he clearly learned from the seed population. In addition,
          he also showed a relative lack of motivation to sign compared

        to the seed (human-trained) chimpanzees. Even his level of
       prompted imitation of seen gestures/signs was heavily reduced“ ”

    compared to the seed chimpan zees.
       Overall then, the Loulis experiment using a suitable meth-“ ” –

       odological design uncovered that even a short-chained–

      human-to-ape-to-ape transmission of cognitive gadgets did not
        survive well. Any potential small gadget-residue in Loulis ( one∼

          sign plus weak imitation?) would likely fail to pass down to
        later ape-to-ape transmission steps. Thus, I must disagree with

         Gardner and Gardner ( ) who concluded that ape sign lan-1989 “

          guage is robust and self-supporting ( p. 25). At least when chim-”

          panzee seeds are human-trained to these levels in only these two
     cognitive gadget domains (communication and imitation 12  ) and

         when using a small seed/subje ct population, apes on their own
           seem unable to stabilise an ape CEP. The leakage of this system

           proved too large apes still fall back into their cognitive baseline–

         (i.e., to evolutionary psychology, rather tha n to CEP). The analog y
            here is filling an unclosed bathtub with water that can be done,–

            but the bathtub will empty itself as soon as the water supply stops
  or even shrinks.

       The (theoretical ) question remains as to whether humans
             could ever kickstart a stable ape CEP and if so, how? In general,–

          we should not forget that the only availa ble style in which“ ”

       humans can enculturate themselves and other species could
          have evolved culturally to fit our and human biologyonly our

         (as a co-evolved bathtub-plug system). If we had the knowledge
        to devise enculturation ways specific ally suited to ape biology,

       then perhaps an artificial ape enculturation bathtub plug“ ”

           could be transmitted to them, and then a stable ape CEP might
succeed.

        But, perha ps, we could get apes to evolve ape-specific
        enculturation styles on their own via cultural evolution.–

         For this, more and dee per cognitive gadgets important for cul-
         tural learning would have to be human-transferred to an ape

          seed population. It is not altogether clear how this could be
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           done, but if it could, then at least successful survival ofsome
         gadgets across at least two ape generations could be induced.

     Once such multiple-generation ape-to-ape transmission hap-
      pens, ape-specific enculturation styles could theoretically evolve

           culturally perhaps even to a level able to stabilise ape CEP.–

            All the above is water on Heyes ( ) mills. I also agree with’ 2018
           Heyes that we need to engage in historical theory of huma n CEP.

          Clearly, in our own lineage, we must have evolved CEP ourselves
         entirely from scratch (likely in a feed-fo rward process). But when

           and why did our lineage evolve CEP? Knowing when to looknot
        saves from misattributing factors. Given that imitation plays a

         crucial role, time periods with an absence of smoking gun “ ”

        (see above) evidenc e for imitation can therefore be dismissed.
         Using this logic, we recently found that the imitation gadget

          was likely absent from our lineage prior to 500,000 years ago∼

         (compare Tennie et al. ; ). In accordance with Heyes2016 2017
         ( , p. 212), we therefore state that imitation evolved late2018

     (roughly within the last 500 ,000 years).

Notes

              1. There is more to imitation than action copying alone, but there is no space.
            2. Heyes ( ) states instead that humans are better at imitation than apes.2018
        3. Heyes ( ) regards imitative as generally unlikely.2018 instincts
      4. At least when not socially deprived.
            5. Assuming that apes do not already have a CEP on their own.
          6. The study still contained human interaction (including some ASL signing)

          after subject integration though with restrictions for human signing towards–

          the subject. (During the experiment, interacting humans were not supposed to
          use more than seven predetermined signs with Loulis, although there were

        about 40 exceptions to this; Fouts et al. ).1989
             7. After this point, the experimenters started to use a wider variety of signs/

       techniques towards all of these apes, including Loulis.
         8. And using an appropriate data analysis (Rivas ; ).2003 2005
              9. And the power of even the seed subjects to learn new gestures by imitation

       likely never was all that high (Tomasello ).2019
             10. Loulis was included in only two of the four corpora datasets. This prob-

             ably reduced his absolute number of signs. But this does not really help the
          picture, because the reason (sometimes made explicit) he was excluded was

            due to his relative lack of willingness to engage in signing (Rivas ).2003
             11. Namely hitting his own wrist with a fist or open hand (Rivas, pers.

comm.).
            12. Note that other domains seem to be less affected by human enculturation

 (Tomasello ).2019
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Abstract

      Sociocultural developmental psychology can drive new direc-
        tions in gadgetry science. We use autobiographical memory, a

       compound capacity incorporating episodic memory, as a case
      study. Autobiographical memory emerges late in development,

      supported by interactions with parents. Intervention research
       highlights the causal influence of these interactions, whereas

    cross-cultural research demonstrates culturally determined
      diversity. Different patterns of inheritance are discussed.

        Heyes ( ) claims that social interaction and social learning2018
       processes between children and others are mechan isms by

       which numerous cognitive abilities are inherited. By implication,
       therefore, many essenti ally human capacities are both learn able“ ”

          and teachable. This claim can be fruitfully extended to make con-
          tact with recent work on the development of memory and socio-

       emotional function. Although Heyes contrasts a Vygotskian psy-“

          chology with real cogni tive science ( p. 18), we argue that socio-”

       cultural developmental psychology can drive new directions in
         gadgetry science. To extend Heyes claims and offer guidance in’

        that task, we use memory as a case study.
         Heyes lists episodic memory as a possi ble cognitive gadget, but

        does not discuss specific pathways of inheri tance. This natural
           and promising line of inquiry will require us to identify the com -

         ponents of its starter kit, and then the cognitive mechanisms“ ”

        (the mills ) that emerge reliably in development when config-“ ”

        ured through sociocultural interaction (Sutton ). Here, as a2019
         first step, we focus on autobiographical memory, which is plau si-

       bly a compound cognitive capacity incorporating episodic mem-
   ory alo ngside other components.

     Autobiographical memory emerges late in development.
           Western adults typically recall little of their lives before age 3 or

        4, a phenomenon known as infantile amnesi a (Bauer ).2015
        Young children themselves can recall events that occurred at

           age 2 or earlier, but these sparsely detailed memories are not usu-
       ally retained into adulthood (Bauer ; Hayne ).1996 2004

        Surprisingly, evidence for other form s of memory emerges in
       infancy (Hayne ). Accordingly, the neural wetware for2004

       remembering is in place much earlier than autobiographical
          remembering itself, whic h has to be learned in a slow, multistage,

      and variable process essentially involving sociocultural interaction
         (Nelson ; Nelson & Fivush ; Sutton ). Between ages1996 2004 201 5

          2 and 6, Nelson argued, biology hands over development to the“

    social world ( , p. 325).” 1996
       Across 30 years, sociocultural memory research has shown

          how children learn to structure and elaborate on their own auto -
       biographical memories in reminiscing with their parents (Fivush

           et al. ; Nelson & Fivush ). Parents who use a highly2006 2004
      “elaborative reminiscing style, scaffolding the unfolding narrative”

         using open questions and event details, have children with partic-
          ularly rich and detailed memories: first for the events being dis-

         cussed, and later for other, undiscussed events (Fivush et al.
          2006). Thus, children appear to learn not just about what to

          remember, but how to do so (Wareham & Salmon ). These2006
        claims are furt her supported by two lines of research.

        First, intervention studies show that a high elaborative style
      causally influences autobiographical memory and other capacities,

          such as emotion understanding (see Salmon & Reese ). A role2016
          for culture is clear. In these studies, mothers in the intervention

         condition are coached to use a high-ela borative style with their
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             children. A cont rol group is either placed on a wait list or, to con-
         trol for the numb er of interactions, asked to com plete a

       play-based task together. Children in the intervention condition
        subsequently display stronger me mory than those in the cont rol

        condition, with evidenc e of successf ul change in shared recall
           after 6 months (Van Bergen et al. ) and in independent recall2009
         after 12 months (Reese & Newcombe ). Given these potential2007

         benefits, there have been calls within clinical research for parent-
         child reminiscing inter ventions to be used with children who are

        developmentally at risk (Wareham & Salmon ). Such chil-2006
     dren typically experience infrequent, low-elaborative reminiscing

       and may show delayed memory development. Replications have
        been successful with maltreating parents (Valentino et al. )2013

        and children with conduct disorder (Salmon et al. 2009; Va n
   Bergen et al. ).2018

      Second, cross-cultural studies show corresponding differences in
   parents reminiscing and children’s autobiographical memory

        (Leichtman et al. ; Wang ). European American mothers2003 2013
           reminisce up to three times as often as Chinese mothers, for exam-

           ple (Mullen & Yi 1995), with a more elaborative style and greater
        emotion content. Chinese mothers, in contrast, are typically less

        elaborative and more likely to discuss social expectations (Wang
       2018). Consistent with these patterns, European American children

        show earlier and more detailed memories than Chinese children
          (Han et al. 1998; Wang 2004). In New Zealand, M ori mothersā

      are particularly elaborative when discussing culturally significant
          birth stories with their children (Reese & Hayne ). M ori chil-20 08 ā

            dren show a particularly early age of first memory: just 2.5 years on
         average (MacDonald et al. ). Wang attributes these cultural dif-2000

         ferences to variability in memory function, stating that this need“

       for memory sharing and collaborative remembering of personal
    experiences is not universal” (20 18, p . 2 97 ) .

        B u i l d i n g o n t h e s e t  w o l i n e s o f r e a so n i n g , n e w q u e s t i o n s
        abou t the i nte ractio n of mul ti ple d iff eren t lin es of cu ltu ral

         i n h e r i t a n c e m a y a l s o b e u s e f u l i n d r i v i n g c  o g n i t i v e g a d g e t r y s c i -
        enc e f or ward. To date, m ost s oc ioc ult ural me mor y resea rch has

     occ urred wi th mo t her -c hil d (and , occ as ion all y, f ather -ch ild )
          dyads . In new wor k, we s how that mot he rs are more el abo rative

       but less mind -m inde d than teache rs (And rews, ) . Yets u b m i t t e d
         no resea rch has co nsi de red h ow t he se a nd ot her so ci a l par tne rs

         mig ht i nte ract to sup po rt m emo ry. A t le ast two poss ib le p atter ns
        of cul tu ral i nhe rit an ce requ ire testi ng. O ne is a c om pen satory

       patte rn, in whi ch regula r remini sc ing con versati on s wi th at
         l e a s t o n e t e a c h e r , g r a n d p a re n t , s i b l i n g , o r f r i e n d m i g h t b e s u f f i -

        cie nt to en able r ic h a nd ful l a ut o bi o grap hic al me mor y devel op-
        men t . Thi s i s par tic ula rly im po rta nt fo r chi ldren who s e p arent s

          are ab sen t o r negl ec tfu l. T he secon d i s a cum ul ative patt ern , i n
       w h i c h m e m o r y s c a f f o l d i n g f r o m a l l s o c i a l p a r t n e r s m a t t e r s

         i n c r e m e n t a l l y a n d i n w h i c h c h i l d r e n w h o a r e n e g l e c t e d b y o n e
      k ey p a r t n e r m a y s h o w i m p o ve r i s h e d m e m o r y o u t c o m e s .

        Future stu die s that di se nta n gl e th e i n f l u e n c e o f m u l t i p l e s o c i a l
  par tne rs are cru ci al.

       A s d e m o n s t ra t e d a b o v e , d i f f e r e n t p a t t e r n s o f c u l t u r a l i n h e r i -
       tan c e strongl y in flu en ce every day d evelo pme nt . T he soc ial i mpl i-

       cation s of these c lai ms sho uld no t be unde restimate d,
      par tic ula rly when cons id eri ng the d e velo pme nt al nur tu ran ce of

        c h i l d re n w h o a r e a t r i s k o f p o o r c o g n i t i ve , s o c i o - e m o t io n a l ,
      and ed uc ationa l out com es. T he re are imp ort an t i mp l ic ation s

         for th eor y, too . B y u sin g a u to bio graph ic al m em ory as an exem -
        pla r, we show how ele men ts of a s oci oc u lt ural d evelo pm ent al

         stanc e ca n c ont ri but e eas il y a nd ric hl y to an expan de d c ogn iti ve
  sci enc e of g adg ets .
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Abstract

          Heyes sets out an intriguing theory but it raises more questions
      than compelling answers concerning culturally shaped cogni-

            tion. I set out what I see as the most pressing questions, ranging
         over the book s early chapters concerning the structure of the’

         theory, to two of Heyes four exemplar cognitive domains, selec-’

    tive social learning and imitation.

          T h e s tu d y o f s o c i a l l e a r n i n g a n d c u l t u r e i n h u m a n s a n d n o n -
      h u m a n a n i m a l s h a s e x p a n d e d e x p o n e n t i a l l y . T h e s i g n i f i c a n c e

         of t h is wor k f o r m a n y d is ci p li ne s c overe d b y B e h a v i o r al a n d
       B r a i n S c i e n c e s ha s be c om e i nc rea si ng l y a pp are nt , w it h im p li ca -

       ti on s fro m evo lu ti o na ry b io l og y at l ar ge ( Wh i te n ;2 0 1 7 a
         W h i t e n e t a l . 2 0 1 1 ) t o h u m a n n a t u r e ( H e n r i c h 2 0 1 5 ; L a l a n d

          2 0 1 7 2 0 1 8). T h e P ré ci s a nd Heyes ( ) o f f e r a t h e  o r y o f d e e p e r
        pe ne trati o ns of h u m an cul t ure i nt o o ur min ds , s h ap in g , pe r -

        h a p s e v e n c r e a t i n g , m a j o r a s p e c t s o f c o g n i t i o n . T h i s p o t e  n t i a l l y
        o p e n s u p e x c i t i n g n e w l a n d s c a p e  s f o r c u l t u r a l l y f o c u s e d i n t e r -

 d i s c i p l i n a r y r es e a r c h .
          The basic idea, however, appears not as shiny and new as

        Heyes impl ies. It s now 20 years since Tomasello’ ’s (1999 ) The
       Cultural Origins of Human Cognition ( perhaps tellingly mis-ci ted

          as 2009 in Heyes book and circulated précis), whose title seems’

         perfectly apt for Heyes argument . Heyes argues that her approach’

       differs from Henri ch’s (2015) in defining cultural learning by“ 

       ostension: by pointing at putative examples (Heyes ,” 2018
           p. 88), but Tomasello et al. ( ) did this already in proposing1993a

       three examples, including imitation and instructed learning via
        mindreading, now echoed by two of Heyes four examplars.’

         Still, Heyes overall thesis is stimulating in exploring such ideas’

 much furth er.
          Much in the book begs questions that I hope Heyes may

          answer in her Response. First, I see no explicit definition of
         what counts as Heyes central concept of a cognitive gadget .’

           Can she offer a definition , in a sentence or two? The metaphorical
          contrast between grist and mills appears clear, but how this maps

         to cognitio n is not. Heyes ( ) notes that cultural evolutionary2018
        theory covers large-scale conceptual structures such as fairy tales,“

          systems of religious belief, and sc ientific theori es, but to her these”

          are cognitive grist rather than mills ( p. 36). Yet the religious“ ”

         beliefs of, say, an ancient Mayan or Egyptian would surely
           shape not just what they think but they think it (Précis,“ how ”

            sect. 1, para. 2) in radically different ways to each other and to
         a contemporary atheist, so what makes these not cognitive gad-

         gets? Saying the latter are neurocognitive does not seem to“ ”

         help, for don t we nowadays assume that everything cognitive is’

      instantiated in the brain and hence neu rocognitive ?“ ”
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           A related difficulty in what counts as a gadget arises in rela-“ ”

        tion to testing selectionist evolutionary theories. I agree with
         Heyes that memetics has fou ndered in trying to unitize and

          count me mes (her example is heaven [ , p. 38]: does this“ ” 2018
         count as one me me? Then what about subsidiari es like ang els?).

        Heyes suggests that by contrast, cognitive mechanisms are unit-“

         ized by cognitive science, making them (as gadgets) more tracta-”

       ble for testing Darwinian selectionist theories of cul tural
         evolution. But don t the same problems arise? Taking the example’

           of language , does a bilingual person have one gadget, or two? Or
      many? Developmental changes raise furt her questions paralleling

         those concerning angels and heaven: For example, when a child
         adds irregular verbs to their language competenc e, is that adding

        a gadget (mini -gadget?) to their larger linguistic skill (macro-
        gadget?)? If not, why not? Imitation and mindreading also

       change, bit by bit, throughout development, challenging unitiza-
          tion. None of this is to disparage Darwinian analyses of cul tural

        phenomena, of course. Colleagues and I, noting that Darwin
          knew nothing of genes, set aside the difficulties of genes pur-’

         ported equivalent of memes and simply returned to the principles
         set out by Darwin, revealing their operation in human (Mesoudi

         et al. ) and anim al (Whiten ; ) cultural evolution.200 4 2017a 2019b
        Heyes miss ion is to identify what creates distinctively human’

       cognition, proposing that cultural learning supplies the answer.
          But if other animals lives are shaped by their cultural inheritance’

         (Whitehead & Rendell [ , p. 6], for exa mple, conclude from2015
         their comprehensive survey that Culture is a major part of“

           what the whales are ; also see Whiten ; Whiten & van de” 2017b
        Waal , for primates), then presumably their cultures too2018

          are predicted to shape their cognition. Gruber et al. ( ) offered2009
          the novel affordance of honey-filled holes in logs to wild chim-

        panzees from communities that either did (Kanyawara) or did
        not (Budongo) have stick-tool use in their cultural repertoires,

          and found that although the Kanyawara apes applied sticks to effi-
       ciently extract honey, Budongo individuals applied just their

       habitual leaf-sponging technology, with less success. The authors’

        conclusion, enca psulated in their title, was that chimpanzees rely“

          on their cultu ral knowledge to solve such novel problems. If this”

          interpretation is correct, would it translate in Heyes terms as the’

       Kanyawara chimpanzees having a cognitive gadget like imagin-“ ”

         ing modifying stick-tool use appropriate to solving a novel prob-
         lem a cultural cognitive gadget the Budongo chimp anzees lack?–

   If not, why not?
         This chimpan zee study of Gruber et al., contrasting two popu -

         lations, is relevant to Heyes proposals for dissecting the effect s’

      on cognitive competences/g adgets of nature, nurture, culture“ ”

       (Précis, sect. 2). Developmental ethologists like Hin de ( )1970
          long ago recognized that one can not easily disse ct these at the

         level of the individual because these factors interact in complex
           ways from conception to death; yet when it comes to differences –

         between individuals, populations, or species such causes can be–

       empirically distinguished. Taking Heyes example of literacy, one’

           can show that culture is crucia l to the emergence of lite racy because
          literacy does not appear in so cieties that lack the requisite cultural

        background. However, this is different from claiming, as Heyes
           appears to do, that literacy is a cognitive gadget in human individ-

         uals, created by cultural evolution alo ne, because literacy arose only
         a few thousan d years ago. We know from contemporary hunter-

        gatherer studies that hunters are impressively skilled in reading,
             in signs in the dirt, a narrative of recent events ( a kudu with a“

        lame calf travelled north around an hour ago ) (Wannenburgh”

 et al.           1979). The signs are not images of kudu; they are abstract

           signs that have meaning for readers of them, as printed words do
           for us. Hunting is known to have an ancient ancestry (Whiten &

        Erdal ) during which genetic changes could be associated2012
           with such a capacity, so this might well underlie our ability to

       culturally acquire literacy. A hominin lacking an evolutionary
         history of hunting and gathering should thus struggle to acquire

           literacy. This is not practicable to test, of course, but doesn t the’

          possibility mean it is premature to conclude that literacy is any
   “purely culturally created competence?”

          A somewhat pedanti c aside: I am puzzled that the term tele-“

          osemantic has emerged and been adopted by Heyes. It seems to”

       mean teleo nomic, the term introduced by Pittendri gh (“ ” 1958) t o
        contrast with teleogical, the latter meaning guid ed by purpose,“ ”

        the former distinguishing the mere appearance of purpose, for
          reasons such as evolution by natural selection. We say such bio-

       logical phenomena have evolved to serve certain fitness-
       supporting , rather than to fulfil anyone s purposes.functions ’

         The term teleonomic has been widely used by well-known evolu-
         tionary biologists like Mayr and G. C. Williams and philosophers

           of biology like Nagel and Hull. In the same spirit Lorenz ( )196 6
          talked of the ways in which both genome and learning function

         to acquire and store information on the environment ( p. 8).“ ”

         If teleosemant ic is indeed only a synonym for teleonomic, good
        scholarship suggests settling on the latter and abandoning the

 other term.
        Relating to such distinctions, Heyes states that Cultural learn-“‘

           ing is a subset of social learning specialized for’ … cultural evolu-
         tion” ( , pp. 86, 89 [my italics]). But surely cultural2018

         transmission functions only to benefit either a receiver, like an
         observational learner, or a transmitter engaged in some form of

          teaching; its function is not so futuristically oriented as to be
        about creating cultural evolution – except perhaps for vocational

         inventors. But Heyes is not focused on such inventors. Elsewhere
       Heyes more correctly says specialized for cultural“ inheritance”

          (e.g., Précis, Fig. 4 [my italics]), which avoids the impression that
         every imitator or mindreader is out to create cultural evolutionary

        change; should that not always be the terminology used?
           Turning to the first of the two of Heyes four cognitive gadget’

           exemplars I have room to discuss, I agree that social learning biases
        appear widespread among animals and not only in humans

            (Kendal et al. 2018; Price et al. 2017). And they can be complex;
         Bono et al. (2018), for example, showed that interactions between

           as many as three biases may interact to predict wild vervet mon-
            keys’ social learning: the sex of the observer, the sex of the potential

           model, and the relative payoff gained by the latter. I disagree with
           Heyes that such effects have barely appeared on the radar of cog-“

            nitive scientists” (sect. 5, para. 2). It depends on who counts as a
        cognitive scientist, of course, but a considerable research literature

          has now delineated a diversity of biases in nonhuman animals, and
            in children and adult humans (Kendal et al. ; Price et al. ).2018 2017

        Heyes proposes that human distinctiveness in this domain is
        defined by explicit, metacognitive rules about the biases in“ ”

          play. But the only examples of such rules offered are verbaliza-
        tions. If exp licit translates only as verbalized, the terms“ ” “ ”

     “ ” “ ”explicit and metacognitive appear di sappointingly redundant.
          The key question is how explicit metacognitive rules could be rec-

         ognized in nonhuman animals in order to test hypotheses about
      their presence or absence in nonli nguistic beings.

         Finally, I turn to imitation, which Heyes ( , p. 116)2018
         describes as the Lamborg hini of social learning. But does the“ ”

         restricted sense of bodily copying that Heyes favours really play
          a key role in cultural transmission? I agree this is plausible
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        particularly for gestures, including the distinctive huma n realm of
         rituals (Whiten ); Clay & Tennie ( ), for example, found2019a 2018

        that children tended to overimitate causally irrelevant hand ges-
        tures made while solving an object mani pulation task, while

          bonobos ignored them. But I suggest that the majori ty of skills
         a child acquires through observational copying , such as how to

             make an unfamiliar tool do its job, do not rely on fid elity of bodily
            copying, which plays little part in the now more than 50 reports of

          “overimitation (Hoehl et al. ). Is there any evidence to the” 2019
         contrary? More generally, what is the empirical evidence for the

       oft-repeated assertion that cumulative cultu re relies on high-
        fidelity copying especially the bodily imitation on which–

  Heyes model focuses?’

        In that model, Heyes likewise seems overenthusiastic about the
           role that adults imitating a toddler can play in building a child s’

      imitative capacity from scratch using domain -general associat-“ ”

       ive learning. C aregivers may sometimes imitate infants facial’

        expressions in face-to-face inte ractions, but is there any evidenc e
        they routinely imitate toddlers limb and other bodily move-’

         ments? Is Heyes really suggesting that the boy copying clasp“

         hands behind back developed the ability to imitate this because”

            often in the past he did this or similar actions, and his parents
         copied him? And how could looking in mirrors, or synchronous

        activities, deliver this example? The same goes for chimpanzees
         and orangutans, able in do-as-I-do tests to copy novel test“‘ ”

          items like touch back of head (Call ; Custance et al.“ ” 2001
         1995), that they surely have not learned beca use others copied

          them doing this? An d what of avian imitation of bodily actions,
         like using foot versus beak (Heyes & Saggerson ; Zentall2002

           et al. )? As I remarked in a critique following Heyes initial1996 ’

          promotion of the ASL model (Whiten ), there is a more2005
          general problem here too. Most of what a parent does cannot

           match what their infant is doing they are attending to feeding,–

            changing nappies, cooking, and so on so for the infant to learn–

          about matching, there would have to be some specific signa l indi-
           cating now, here is my rare perceptual match to what you just“

          did. I think no such signals are kn own. Moreover, bodily imita-”

          tion is not correlated in the sense of being synchronous anyway;“ ”

    imitation a model s acts.follows ’

        So does the underlying process of imitation, from perception
          to matching action, remain a black box? Well yes; we remai n

             ignorant of how the brain does it and how it comes to do so.
         Similarly, a humanoid robot that can achieve the whole process,

            globally, is yet to be created? It would be illuminating to see if
           such a robot could build the ability if programmed only with ASL.
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Abstract

     Responding to commentaries from psychologists, neuroscien-
        tists, philosophers, and anthropologists, I clarify a central pur-

        pose of Cognitive Gadgets – to overcome cognition blindness“ ”

         in research on human evolution. I defend this purpose against
       Brunerian, extended mind, and niche construction critiques of

       computationalism that is, views prioritising meaning over–

        information, or asserting that behaviour and objects can be
          intrinsic parts of a thinking process. I argue that empirical evi-

        dence from cognitive science is needed to locate distinctively
       human cognitive mechanisms on the continuum between gad-

         gets and instincts. Focussing on that requirement, I also address
       specific challenges, and applaud extensions and refinements, of

            the evidence surveyed in my book. It has been said that a writ-“

           er s idea of sound criticism is ten thousand words of closely rea-’

        soned adulation. I cannot disagree with this untraceable wag,”

        but the 30 commentators on Cognitive Gadgets provided some
         30,000 words of criticism that are of much greater scientific

          value than adulation. I am grateful to them all. The response
         that follows is V-shaped. It starts with the broadest conceptual

        and methodological issues and funnels down to matters arising
   from specific empirical studies.

  R1. Cognition blin dness

          One of the overarching aims of is to encourageCognitive Gadgets
         people inte rested in human evolutio n to think not only about

         brains, bodies, behaviour, and beliefs, but also in a computational
           way about how our minds work. I was trying to overcome cog-“

        nition blindne ss, a tendency among evolutionists to look straight”

          past an important resource the kind of cognitive science, thriv-–

            ing in lab s all over the world since the 1970s, that casts mental
         processes as software running on the brain (Block ). Some1995

      commentators revealed, inadvertently, just how tenacious cogni -
        tion blindness can be. While makin g otherwise valuable points,

        these comm entators looked strai ght past the software and wrote
           about cognitive gadgets as if they are parts of the brain, chunks

         of behaviour, or airy bridges between brain and behaviour built
        out of folk psychology and pure maths (e.g., Badcock,

       Constant, & Ramstead Badcock et al Iannetti &[ .];
       Vallortigara Jablonka, Ginsbu rg, & Dor Jablonka et al; [ .];

        Smaldino & Spivey Sperber Tennie Whiten; ; ; ). The arcuate fas-
           ciculus is part of the brain, not of the mind . Social organisation,“ ”

      “norm,” “ conformity, and (in frequent usage) decision rule” “ ”

       refer to behavioural regularities rather than computational pro-
         cesses. And in many models, terms such as inference and“ ”

         “ ”belief are taken from folk psychological stock and applied so
         promiscuously that they lose all me aning, leaving maths to do

 the work.
           Of course, it is vital to study the brain and behaviour, often

        with the help of mathematical models and folkweave characterisa-
         tions of the mind, but recommends a majorCognitive Gadgets

          addition to the evolutionist s armoury. It suggests that we can bet-’

         ter understand human evolution if we recognise that the brain
       interacts with behaviour via cognitive mechanisms; these mecha-

          nisms are among the targets of genetic and cultural selection; and
        folk psychology seldom provides the most precise and empirically

        grounded descriptions of how these mechanisms work. In many
         cases such as the me chanisms involved in object recognition,–

         speech production, and reading folk psychology is simply silent.–
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         Mathematical mo dels can help fill the silence , but without more
        abstract, software characterisations of what the mind is doing,

       these models struggle to make testable predictions (Coltheart
 2002 2012 ; ).

         Dominey Fenici & Garofoliand certainly do not suffer from
       cognition blindness. They see the computationalism of Cognitive

          Gadgets clea rly and challenge it head-on. At the heart of their
         challenge are a lamen t and an historical claim. They lament

       that computationalist cognitive science makes little contact with
        lived experience and, therefore, with the humanities. It sides

       with the natural sciences, offering exp lanation rather than“ ”

       “ ” “ ”understanding, in the language of information rather than
          of meaning. The historical claim is that this could easily have“ ”

        been otherw ise. If computer technology had not been adva ncing
          so rapidly when behaviourism ran out of steam, the cogni tive rev-

       olution would have produced a more humane, me aning-based
   cognitive science (Bruner ).1990

           I am sympathetic to the lament and I find the historical claim
            fully plausible. It is deeply regrettable that we are still a long way

       from knowing how to integrate explanation and understanding,
       information and meaning, science and the humanities. However,

          I doubt that the direction of cognitive science can be changed
         from on high by the kind of metaphysical arguments advanced

        by critics of computationalism (e.g., Baggs, Raja, & Anderson
          (Baggs et al.); Clark & Chalmers ; Hutto & Myin ;1998 2017

         Malafouris ), and, even if such inorganic change were possi-2016
            ble, I am not sure there would be a net gain from switching

       sides. A cognitive science that jettisoned computationalism for
         “meaning” would lose most of the insights accumulated over the

          last 50 years and, although closer to the humanities, would be
         alienated from the natural sciences. As long as a meaning-based

       approach continues to dominate social and developmental psy-
          chology (e.g., Tomasello ; ; ; ), I see no dan-1999 2014 2019 Whiten

           ger that it will be abandoned completely by those who study the
           mind. Furthermore and this may be where I differ most from–

            Dominey Fenici & Garofoliand – I am not disturbed by the his-
        torically contingent origins of computationalism. I see both com-

       putationalism and folk or belief-desire“ ” psychology the–

        “meaning” framework as products of cultural evolution. They–

        each have strengths and weaknesses, and are eminently revisable.
           For now, as highlighted by , there are advan-van Bergen & Sutton

          tages to be gained from using both folk psychology and computa-
        tionalism to understand the evolution of the human mind.

   R2. Grist and mills

           In one of my efforts to overcome cognition blindness, to point at
         what is missing from cultural evolutionary studies, I borrowed an

         800-year-old metaphor of the mind from St. T homas Aquina s. I
           said that cultural evolution operates not only on the grist of the

        mind (e.g., beliefs, ideas, behaviours, skills, artefacts) but also
        on the mills (cognitive mechanisms). Like most metapho rs, this

           one is far from perfect. Mills work on grist and cogni tive mecha-
        nisms work on beliefs, id eas, behaviours, skills, and artefacts

       (BIBSA); cognitive mechanisms take these particulars as input
          and transform them. So far, so good. But whereas mills turn

        grist into flour, cognitive mechanisms turn BIBSA into more
        BIBSA. Belie fs, id eas, behaviours, skills, and artefacts the–

         usual targets of cultural evolutionary analysis are both inputs–

    and outputs of cognitive processing.
       As noticed, the grist-and-mills metaphorSmaldino & Spivey

            would have been even more imperfect if I had used it to capture

       not the synchronic relationship between cognitive processes and
       their contents, but the diachronic relationship between social

        interactions and neural mechanisms. I agree with them that
         “the social me chanisms of language use and the neural mecha-

           nisms of language processing may not be well treated as a grist‘ ’

        and a mill , respectively. Fortunately, although the mutually for-‘ ’ ”

      mative relationship between social interactions and cognitive
        (rather than neural ) mechanism s was a central theme of

         Cognitive Gadgets, I did not try to capture that relationship
            with a metaphor of any kind. Instead I characterised it as a rela-

      tionship in which cognitive mechanisms undergo cultural
evolution.

            I am pleased to find that I have much in common with Baggs
          et al., but they are also unhappy about the grist-and-mills meta-

            phor. At first blush it seems that, in their view, this metaphor mis-
            led me into thinking that the things we do and make are mere“ ”

         products of cognitive processes. On this reading, to cast behaviour
            and artefacts as grist is to overlook the vital role of the agent’s ow n

        behaviour in determining the information to which s/he has
        access, and to underestimate the importance of both artefacts

          and the behaviour of other agents as carriers of information in
            their own right. But when the first blush has subsided, this is an

         implausible reading of the concern expressed by Baggs et al.
          Cognitive Gadgets does not say a lot about artefacts because it

      focusses on social cognition (language, mindreading, imitation)
      rather than instrumental cognition (e.g., causal understanding,

          spatial navigation), but it dwells at great length on the importance
            of social interaction what we do with others in informing and– –

          shaping the human mind. Given this emphasis, it is more likely
          that Baggs et al. are objecting to the metaphysics of the

       grist-and-mills metaphor. They are challenging the assumption –

      enshrined in both computationalism and contemporary Western
          folk psychology that thinking, acting, and artefacts are three fun-–

           damentally different kinds of things. They see value in the idea of
         “the extended mind (Clark & Chalmers ), the view that” 1998

          behaviour and objects can be intrinsic parts of a thinking process.
       There is something exhilarating about philosop hical work on

        the extended mind. Consistent with the cultural evolution of
         mindreading, it shows that our thinking about thinking could eas-

           ily have been both coherent and radically different from the way it
          is now. However (call me old-fashioned), I cannot see what would

          be gained, in everyday life or in cognitive science, by switching
             from the view that the mind is in the head to the view that“ ”

             the mind is ( partly) in the world. The capacity of a puddle to con-
         strain dance movements and inspire mischief can be captured not

           only by casting the puddle as a component in our action control“ ”

           ( ), but also in the conventional way by casting theBaggs et al.
           puddle as an environment al input to action control grist to a–

           mill. Similarly, in the di achronic case, when I say that the child-
        hood development of imitation draws on experience with optical

           mirrors, and of being imitated by others, I struggle to see what
           would be gained by casting the mirrors and the actions of other

          agents as component parts of the child s developing mind. It is’

            kind of cool to think of it that way, but would the extended
       mind perspective suggest different empirical questions, or make

    existing questions more empirically tractable?
          Baggs et al. also chide me ( gentl y) for neglec ting niche con-

       struction, the idea that animals reshape their environments“

         through their actions, and this in turn structures the selection
         pressures exerted on current and future generations. It is not”

          clear whether niche construction is a bold new concept, like the
          extended mind, or a catchy new term for an important and
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        pervasive phenomenon that has long been recognised by evolu-
          tionists (Feldman et al. ; Gupta et al. ). Without attempt-2017 2017

             ing to resolve that issue, which is way above my pay grade, I can
           only say that I am puzzled when people suggest that niche con-

       struction a ubiquitous phenomenon throughout the animal–

            kingdom is not just important in humans, but a key to under-–

         standing distinctively human characteristics. It is a bit like the
         problem posed by research on social learning strategies in nonhu-

           man animals (Heyes , ch. 5). If nearly all animals have social2018
           learning strategies, we need to find out what it is about human

        social learning strategies that makes us different. Similarly, if
          nearly all animals engage in niche construction, we need to find

           out what it is about human niche construction that makes us dif-
          ferent. Most of the explanatory work is done by the difference-

            maker rather than the base concept in the case of social learning–

         strategies, by the recognition that, in humans, some social learn-
    ing strategies are explicitly metacognitive.

   R3. Gadget s and instincts

        In the movies, Frankenstein screams maniacally It s alive! It s“ ’ ’

           alive! as his monster begins to twitch. We have no trouble under-”

           standing what Dr. F. is asserting (and denying ) even though he is
         drawing on a distinction, between life and death, that affords

        many inte rmediates and ambiguous cases. A creature can be
           more or less alive, closer or further away from death; there are

        entities viruses, zombies, Frankenstein s monster that resist– ’ –

          classification; and, as it says in The Book of Common Prayer
           ( ), In the midst of life we are in death. The distinction2007/1549 “ ”

       between cognitive gadgets and cognitive instincts, although less
   profound, is sim ilarly sinuous.

           The first thing I should emphasise is that a cognitive gadget is
         not an entity created by cultural evolution alone ( ). As“ ” Whiten

         highlighted by Sperber, I am convinced that The rich interactive“

       complexity of developmental processes makes it absolutely clear
          that, in cognition as in other biological systems, there are no

          pure cases of nature or of nurture; no biological characteristic is
          caused only by the genes or only by the environment (Heyes‘ ’ ‘ ’”

          2018, p. 24). Rather, a cognitive gadget is a cognitive mechanism
        with distinctively human characteristics that have been shaped pre-

        dominantly by selection operating on cultural variants. In contrast,
        a cognitive instinct is a cognitive mechanism with distinctively

       human characteristics that have been shaped predominantly by
        selection operating on genetic variants. The terms cognitive gadget

          and cognitive instinct mark the ends of a continuum of cases
        (Sperber), with, I argued in Cognitive Gadgets, imitation and

         mindreading close to the gadget end, and things like associative
        learning and the inborn face bias (Iannetti & Vallortigara)

       close to the instinct end of the continuum.
        There are many evolutionary processes that could, in principle,

           send a cognitive process from one end of the continuum into a
       “ ”messy middle ground (Rathkopf & Dennett) between gadgetry

       and instinctiveness. For example, in principle, genetic assimilation
        ( ) could increase the role of genetically inheritedDel Giudice

      information in shaping development, and genetic accommodation
        could amplify the roles of nature, nurture, and/or culture

           ( ). As Del Giudice underlined , this is not a zero-Jablonka et al. “

        sum competition. All of these in-pri nciple possibili ties I happily”

         embrace. What puzzles me is that those comm entators who were
         critical of the gadget-instinct distinction seem to share my interest

       in examining how different factors ( genetic, cultural, “ plasticity,”

         etc.) combine to produce cognitive development, but do not seem

              to believe that, in order to do this, one must be able to get an
         empirical handle on what and how each factor is contributing

             in any given case. It is as if they want to know how different
         ingredients and oven settings contribute to the texture and flavour

               of a cake but do not believe that, to find out, one must be able to
       distinguish their contributions through inte rvention for example,–

           by add ing more flour and by examining patterns of covariance– –

          for example, by comparing cakes baked at 180, 190, and 200 0 C.
          Badcock et al., Jab lonka et al. Sperber, and say very little

       about empirical matters. They distinguish types of interaction
         between genet ic and experiential influences or genetic and spe-–

        cifically cultural influences without considering how the types–

         could be distinguished in practice. For example, they do not
       explain how we would know whether genetic accommodation

            had or had not occurred (Jablonka et al. ), or how we can tell
         apart cases in which A biological functi on [ha s been] fulfilled“

         through the cultu ral evolution of an appropriate trait and in”

       which cultural evolution [has taken] advantage of biologically“

       evolved dispositions (Sperbe r). On the other hand,” Del
      Giudice, revisiting our disagreement about mirror neurons

          (Cook et al. ; Del Giudice et al. ), concerns hims elf2014 2009
          with empirical matters but offers a couns el of despair. He doubts

        that twin studies can provide positive evidence of genet ically
      inherited cont ributions to development, and remarks ominously

           that It may be impossible to fully make sense of the cross-“

      cultural data on developmental trajectories without addressing
        the thorny issue of national differences in cognitive abi lity.”

         However, Del Giud ice does not direct us to empirical methods
           that are, in his view, better able to trace the contributions of

        nature, nurture, and culture to cognitive development. It seems
         that he wants to consign cognitive mechanisms to the middle

       ground between gadgetry and instinctiveness because he despairs
           of our ever being able to find positive evidenc e of genetic, learn-

   ing, and cultural contributions .
        As I acknowledge repeatedly in Cognitive Gadgets, both explic-

             itly and by poring over data, it is very difficult indeed to get an
         empirical handle on the contributions of nature, nurture, and cul-

        ture to cognitive development. For example, after discussing a
    range of methods , I note:

          “each of the methods outlined above is highly fallible. When learning
          opportunity A ( for example, talking with a parent about mental states)

          correlates with cognitive ability B (mindreading), it could be because a
            hidden factor C (linguistic skill ), is influencing both A and B, not because

           A is causing B. Likewise, twin studies may indicate a relatively large
        genetic contribution to development simply because the people included

           in the study happen to have grown up in very similar environments,
        and, in cross-species comparisons, convergent evolution can be mistaken

           for a strong influence of learning on development. Given these risks, in
              this area of science, as in most others, we have to place more trust in

          research that includes effective control procedures, and to look for conver-
           gent evidence for signs that studies using different samples and methods–

         are pointing to the same conclusion. (Heyes , p. 50)” 2018

            In my view, it is neither legitimate nor helpful to respond to these
        challenges with a messy middle default, that is, by assuming“ ” –

         that all three sources of information contribute about equally in
           all cases, or by assuming out of tribal loyalty (e.g., to behaviourism

         or High Church evolutionary psychology) that one of them is
        dominant. Cognitive Gadgets offers and uses a methodological tem-

        plate for parsing cognitive development, based on the distinction
          between poverty and wealth of the stimulus. I would be flabber-

         gasted if this template were exactly right. It certainly needs
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        refinement and to be augmented by modelling, especially non-
          linear modelling (Smaldino & Spivey). But I shall stick to my

          guns on what the current evidence suggests that many distinc-–

          tively human cognitive mechanisms lie at the gadget end of the
         continuum (see below) and, more generally, on the necessity–

         for empirical evidence from cognitive science to back up claims
          about the roles of nature, nurture, and culture in cognitive develop-

           ment. I will be content if proves to beCognitive Gadgets “a timely
         provocation (” Del Giudice) in this respect; if it encourages those

         interested in human evolution to recognise that claims about the
        innateness and genetic assimilation of cognitive processes are not

        helpful unless they are backed by specific, discriminative empirical
           evidence. We should not allow nativism to be a matter of taste.

   R4. Mo re about gadgets

        Before turning to the evidenc e surveyed in Cognitive Gadgets, I
             would like to say a little more about what I had in mind when

          I coined the term cognitive gadgets. (Gad gets are out in the“ ”

            world now, so people can make of them what they wil l, but I
    still feel a bit proprietary.)

         First, I have been convi nced by Buskell ( ) that minorit y2018 “ ”

         cognitive processes such as those specialised for chess (– Del
         Giudice), lace making, or abacus calculation are cognitive gad-–

            gets in good standing, and that they could prove to be a valuable
         resource in empirical research on the cultural evolution of typi-

       cally human cognition. However, following High Church evolu-
         tionary psychology, I am especially interested in the types of

       cognitive mechanisms such as mindreading, episodic memory,–

         language, imitation that are present in most people alive–

      today. These human-nature defining cognitive gadgets are, for–

         me, the paradigmatic cases. Note, with , thatBadc ock et al.
       many people who now identify as evolutionary psychologists“ ”

             are not High Church. I may even be one of them. But, of course,
        insofar as the depar ture from orthodoxy involves rejection of

     computationalism, I regard it as heresy.
          Second, and take me to be yet moreDel Giudice Sperber

          devout abo ut associative learning than I really am. I see associative
            learning as a powerful engine, but not the only engine, in the con-

            struction of cognitive gadgets. As I tried to make clear in my dis-
      cussions of metacognitive social learning strategies and

        mindreading (Heyes , chapte rs 5 and 7), like2018 Dominey, I
     regard language as another major generator.

          Finally, I want to put my hands up and acknowledge that,

       mindreading, imitation). Genetic selection is the option backed
        by High Church evolutionary psychology, but, I argue in

      Cognitive Gadgets, contemporary evidence from cognitive science
           is not consistent with the idea that genetic selection is the principal

          architect of the human mind. Therefore, to the extent that distinc-
         tively human cognitive mechanisms are adaptive do their jobs–

            well it must be because they have been shaped by the third–

  designer, cultural selection.

 R5. Evide nce

  R5.1. Starter kit

  R5.1.1. Face preference
  Iannetti & Vallortigara      draw attention to a very interesting,

      recently published electroencephalographic study showing a stron-
         ger neural response to upright than inverted face-like stimuli in

            newborns (Buiatti et al. ). At first I could not work out why20 19
          Iannetti & Vallortigara regard this study as contrary to my sugges-

           tion that an inborn face bias is part of the genetically inherited
         starter kit for distinctively human cognition. The results are entirely

         consistent with the behavioural evidence on which I based this
         claim, showing that newborns have an attentional bias in favour

        of face-like stimuli. Having read Iannetti & Vallortigara s commen-’

          tary more carefully, I think there has been a misunderstanding due
           to their focus on the brain (hardware) and my focus on cognition

          (software). They identify the inborn face bias with a particular neu-
           ral response. For them, the inborn face bias a neural response.is

         Therefore, by definition, as this neural response declines the inborn
          face preference goes away; it is a transitory phenomenon rather than

         something that persists to become part of mature face processing.
           In contrast, for me the inborn face bias is a functional entity

         observed at a particular stage in development; it is whatever
         makes newborns attend more to face-like stimuli. On this cognitive

            view, the decline of a particular neural response in the first few days
          post-partum is entirely consistent with the inborn face bias being a

        foundation for growth, via domain-general learning, of more spe-
   cific face-related attentional biases.

  R5.1.2. Execut ive functions
         In their commentary based on careful reading of Co gnitive Gadget s

         and packed with interesting data, Braem & Hommel challenge my
         suggestion that enhanced executive functions are part of the genetic

         starter kit for distinctively human cognition. Instead, they (and now
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          Finally, I want to put my hands up and acknowledge that,
         although it suggests that cognitive gadgets are shaped by cultural

        group selection, the book says relatively little about evolutionary
           dynamics (Del Giudice Smaldino & Spivey; ). It is the work of a

        cognitive scientist interested in evolution, not of an evolutionist
        interested in cognitive science. I hope researchers with complemen-

         tary expertise will take up the challenge, using modelling and
       historical-anthropological data to assess the plausibility of the

      hypothesis that distinctively human cognitive mechanisms (along
         with grist social organisation, norms, beliefs, etc.) have been–

         shaped by cultural selection. In the meantime, let me reiterate
          baldly an argument in favour of cultural selection that did not

            make it from the book to the precis: We know of three sources
         of adaptive fit between a species-typical trait and its environment

       – intelligent design, genetic selection, and cultural selection
        (Dennett ). Intelligent design now contributes to the develop-201 7

        ment of some distinctively human cognitive mechanisms (e.g., there
         are education programmes designed to promote literacy), but it is

         not a plausible candidate for most of these mechanisms (e.g.,

         starter kit for distinctively human cognition. Instead, they (and now
          I) find it plausible that, insofar as inhibitory control, working mem-

         ory and cognitive flexibility are more advanced in humans than
          other animals, it is due to genetically based changes in associative

       learning plus sociocultural input during development. I found
         myself wondering, if this is correct, how free-living nonhuman ani-

            mals could get enough of the right kind of social interaction to sup-
          port the development of their executive functions. But that is my

        only immediate reservation. I hope Braem, Hommel, and others
        pursue the hypothesis that executive functions are cognitive gadgets,

           and, whatever the answer, that this line of enquiry has the benefits
         identified in their final paragraph. Stimulating research of this kind

        is exactly what I hoped would do.Cognitive Gadge ts

  R5.2. Case studies

   R5.2.1. Selecti ve social learning
         Rathkopf & Dennett encourage me in a charmingly collegial–

            way, but also with force to reflect on the benefi ts of embracing– “

         the messy middle, especially in relation to selective social learn-”

            ing. They argue that there are likely to be many varieti es of social
          learning rule between those I describe as planetary and the explic-

          itly metacognitive rules I describe as cook-like. There are likely to
        be many intermediate rules that involve increasing degrees of

        comprehension along with the competenc e. It is possi ble that
       Rathkopf & Dennett overestimate the amount of com prehension

          I m packing into cook-like social learning rules. Just as a cook’

            does not need to know the chemistry that makes it wise to bake
             a cake at 180°, a user of copy digital natives does not need to

          know the epistemology that makes it wise to learn IT skills
         from people born after 1985. But Rathkopf & Dennett s main’

        point is well-taken: evolution is typically gradual, and therefore
        we sho uld be on the lookout for intermediate forms.

            The question is: Where should we look? It is easy to take any
         distinction between types of cognitive process and dream up a

          third (or fourth, or fifth ) type that shares characteristics with…

         both. It is much harder to formulate new testable hypotheses;
         to conceptualise an intermedi ate type of cognitive process in a

           way that is both rooted in existing evidence and makes it possible
          to distinguish empirically between the new type and the types we

          already knew about. It is hard but, unless interme diates are con-
         ceptualised in this way, theorising about the evolution of mind

          will continue to float free of empirical science. I want research
            on the evolution of cognition to be messy in another sense to–

           get down and dirty with the data. With this kind of engagement
          as a cherished goal, I would look for intermediates between plan-

          etary and cook-like social learning rules in the cognitive science of
         implicit metacognition (She a et al. ), not, like2014 Rathkopf &

       Dennett, in research on rational imitation. Experiment s by“ ”

          Beisert et al. ( ) suggest that, in both huma n infant s and2012
       chimpanzees (Buttelmann et al. ), rational imitation effects2007

           are due to distraction. For example, a head movement is less likely
          to be copied when the model s hands are wrapped tha n when’

        they re free, not because the subject understands wrapped hands’

           to indicate lack of free choice, but because distraction by the wrap-
           ping procedure makes it less likely that the subject wil l attend to

          the head movement. If this is correct, if rational imitation effects
         are due to distraction, they are produced by wholesomely plane-

     tary social learning biases (Heyes ).2016b
         Like many others (e.g., ), but in contrast withTennie Whiten, I

          see the inheritance of behaviour via social learning in animals as
         importantly different from human culture because it is not cumu-

         lative; it does not afford cultural selection. However, in previous
         work my colleagu es and I have given a straightforward answer

         to Whiten s question about how to test for explicit metacognition’

  in non-lin guistic creatures:

          If, contrary to our hypothesis, non-human animals have system 2 metacog-
           nition, they should be able to learn that reward-seeking behaviour is success-

           ful after making decisions that are unlikely to be correct (low confidence)
           and unsuccessful after making decisions that are likely to be correct (high

           confidence). This could be tested by, for example, using a reverse transfer
            test after training in a wagering task (Shea et al. 2014, p. 191).

 R5.2.2. Imitation
           Del Giudice is right to point out that twin studies have limited

         value in parsing the contributions of nature, nurture, and culture
       to cognitive development (e.g., Feldman & Ramachandran ),2018

         and that, away from my hom e turf of experimental psychology
         and cognitive neuroscience, I misreported the results of a twin

          study of imitation. It was Hughes et al. ( ), not McEwen2005

         et al. ( ), who found the same correlation between identical2007
          and fraternal twins. McEwen et al. fou nd a .3 difference between

      the within-pair correlations, and concluded : individual differ-“

           ences in im itation at age 2 years could be attributed to modest
      heritability, but mainly environmental influences ( p. 485).”

          Echoing a crucial point made by about endo-Braem & Hommel
           phenotypes, McEwen et al. also noted: The fact that 30% of the“

         variance can be attributed to genetic factors could mean that
       genes directly influenc e individual differences in imitation mech-

           anisms, although it is entirely possi ble that the impact is on more
       basic perceptual, attentional or motivational factors ( p. 485).”

         Fortunately, the case for imitation as a cognitive gadget rests
           not on twin studies which were not even mentioned in the–

          chapter of devoted to imitation but on exper-Cognitive Gadge ts –

       imental data confirming predictions of the associative sequence
        learning (ASL) model, and indicating wealth of the stimulus.

       In her deep and well-inform ed commentary, Powell argues
            that, even if the ASL model is right about the development of imi-

         tation, the resulting cognitive mechanism may be not a cognitive
         gadget but a cultural starting point ; not a mechanism favoured“ ”

        by cultural selection because it promotes cultural inheritance but
         a mechanism, made possible by social elements of the genetic

         starter kit and dependent on social learning for its development,
            that acts as a platform for the evolution of tru e cognitive gadgets. I

          find this proposal very interesting indeed , and not only because it
          converges with work that Jonathan Birch ( ) and I are doing2017

         on the cultural evolution of cultural evolution. Powell is acutely“ ”

          aware of the challenges inherent in explaining not only how cog-
         nitive gadgets get off the ground, in evolutionary and develop-

         mental time, but also on the subtle interplay between social
        practices and cognitive mechanisms as targets of cultural selection

          (see also ; ). I am notMcNamara & Neha Smal dino & Spivey
       entirely convinced by Powell s evidence that parents imitation’ ’

         of infants, and social partners positive responses to being imi-’

        tated, are sustained only by incremental increases in the“

       human genetic predisposition for social motivation and atten-
          tion. For example, many of the studies she cites, which claim”

          to show that infants and adults respond positively to being imi-
        tated, did not include adequate controls for contingency, and

         there is evidenc e that, when imitation and contingency are disso-
           ciated, it is the latter that makes us feel warm towards others

        (Catmur & Heyes ). But these reservations aside, Powell s2013 ’

           subtle analysis has given me much to think about . I am grateful
 to her.

      Tennie’s planet -of-the-apes reflections on imitation were also
           enlightening. I love the idea that ape imitation is a gadget lent“

            to apes by humans, and I am intrigued by his evidence that imi-”

      tation evolved only about 500,000 years ago.
           Whiten and I have a long, and usually friendly, history of dis-

        agreement about imitation. Instead of repeating answers to some
           of his twenty questions that I have offered in the past (e.g.,“ ”

           Heyes ), I would like to highlight a point of solid agreement201 6c
        between us: imitation of the topography of body movements

     (what Whiten calls high fidelity copying“    ”) is important primarily
        for the inheritance of social, rather than instrumental, behaviour

             (Heyes ). Also, I am glad he drew attention to a key feature of2013
        the ASL model: it implies that imitation is compositiona l.

      Through social interaction (being imitated, synchronous action,
          mirror experience, etc.), the child builds up a repertoire, or vocab-

          ulary, of action units that can subsequ ently be imitated when they
        are encountered in novel sequences and confi gurations. Just as

        language users can understand sentences they have never heard
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        before, imitators can copy compound bod y movements they have
           never se en before. Finally, Whiten is surely right that it would be

         valuable to have more information about the sources of imito-
        genic experience available to children in their everyday lives.

         However, evidence that child ren learn to imitate, in the manner
          proposed by the ASL model, is accumulating fast (e.g., de Klerk

  et al. ).2018

 R5.2.3. M indreading
        I particularly enjoyed the commentar ies that focussed on mind-

      reading ( ; ; ). Alth oughApperl y Dominey McNamara & Neha
         open to the idea that mindreading is culturally inherited, they

         identified patches where my treatment of the subject is thin“ ”

      (McNamara & Neha) and added valua ble thickn ess.
           My reading of the evidence to date suggests that much of what

         is culturally inherited, at least in WEIRD societies, amount s to
        mental state concepts. However, I would not contest sApperly ’

        proposal that, in a long social apprenticeship, learning from“ ”

         others to identify relevant information is yet more important in
        the development of mindreading. Similarly, although I live on
      the information side of the information-understanding divide

           (see se ct. R1 above), and do not embrace the extended mind for
           day-to-day scientific use (see sect. R2), I find great value in the

        ideas that mind reading is cultu rally inheri ted via narrative prac-
       tice and analogical mapping ( ; ;Dominey Fenici & Garofoli

        Hutto ). Furthermore, I was educated by2007 McNamara &
       Neha’ “s evidence of how teaching and learning environments

       vary across cultures to provide children with context-specific
        opportunities to develop the cognitive abilities needed to thrive

         as adults. Their reference to culture itself implies that the” “ ”

           domain of culture is exhausted by what I call grist behaviour,–

         beliefs, artefacts, etc. whereas a primary aim of– Cognitive
        Gadgets is to show that distinctively human cogni tive mechanisms

         are also cultural. However, that quibble did not dampe n my
          enthusiasm as McNam ara & Neha directed us to rich seams of

   data from cultural psychology.

 R5.2.4. Langu age
           I need to think further abo ut the many subtle and interesting points

            made by Dominey, but I am sympathetic to his view that language is
            a very special cognitive gadget. I do not believe that language is nec-

          essary for all gadget construction for example, the ASL model–

            implies that imitation can get goin g withou t it and I take seriously–

         the idea that language itself is rooted in associ ative learn ing.
           However, once language is in place, even with a toehol d, it enables

           the evolution and development of a wide array of other gadgets. If
            Dominey and I differ at all in the importance we assign to lan guage,

         it is probably because he is preoccupied by sophi sticated cul tural
         grist creation myths, mathematical concepts, the causal roles of–

           mental states whereas I am at least equally inte rested in the–

        cultural inheritance of nonverbal social behaviour and motor skills.
          Verbal instructio n is of more limited value in learning shibboleths –

         facial, postural, and vocal gestures that distinguish one social group
           from another and the skills involved in making and using tools–

   (Stout & Hecht ).2017
        Jablonka et al. remind us that many periphe ral mechanisms

       have been genetically specialised for lan guage – “ the innervation
         and musculature around the mouth, the larynx and the vocal

        cords; the unique function of the expanding muscles around
            the lungs and go on to say that There is no reason to believe” – “

         that the cogni tive system, responsible for the activation and con-
        trol of this physiology, somehow managed to remain unbiased

           towards it. Quite right, there is no reason to doubt that the”

         mature cognitive system is biased for language. But the evidence
         surveyed in chapter 8 of provides many reasonsCognitive Gadgets

          to doubt that the biasing was done by selection ope rating on
         genetic variants. Research in cognitive science on the roles of

       domain-general sequence learning and social shaping in the
        development of language makes it fully plaus ible that, while

         genetic selection has done the lion s share on peripheral mecha-’

       nisms, cultural selection has shaped the cognitive mechanisms
        responsible for language processing. If theorising about the evolu-

          tion of human cognitio n is to be evidence-based, any claim that
         our minds are genetically specia lised for language must, I believe,

   engage with that research.

  R5.2.5. Auto biographical memory
          Autobiographical memory was not one of my case studies but in

       their fascinating commentaries, andMcNamara & Neha van
           Bergen & Sutton showed that it deserves a central place in an“

       expanded cogni tive science of gadgets. The combination of”

      cross-cultural and inte rvention studies, clinical relevance, and
     hypotheses linking different gadget-generating social practices

      with ecolog ical conditions, makes autobiographical memory rich
       territory for cultural evolutionary psychology. I hope future

        work will examine further how elaborative and repetitive remi-
         niscing change not only what is remembered and when, but

     also the computational processes of remembering.
      Autobiographical memory also presents an excellent opportunity

           to develop the idea of a compound gadget (van Bergen & Sutton;
         Dominey). All gadgets are compounds in that, like any complex

      cognitive mechanism, they incorporate many subroutines. But
         are some gadgets compounds in a deeper sense combinations–

        of other gadgets, such as episod ic memory and mindreading,
           that can function alone or , in different cont exts, as a single sys-

        tem? Like all questions about the indivi duation or unitisation“ ”

          of cognitive me chanisms, the answer is far from obvious and can -
         not be solved by intui tion. T he beauty of computational cognitive

           science is that it uses, not intuition or folk psychology, but empir -
           ical me thods to find out about the structure and functions of the

          mind (Shallice & Cooper ). That is why, in ,2011 Cognitive Gadgets
         I recommend cognitive science as a valuable resource to anyone

   interested in human evolution.

  R6. Concluding remark

          Although a part of me would have preferred 30,000 words of“

       closely reasoned adulation, what the commentators have pro-”

         vided is much more invigorating and instructive. I am grateful
           to them all for reading the book, and offerin g critiques that will

        help evolutionary psychology to identify more and better cogni-
 tive gadgets.

          Acknowledgments. I am grateful to Martin Eimer, Noel Malcolm, and Nick
         Shea for their help in preparing this response to commentaries.
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